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i.

EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

This summary presents
concise,
nontechnical

the important
features
of the report
in
terms.
In order to provide
for quick,

easy reference,
the individual
paragraphs
of the Executive
Summary
are written
in question-and-answer
form.
The reader
is interested
in detailed
technical
results
should turn to
Section
i.I

2.2,

What

are

Report

Organization,

Spread

Spectrum

who

for guidance.

Techniques?

The term "spread
spectrum"
has been applied
to a wide variety
of
electronic
systems and techniques.
The common
thread uniting
these diverse
areas of technology
is that each uses signals
requiring
significantly
more radio frequency
bandwidth
than a
conventional
signal would require.
The expanded
bandwidths
provide
certain
features
and characteristics
that would otherwise be difficult
or expensive
to attain.
Spread spectrum
techniques
are not new; they have been evolving
since the late
1940s.
1.2

What are
Used?

the

Advantages

of Spread

Spectrum

Spread
spectrum
techniques
have evolved
environments,
where they have been used
of the following
features:

and How

is it

primarily
in military
to provide
one or more

Resistance
to Jamming
Resistance
to Unintentional
Interference
Resistance
to Unauthorized
Interception
Sharing
of a Common
Radio Frequency
Band by Multiple
Users
Discrete
Addressing
Accurate
Distance
or Location Measurements
Pulse
A more complete
Section
2.3.1.
1.3

Compression
explanation

of

Why Would Spread
Spectrum
Non-Government
Use?

these

features

Techniques

can

be

found

be Considered

in

for

Aside from the threat of intentional
jamming,
many of the features and characteristics
of spread
spectrum have found potential applications
outside
of the military
environment.
These
include
nonmilitary
aerospace
applications
now in the planning
stages and several non-Government
applications
that have been
proposed,
but not implemented.
(The term "non-Government,"
as
used in this report,
refers to applications
outside
the Federal

i-i

Government
for which
Examples
of potential
in Sections
3 and 4.
1.4

FCC authorization
would be required.)
non-Government
applications
are presented

Are Spread
Spectrum
Spectrum
Resources?

Systems

Efficient

in Their

Use

of

Since bandwidth
is an important
measure
of the spectrum
resources used by a signal,
the idea that a given signal should
occupy more bandwidth,
rather than less, runs against
intuition
and existing
regulatory
policy.
Indeed, if each of many spread
spectrum
signals
were allowed
to occupy a separate,
dedicated
band, the resulting
waste of spectrum
resources
would be unthinkable.
However,
because
spread
spectrum
systems
are resistant to interference,
several
spread spectrum
signals
can coexist simultaneously
in a single, common band.
The question
of whether
this mode of spectrum-sharing
is more
effective
than the existing
frequency-channelized
approach
is
not simple.
Certainly,
it is easy to produce
examples
in which
spread spectrum
systems make poor use of the spectrum,
even when
as many signals
as possible
share a common bandwidth.
In some
applications,
spread spectrum
signals suffer a fundamental,
theoretical
disadvantage
when compared
to frequency-channelized
signals
on the basis of spectrum
utilization.
But the usual mode of sharing
the radio spectrum
on the basis of
frequency
channelization
and geographic
separation
has practical
limitations
that prevent
it from achieving
the degree
of efficient spectrum
utilization
predicted
by simple
theoretical
models.
These limitations
include
the need for guard bands
between
channels,
the difficulty
of maintaining
a uniform
demand
or traffic
loading on all channels,
and the need for geographic
gaps between
regions
in which a particular
channel
is re-used.
For this reason,
it is possible
to produce
examples
in which
spread
spectrum
techniques
make more effective
use of the spectrum than the conventional
frequency-channelized
approach.
Naturally,
it is also possible
to improve
the spectrum
efficiency of the existing
frequency-channelized
approach
without
resorting
to spread spectrum
techniques.
When comparing
practical
implementations
of spread spectrum
and
conventional
narrowband
technologies,
it becomes
evident
that
both approaches
require
a compromise
between
communication
performance
(or radiolocation
performance,
in the case of radiolocation
systems)
and efficiency
of spectrum
utilization.
Increasing
the number
of users in a given band increase
the
utilization
of the spectrum,
but also increases
interference,
thus degrading
performance.
For this reason,
such comparisons
must be carefully
formulated
if the results
are to be meaningful.
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Can the Benefits
of Spread
Conventional
Technologies?

Spectrum

Systems

be Achieved

With

In some cases, some of the advantages
of spread spectrum
systems
can be achieved
by other techniques.
One example
is resistance
to unauthorized
interception,
which is readily achievable
with
conventional
secure voice or data encryptation
techniques.
On
the other hand, spread spectrum
techniques
offer a unique method
of sharing
a common band between
multiple
users without
requiring the users to coordinate
their transmissions
in any way.
Spread spectrum
systems have features
and characteristics
that
differ from those of conventional
narrrowband
systems both
qualitatively
and quantitatively.
These distinct
features and
characteristics
are naturally
better-suited
to some applications
than to others.
1.6

What

Non-Government

Applications

Can

Be Expected?

In the near-term,
the applications
that are most likely to
engender
practical
implementations
are those that require
little
development
and offer attractive
cost and performance
characteristics.
Most existing
spread spectrum
equipment
was developed
for military
and aerospace
applications.
The functional
and
technical
requirements
for such applications
are usually
more
severe than the corresponding
requirements
for commercial
equipment.
As a result, much of the existing
spread
spectrum
equipment will be beyond
the economic
reach of commercial
users, even
if the equipment
characteristics
happen
to be compatible
with
the application.
On the other hand, commercial
versions
of
existing
designs
could appear
if the manufacturers
perceive
substantial
markets.
In recent years,
significant
attention
has been given to spread
spectrum
implementations
of land mobile
radio systems.
However,
the designs
that have been proposed
would require
very substantial development
efforts,
and are not likely to be implemented
in the foreseeable
future.
This report contains,
in Section
4.1, a brief description
of a simple spread spectrum
technique
for land mobile
radio that could be implemented
with significantly less development
effort.
This approach
may entail certain performance
compromises
as a result of its simplicity,
and
thus may not be suitable
for some applications.
The performance
and spectrum
utilization
aspects of this simplified
approach
are
addressed
in Section
4.1 and Appendix
C.
A

second

application

that

has

received

considerable

attention

is

the use of spread spectrum
signals
for distress
alerting
via
satellite
in the maritime
mobile
service.
Although
an experimental
system has been developed
and partially
tested,
implementation before
the late 1980s is considered
unlikely.
A brief
description
of the proposed
system is presented
in Section
3.2.4.
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There
tions

are probably
a number of potential
of spread spectrum
technology
that

non-Government
applicahave not received

serious attention
simply because
designers
ment are generally
not well-versed
in this
example of such an application
is described
1.7

What

Economic

Factors

are

of commercial
equiparea.
A hypothetical
in Section
4.2.

Involved?

Most spread spectrum
systems
can be viewed
as conventional
narrowband
systems
to which special
features have been added.
This
added level of complexity
yields new performance
characteristics
at an increased
cost.
Clearly,
the costs and benefits
can be
evaluated
only on a case'by-case
basis.
However,
the overall
trend for the technologies
used in spread spectrum
been one of decreasing
costs during recent years.

systems has
Non-Govern-

ment spread
spectrum
systems,
if developed,
could be significantly
less expensive
than their military
counterparts.
Section
5.3 provides
a preliminary
assessment
of the relative
costs of
several spread
spectrum
techniques
that have been proposed
for
non-Government
applications.
1.8

What

Are

the Risks

of

Increased

Interference?

Before addressing
this question
directly,
it is important
to
realize
that there are several ways in which spread
spectrum
frequency
assignments
might be made.
In the simplest
case, a
particular
band might be set aside for exclusive
use by spread
spectrum
signals
in a particular
geographic
area.
This approach
might be used, for example,
when moderate
bandwidths
are required at microwave
frequencies.
The alternative
is to "overlay" spread spectrum
signals on bands that are already
in use.
This approach
would rely on the interference
resistance
and low
spectral
density
of spread
spectrum
systems
to minimize
mutual
interference.

Current users of the spectrum
are likely to be concerned
about
the risk of interference
from spread spectrum
signals,
especially if the "overlay"
approach
to spectrum
management
is
adopted.
On the other hand, the ever-increasing
demand
for
spectrum
resources
will make it increasingly
difficult
to find
suitable
"dedicated"
bands for exclusive
use by spread spectrum
systems.
One potential
solution
is to provide
frequency
allocations for spread spectrum
systems
in the Industrial,
Scientific,
and Medical
(ISM) bands.
With one exception,
current users of
these bands are not protected
from unintentional
interference.
The technical
aspects
of potential
spread spectrum
operation
in
the ISM bands are presented
in Section
3.4.
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Regardless
of the approach
to spectrum management,
spread
spectrum systems
are likely
to suffer interference
from other spread
spectrum
systems.
The inherent
interference
resistance
of
spread spectrum
techniques
will make this situation
acceptable
in many cases.
The oerformance
of spread spectrum
systems
in
the presence
of various
types of interference
has been extensively studied
and can be reliably
predicted
given the system
parameters
and propagation
characteristics.
1.9

What Are the Risks
Enforcement?

With

Respect

to FCC Monitoring

and

This issue encompasses
several
facets,
including
the ability
to
monitor
message
content
and operational
procedures,
the ability
to measure
and monitor
the technical
characteristics
of signals,
the ability
to collect
statistical
data
and the ability
to identify
a particular
of a particular
signal.

on spectrum
utilization,
station as the source

Individual
spread
spectrum
signals
are normally
difficult
to
detect with conventional
receivers,
except within
a relatively
short distance
of the transmitting
antenna.
Even if they are
detectable,
the sprea_ spectrum
signals will probably
not be
intelligible
on a conventional
receiver.
Thus, the question
of
monitoring
and enforcement
is not trivial.
Nevertheless,
the FCC has recourse
to regulatory
measures
could eliminate
or substantially
mitigate
this potential

that

problem.
Some of these measures
are listed in Section
5.2.
Within
the proper regulatory
framework,
monitoring
and enforcement should be no more difficult
with spread
spectrum
signals
than with conventional
secure voice or encrypted
data signals.
i. I0

What

Additional

Information

Is Available

on Spread

Spectrum?
The body of technical
literature
on spread spectrum
techniques
is extensive.
Of several
tutorial
papers that have been published, the most recent
can be found in the September
1978 issue
of the IEEE Communications
Society Magazine.
(See Reference
9 in
Section
7 of this report.)
A textbook
entitled
Spread Spectrum
Systems
is also available
(Reference
I).
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2.

INTRODUCTION

2.1

Study

Background

and

Objectives

The demand
for radio spectrum
from virtually
all sectors of
society has grown steadily
and is expected
to continue
to grow
in the future.
Against
a background
of limited
spectrum
resources,
the established
method of dealing
with this steady
pressure
of increasing
demand
involves
a carefully
f6rmulated
combination
of regulatory
and technical
measures.
Such measures
have included,
among others:
o

O

shifts
to higher
frequency
bands,
use of closer
channel
spacings
(often coupled
with
more stringent
frequency
tolerance
or narrower
limits
on occupied
bandwidth,
or both), and
the use of more efficient
modulation
techniques.

Such measures
have been introduced
carefully
with the intent of
minimizing
the economic
burden on the user groups.
Although
most efforts at improving
spectrum utilization
have been
directed
at increasing
the efficiency
of frequency
division
channelization,
other channelization
techniques
have been successfully
implemented
using time division
or other methods.
The
efficient
sharing
of a given bandwidth
for communication
on a
time-division
basis requires
that transmissions
from the various
users be synchronized.
This approach
has been used, for example, in sharing a satellite
repeater.
A common bandwidth
can
also be shared on a time basis without
a network
synchronization
protocol
(i.e., by random access),
but this results
in interference between
users and is generally
effective
only at low
values of channel utilization,
that is, when the common bandwidth is unused most of the time.
Sharing
on the basis of both
time and frequency
has been demonstrated
in "trunked"
land
mobile
systems.
Again,
coordination
between
users is required.
Another
method of sharing
a common bandwidth
between
multiple
users is code division
multiple
access
(CDMA), which has also
been known as spread spectrum
multiple
access
(SSMA).
In this
approach,
as in time division
multiple
access (TDMA), users
occupy a common
bandwidth.
In CDMA, however,
multiple
users may
occupy the common bandwidth
simultaneously.
The signals
from
the various
users are separable
because
each is modulated
with a
unique underlying
code, and the various
user codes are very
nearly orthogonal
to one another.
Synchronization,
in a network
sense, is not required
as in TDMA.*
In fact, the only

However,
synchronization
on
ever information
is actually

individual
links is necessary
being communicated
on those
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whenlinks.

coordination
that is required
in such a system is a simple
protocol between
pairs of users who are (or want to be) in
mutual communication.
The idea that such techniques
could be used to improve
the
efficiency
of spectrum
utilization
and to provide
new capabilities is not original.
The basis for spread spectrum
communication dates back to the late 1940s, and civilian
applications
were discussed
during
the 1950s.
The body of technical
literature on the subject
is extensive,
and much of it is unclassified, despite
the fact that spread
spectrum
technology
evolved
in a military
environment.
But high equipment
cost and a conservative
regulatory
environment
for years prevented
the serious
consideration
of non-Government
spread spectrum
applications.
Both of these factors
are changing.
The advent of low-cost
large scale integrated
(LSl) circuits
has driven
the cost of
communication
equipment
down to the point where frequency
synthesizers
are commonly
used in citizens
band equipment,
including inexpensive
hand-held
portable
transceivers.
This would
have been economically
unthinkable
twenty years ago.
Entire
receivers
(less tuned circuits
and electromechanical
components)
can be built on a single "chip."
Whether
or not this trend will
continue
at anything
like its previous
pace is beside the
point.
Short of an economic
catastrophe,
the trend is not
likely to be significantly
reversed.
Furthermore,
the current
regulatory
climate
is one in which innovation
is encouraged,
subject
to common-sense
cavaets.
It is clear, then, that the time has come for a fresh look at
spread spectrum
technology
as it might be applied
under the
FCC's regulatory
domain.
A certain
amount of audacity
would be
needed
in order to imagine that all such potential
applications
could be examined
in a single study.
The purpose here is to
present,
in concise
form, a number
of potential
applications
that have been described
prior to this study and to suggest a
few new potential
applications
that have not been previously
considered
for non-Government
use.
The benefits,
costs, and
risks associated
with these various
potential
applications
are
also presented.
In any effort of this sort, it is inevitable
that a focus will
develop
on a limited area, to the detriment
or exclusion
of
other areas.
Much of the work that has been performed
on military and aerospace
applications
of spread spectrum
technology
will go unmentioned,
simply because
there is so much of it.
The
interested
reader can pursue these areas with the aid of the
list of references
presented
in Section
7 of this report,
or
through
the bibliography
presented
in Dixon's
textbook
on spread
spectrum
systems
(i).
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2.2

Report

Organization

This report
is organized
into six major sections,
plus references and appendixes.
The Executive
Summary
(Section
i) is a
primarily
nontechnical
presentation
designed
to convey
the resuits of this study in concise
form.
The Introduction
(Section
2) is intended
to provide
the reader with a working
vocabulary
of terms that are normally
associated
with spread spectrum
technology,
as well as a general
feeling
for the contexts
within
which that technology
normally
arises.
Section
3 describes
the
potential
motivations
for using spread spectrum
techniques
under
the FCC's regulatory
domain and summarizes
various
technical
approaches
that have been proposed
or studied
for such applications.
Section
4 provides
two hypothetical
examples
of nonGovernment
spread spectrum
implementations
which have not been
previously
studied.
Section
5 describes
the potential
costs and
risks of FCC-authorized
spread spectrum
implementations.
The
study conclusions
are summarized
in Section
6.
References
are
presented
as Section
7.
Finally,
the purely
technical
and
analytical
aspects
of this study are presented
in three appendixes.
Appendix
tainable

A describes
with spread

the theoretical
spectrum
spectrum
multiple
access

efficiencies
atunder various con-

ditions.
In Appendix
B ...........
of frequency
tolerances
on
the spectrum
efficiency
of frequency-channelized
systems
is
examined
as a basis of comparison
for spread spectrum
multiple
access systems.
Appendix
C presents
the development
and results
of a Monte-Carlo
simulation
of a hypothetical
spread-spectrum
implementation
described
in Section
4.
2.3
2.3.1

Uses

of

Spread

Spectrum

Functions

The term "spread
spectrum"
has been used to describe
a variety
of techniques
and applications.
The common thread that unites
these diverse
areas of technology
is the use of signals having
bandwidths
that are far in excess of the bandwidth
of the underlying information.
The signals have a "fine structure"
that is
used by the receivers
to separate
them from interference,
jamming, and other undesired
components
that may be present
at the
receiver
input.
Spread
spectrum
techniques
have evolved
primarily
in military
environments,
where they have been used to
provide one or more of the following
features.
Resistance
to Intentional
Jamming.
Potential
jammers
span
the range from crude radio frequency
generators
to sophisticated devices
that imitate the desired
signals,
either by
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amplifying
discovering

and retransmitting
them (repeater
and using their "fine structure."

jamming)
or by
Although
no

system is completely
immune to jamming,
a properly-designed
spread spectrum
system can make it so expensive
for the
enemy to jam effectively
that he will consider
conventional
military
alternatives
(e.g., destroying
the transmitter
or
the receiver,
assuming
that he can find them).
Resistance
to Unintentional
Interference.
Clearly,
any
system
that is resistant
to intentional
jamming will also
be resistant
to unintentional
interference
from other communication
signals,
ignition
noise,
and

radar
other

signals,
sources.

spurious
emissions,
Again,
the resistance

to unintentional
interference
is not
cally high compared
with conventional

absolute,
but is typinarrowband
signaling.

Resistance
to Interception.
In some military
applications,
it is important
that the existence
(and location)
of a
transmitter
not be discovered.
Conventional
narrowband
signals can be detected,
even by an enemy having
sive equipment.
Spread

identified,
and triangulated
upon,
access to only crude and inexpenspectrum
signals,
on the other

hand, can occupy
such a large bandwidth
that the average
signal-to-noise
ratio (measured
in the signal bandwidth)
is
significantly
less than unity, except within
a small area
in the immediate
vicinity
of the transmitting
antenna.
Under these conditions,
the difficulty
of detecting
the
signal is greatly
increased.
Even in cases where it is possible
to detect the presence
of a spread spectrum
signal,
some degree of security
can be
provided
by designing
the signal
so that it cannot be "decoded" by the casual
listener.
The possibility
that messages will be recorded
and played back with the intent of
creating
confusion
or deception
is also minimized.
Low Spectral
Density.
Interference
to narrowband
receivers
from co-channel
signals
is minimized
if the interference
power per unit bandwidth
is made small.
This end can be
achieved
by spreading
the fixed (spread
spectrum)
interference power over the widest possible
bandwidth.
The resulting interference
to a narrowband
receiver
may still be
greater
than that caused by an adjacent-channel
narrowband
signal,
but will be significantly
lower
a co-channel
narrowband
signal of equal
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than that
power.

caused

by

Multipath
Resistance.
"Multipath"
is a term that is used
to refer to the existence
of more than one propagation
path
between
a transmitter
and a receiver.
Signals
traversing
the various paths arrive
at the receiving
antenna with random phase angles,
so that at any moment
these signal components may add constructively
or they may cancel one
another,
leaving
the total received
signal far below its
"normal"
or "average"
level.
Such fading effects
can significantly
degrade
the performance
ication
systems.
In addition,
the
propagation
narrowband

of narrowband
communexistence
of multipath

can significantly
degrade
the performance
ranging
or radiolocation
systems.

of

If the various
propagation
paths are all of different
lengths,
they can be separated
by using signals
of sufficiently
large bandwidth.
As a trivial
example,
consider
a
system in which information
is transmitted
in discrete
pulses,
each of which is much shorter
than the difference
between
the propagation
delays associated
withany
two
paths.
In this case, the receiver
will "see" a sequence
of
pulses
(one for each propagation
path) in response
to every
transmitted
pulse (see Figure
i).
If the interval
between
transmitted
pulses
is sufficiently
long, no two received
pulses will overlap,
so the problem
of multipath
fading
will be eliminated.
The receiver
may use the first received pulse in each sequence,
or the strongest
pulse, or
it may attempt
to combine
the pulses
in such a way that
fading
is mitigated
or eliminated.
Spread
spectrum
techniques can also be effective
for combating
diffuse multipath,
in which individual
paths are not separable.
Of course,
narrowband
techniques
have also been developed
to mitigate
multipath
fading.
The most familiar
of these
are "diversity"
techniques,
which include
frequency
diversity (where two or more narrowband
signals are transmitted
on separate
channels
and recombined
at the receiver)
and
space diversity
(in which two or more separate
receiving
antennas
are used).
Time diversity
and polarization
diversity

techniques

have

also

been

used.

Multiple
Access.
This term traditionally
refers to the use
of a satellite
repeater
by multiple
signals
originating
from transmitters
that are spatially
dispersed.
In a more
general
context,
it applies when access to a channel
(or
group of channels)
is involved,
whether
or not there is a
repeater.
The various
signals may be separated
in frequency
(frequency
division
multiple
access
or FDMA) or time
(time division
multiple
access or TDMA).
A third multiple
access technique
involves
the use of the entire repeater
bandwidth
continuously
by each signal.
Because
the various
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Transmitted
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FIGURE 1
OF IDEALIZED MULTIPATH

filtering)

CHANNEL

signals
overlap
completely
in both time and frequency,
the
receiver
can separate
the "desired"
signal
from the other
signals only if each signal is carried by an underlying
waveform
that is very nearly orthogonal
to all of the other
signal waveforms.
(Two waveforms
are said to be orthogonal
if their product,
integrated
or averaged
over some fixed
time period,
is zero).
In general,
this arrangement
is
possible
only when the signal bandwidth
greatly
exceeds
the
information
bandwidth
for each signal.
Thus, the term
"spread
spectrum
multiple
access"
(SSMA) is often used to
describe
this approach.
Because
digital
Codes are usually
employed
to form the underlying
quasi-orthogonal
waveforms,
the term "code division
multiple
access"
(CDMA) is also
used.
Such a system has the characteristic
that it displays no distinct
"saturation
point"
as the number of users
is increased.
Rather,
the signal-to-interference
ratio
experienced
by each user continuously
declines
as more and
more users enter the system.
Another
advantage
is that the various users need not coordinate their transmissions,
but simply transmit
at will.
SSMA techniques
have the disadvantage
that they often require greater
transmitter
power and greater bandwidth
per
user (for a given information
rate) than FDMA or TDMA
techniques.
Discrete
Addressing.
For some applications,
it is desirable to code individual
signals
in such a way that they can
be received
only at their intended
destinations.
A spread
spectrum
system will provide
this feature
if each user is
assigned
a unique
code that is employed
to produce
the
underlying
"fine structure"
of his particular
signal.
The
level of security
provided
by this approach
is not normally
comparable
with cryptography,
but protection
from the
casual
listener
can be reasonably
assured.
Pulse Compression
and Ranging.
Although
this application
is not necessarily
associated
with "spread
spectrum,"
the
same underlying
techniques
are involved.
Many radar systems transmit
single,
unmodulated
pulses.
The intrinsic
range resolution
in such systems
improves with decreasing
pulse width, but the signal-to-noise
ratio also decreases
with decreasing
pulse width,
since decreasing
the pulse
width,
for a given peak pulse power,
decreases
the total
energy of the pulse.
Good range accuracies
can be attained
by using very high peak pulse power,
but this imposes a
corresponding

economic

burden.
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An alternative
approach
is to design
the transmitted
pulse
so that its width can be significantly
reduced at the receiver.
(Hence the term "pulse compression.")
The resulting short pulse contains
all of the energy of the ]onger
transmitted
pulse, but has the intrinsic
range resolution
implicit
in the reduced pulse width.
Again,
the basic approach entails
giving
the transmitted
pulse a "fine structure" that can be efficiently
removed
at the received.
2.3.2

The
the

Ongoing

Programs

spread spectrum
late 1940s (I).

spread
Others

concept,
in its basic form, dates back
Since that time, a substantial
number

spectrum
systems have been developed
are currently
under development.
A

publicized
applications
means exhaustive.

are

listed

below.

to
of

and implemented.
few of the more wellThe

list

is by no

JTIDS (Joint Tactical
Information
Distribution
System).
This system is currently
being developed
by the Department
of Defense
(DoD) to provide
secure,
jamming-resistant
communications,
navigation
and identification
for combat elements such as aircraft.
The communication
functions
are
digital,
but a provision
is made for digitized
voice (2).
JTIDS is of particular
interest
because
its spectrum
is
"overlaid"
on existing
960-1215
MHz aeronautical
radionavigation
assignments
(3).
The details
of the band-sharing
arrangement
will be described
in Section
3.3.5.
Packet Radio is a project of the Defense Advanced
Research
Projects
Agency
(DARPA) that is aimed at extending
a technology known as "packet
switching"
into the area of radio
communications.
Spread
spectrum
signals,
operating
in the
1710-1850
MHz band, are used to provide jamming
resistance,
security,
multiple
access,
and multipath
protection
(4).
An experimental
system has been under evaluation
for
several
years.
Global Positioning
System (NAVSTAR/GPS)
is a DoD effort
that will provide
accurate
satellite-derived
location
fixes
anywhere
in the world.
Spread spectrum
signals centered
at
1227 MHz and 1575 MHz provide
the basis for range measurements and data transfer.
The features
provided
by the
spread
spectrum
signal
format include resistance
to jamming
and interference,
multiple
access,
good range resolution,
multipath
rejection,
and security
(5).
The system
is currently under development.
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Tracking
and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS)
is a NASA
program
aimed at providing
improved
control,
communication,
and ranging
for low-orbiting
satellites.
Spread
spectrum
signals
from the user satellites
(including
the space
shuttle)
are relayed
to ground stations
via TDRS.
The
spread spectrum
signal
format provides
resistance
to multipath and unintentional
interference,
multiple
access, and
good range resolution
(6).
TDRSS is scheduled
to become
operational
in 1981.
Position
Location
Reporting
System (PLRS) is an Army/Marine
Corps UHF system designed
to provide
digital
data and position location
for land vehicles,
aircraft,
and manpack
users.
PLRS provides
data security
and resistance
to jamming, as well as location
and data communications.
Single-Channel
Ground
and Air Radio (SlNCGARS-V)
is the
Army's
developmental
VHF voice radio system.
SINCGARS-V
will also have an ancillary
capability
for handling
digital
data.
The system
is designed
to provide
resistance
to
jamming and interception
in communication
between
combat
leaders on the battlefield.
2.4

Spread

Spectrum

Technology:

A Brief

Overview

A variety
of technologies
have been used in the design and implementation
of spread spectrum
systems.
Tutorials
on spread
spectrum
techniques
have been published
on several
occasions
(7,8,9) and a textbook
on the subject is available
(I).
Rather
than trying to duplicate
any significant
amount of this literature, this section
presents
a brief introduction
to spread spectrum technology,
with emphasis
on developing
the technical
vocabulary
that will be used in the remainder
of the report.
2.4.1

Basic

Techniques

Three basic techniques
have been used in spread spectrum
systems.
They are known as frequency
hopping
(FH), time hopping
(TH), and direct
sequence
(DS).
Hybrids
employing
two or more
of these techniques
have also been implemented.
A fourth basic
technique,
known as "chirp,"
or linear FM, will also be described.
These techniques
distinguish
spread
spectrum
from other
bandwidth-expanding
techniques
like pulse code modulation
(PCM)
and ordinary
wideband
FM.
2.4.1.1

Frequency

Hopping

In this technique,
the carrier
frequencies
of the transmitter
and receiver
are abruptly
changed
at regular
intervals.
The
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transmitter
and receiver
ideally
switch carrier
frequency
at the
same time.
The transmitted
sequence
of carrier
frequencies
follows a pseudo-random
pattern,
as shown in Figure
2.
The receiver attempts
to remain
tuned to this time-varying
carrier
frequency,
so that the signal at the receiver's
intermediate
frequency
output
(Figure
3) is "de-hopped."
Thus, the receiver
must contain
a stored
replica of the transmitter's
frequency
hopping pattern.
A narrowband
interfering
signal will appear only occasionally
at
the receiver's
i.f. output,
as the frequency-hopping
signal and
the interferer
briefly
"collide"
(Figure
4).
(This assumes
that
the interfering
signal
is not so strong
that it is _till measurable after being attenuated
in the stop-band
of the receiver's
i.f. filter.)
If there
being used for an equal
the interference
power,
factor of N.

In principle,

information

are N separate
hopping
frequencies,
fraction
of the transmission
time,
averaged
over all hops, is reduced

can

be modulated

onto

the

each
then
by a

transmitted

carrier
in any convenient
form, since the carrier
is de-hopped
at the receiver.
In practice,
however,
it is not always possible to maintain
a constant
or predictable
carrier phase between
frequency
hops.
For this reason, coherent
demodulation
techniques are seldom used.
In analog FM transmission
systems using
frequency
or phase modulation,
the phase discontinuities
between
frequency
hops produce background
noise ("clicks")
that cannot
be mitigated
by increasing
the signal power (i0).
For some purposes,
it may be convenient
to classify
frequency
hopping
systems
as fast hopping
or slow hopping.
This report
will use the term "fast-hopping"
when the hopping
rate significantly
exceeds
the information
rate.
In systems
of this type,
multiple
hops are typically
added (i.e., integrated)
to re-form
the information
signal.
Examples
will be given in Section
3.2.2.
In slow-hopping
systems,
the hopping
rate
to or less than the information
rate.
An example
hopping
system is presented
in Section 4.1.
2.4.1.2

is comparable
of a slow-

Time-Hopping

In this approach,
the transmitter
emits short pulses
or bursts
at pseudo-random
times.
The sequence
of transmission
times is
stored in the receiver,
which tracks and demodulates
the transmissions
but otherwise
ignores the channel.
Thus, a jammer must
either discover
the hopping
pattern,
or spread
its power over a
high duty cycle (thus wasting
much of its energy)
or be content
with randomly
jamming
only a small fraction
of the transmitted
pulses.
Repeater
narrow pulses.

jamming

can be
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Pure time-hopping
has not
of the military
sector.
2.4.1.3

Direct

found

widespread

application

outside

Sequence

This method,
which is also known as pseudo-noise,
or PN, consists of switching
the phase of the transmitted
carrier at regular intervals.
In the simplest
version,
the carrier
is switched
between
two phases that are 180 degrees
apart, according
to a
pseudo-random
binary pattern.
The receiver
tracks these pseudorandom phase inversions
using a stored replica
of the binary
pattern,
thus reproducing
the original
carrier.
A period of
constant
carrier
phase is called a "chip" in order to avoid use
of the term "bit" in reference
to both information
bits and the
smaller
spread spectrum
elements.
The term "chip" has also been
applied to a frequency
hopping
interval.
Figure
5 illustrates
the operation
of a simplified
DS system.
At the transmitter,
the information
signal is multiplied
by a
rapidly-switched
sequence
of chips.
Its bandwidth
is thus significantly
expanded
beyond
the information
bandwidth.
At the
receiver,
the signal
is restored
to the information
bandwidth
by
re-multiplying
with the pseudo-random
chip sequence.
Interference, on the other hand, is subjected
to only one multiplication
process
(this occurs
in the receiver)
so that its bandwidth
is
increased
to at least the bandwidth
of the chip waveform.
Filtering the receiver
output effectively
removes
interference
energy beyond
the information
bandwidth.

Thus, the signal-to-interference
ratio at the receiver
output
is
higher
than the channel
signal-to-interference
ratio by a factor
that is approximately
equal to the ratio of the spread spectrum
bandwidth
to the information
bandwidth.
This factor is known as
"process
gain" or "processing
gain."
Other versions
of DS spread spectrum
involve
the use of four or
more carrier
phases,
or the use of two carrier phases
that are
separated
by an angle other than 180 degrees.
In principle,
virtually
any conventional
technique
can be used
to modulate
the carrier with the information,
either before or
after spreading.
In practice,
most DS systems have been used
for digital
data transmission,
although
analog modulation
systems have also been implemented.
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2.4.1.4

Linear

FM

('JChirp'j)

Linear FM techniques
are based on constant
envelope,
sweptfrequency
waveforms.
These techniques
have traditionally
been
associated
with pulse compression
radar systems,
and are not
necessarily
associated
with the usual connotation
of spread
spectrum.
In the basic chirp technique,
the carrier
frequency
of the
transmitted
pulse is linearly
swept over a given bandwidth.
At
the receiver,
the signal is processed
in a dispersive
delay line
that compresses
the pulse to a width roughly
equal to the reciprocal of swept bandwidth.
The gain in signal-to-noise
ratio
during
the compression
is approximately
equal to the time-bandwidth product
of the transmitted
pulse.
Time-bandwidth
products
on the order of I000 have been demonstrated
in chirp systems.
2.4.2

Discussion

At this point,
it may be useful
to make several observations
about the techniques
that have just been briefly
described.
I. None of the spread spectrum
techniques
described
above provides any improvement
over narrowband
techniques
when the noise
or unintentional
interference
has a constant,
uniform
spectrum
over the entire
spread spectrum
band.
(However,
forcing
a willful jammer to spread his limited power over this wider bandwidth
is advantageous.)
Thus, "pure" spread
spectrum
techniques
do
not provide
performance
improvements
against background
noise
alone.
However,
digital
spread spectrum
systems are frequently
used in conjunction
with error-correcting
codes that do provide
such improvements.
Spread spectrum
techniques
against multipath-related
cally designed
to do so.

can provide
effects,
but

performance
improvements
only if they are specifi-

II.
Multiple
access can be implemented
with virtually
any
spread spectrum
technique.
In the usual implementation,
each
transmitter
(or group of transmitters)
is assigned
a unique
digital
code that underlies
either its hopping
sequence
or its
phase-keying
sequence.
The set of codes is usually
designed
to
minimize
interaction
between
transmitters
and receivers
that are
not in communication
with one another.
III.

It" has

been

a common

practice

to combine

two

or more

spread spectrum
techniques
to produce
hybrid
systems.
Thus, an
early concept known as RADA--Random
Access Discrete
Address-combined
frequency
hopping
and time hopping
(ii).
JTIDS and
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PLRSuses a combination of frequency hopping and DStechniques.
TDRSS
and GPS,on the other hand, use pure direct sequence
techniques (5,6).
IV. An important feature of slow frequency hopping is that advantage can be taken of the selectivity of inexpensive crystal
filters.
Unless a narrowbandinterferer is extraordinarily
strong, it will produce interference only I/N of the time, where
N is the numberof FHchannels or frequency slots. Subject to
the constraint just stated, the amountof interference produced
is limited to a fraction that is independent of the signal-tointerference ratio at the receiver input.
In order to see the significance of this, consider a multiple
access application in which a receiver must contend with a single interferer that is 40 dB stronger than the desired signal.
(This is the so-called "near-far" problem. For this example,
non-fading conditions will be assumed.) Suppose, furthermore,
that a i0 dB output signal-to-interference
ratio is required at
least 95 percent of the time under these conditions. A direct
sequencesystem would then require a processing gain of 40 dB +
I0 dB = 50 dB. As a good approximation, this meansthat for an
information bandwidth of 3 kHz a spread spectrumbandwidth of
300 MHz(= 3 kHz x 105) would be required. Aside from the
fact that this is an extraordinarily large bandwidth, direct
sequencechip rates on the order of 300MHzare near the limit
of the present state of the art. It is easy to produce examples
in which multi-gigahertz chip rates would be required.
With a frequency hopping approach, the problem is substantially
alleviated.
As long as the design is such that adjacent channels do not "splatter" through the i.f. passband, or overcome
the i.f. filter's
stopband, or desensitize the receiver, or produce intermodulation products, the interferer (now assumedto be
another slow FHsignal) will produce interference only I/N of
the time. Thus, a properly-designed twenty-channel systemwould
provide the required output signal-to-interference
ratio 95 percent of the time. For an information bandwidth of 3 kHz, this
numberof channels would typically represent a total bandwidth
of no more than 1.0 MHz, assuminga maximumchannel spacing of
50 kHz. Furthermore, the technology required to implement such
a system is well within the state-of-the-art.
2.4.3
2.4.3.1

Implementation

Constraints

Synchronization

The problem
of synchronizing
nal at the chip or hop level

the receiver
with the incoming
sigrepresents
a major design issue in
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most

spread

spectrum

applications.

Although

most

conventional

digital
receivers
require
synchronization
at the bit level, synchronization
at the chip or hop level is often more difficult
to
achieve.
For direct
sequence
systems,
the SNR for a single chip
is typically
less than unity.
In addition,
the frequency
of the
received
carrier may not be known accurately
enough to allow the
coherent
integration
of a large number of chips.
Thus, it may
be necessary
to perform
an exhaustive
search over two dimensions:
carrier
frequency
and code chip epoch.
As a hypothetical
example,
suppose
that the carrier
frequency
uncertainty
is such that one hundred
different
trial carrier
frequencies
need to be tested in order to assure that the signal
will be found sufficiently
close to one of the trial frequencies.
If the DS code has a period
of 127 chips, and the possible code epochs are tested at 1/2 chip intervals,
a total of I00
x 127 x 2 = 25,400 trial integrations
must be performed
in an
exhaustive
search.
After each integration,
a test is performed
in order to determine
whether
or not a signal is present.
Even
if this process requires
only i millisecond
per trial integration, the resulting
worst-case
acquisition
time of 25.4 seconds
could be unacceptable
for many applications.
Slow FH systems can be easier to synchronize
because
the SNR for
a single hop is typically
sufficient
to make reliable
decisions
on the presence
or absence
of the signal.
Since the receiver
"knows" the hopping
sequence,
it can simply observe
a single
frequency
until a signal
is detected.
If energy
is detected
subsequent
hops, acquisition
is assumed.
2.4.3.2

Matched

Filter

vs.

The process
of integrating
data bit at a DS receiver

Correlation

on

Receivers

a number of chips to reconstruct
can be performed
in two distinct

a

ways.
The first technique,
which was illustrated
in Figure
5,
consists
of multiplying
the received
signal by a synchronized
replica of the spread spectrum
phase code.
The resulting
waveform is integrated
in a low-pass
filter or in an integrate-anddump circuit.
This implementation
is known as a correlation
receiver.

In a second approach
the spread spectrum
phase code coefficients
are stored as part of a linear filter,
as shown in Figure
6.
The two leading
technologies
for implementing
such matched
filters or "passive
correlators"
are charge transfer
devices
(CTDs)
and surface acoustic
wave (SAW) devices
(12,13,14),
Digital
implementations
have also been demonstrated.
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Matched

filter

receivers

and correlation

receivers

ideally

pro-

vide the same SNR performance
after synchronization.
Matched
filter receivers
facilitate
rapid acquisition
and synchronization, but are limited to integration
over at most a few thousand
chips (15).
Correlation
receivers
allow integration
over a virtually unlimited
number
of chips, but suffer acquisition-time
disadvantages,
as noted above.
Economic
factors
are also involved in the trade-off
between matched
filter receivers
and
correlation
receivers.
2.4.4

Spread

The word

Spectrum

"code"

as used

and Error-Correcting
earlier

has

applied

Codes
to

the underlying

digital
structure
of a spread
spectrum
signal.
In a separate
context,
a "code" is used to mean a set of digital
elements
employed
for forward error correction.
Since forward error
correction
is often used in conjunction
with spread
spectrum
systems,

the distinction

is important.

The relation
between
spread spectrum
and error correction
coding
was recently
explained
in a tutorial
by Viterbi
(16).
Error
correction
uses increased
bandwidth
to provide
improved
performance.
Unlike "pure"
spread spectrum
techniques,
tion coding can provide
performance
improvements
white Gaussian
noise (i.e., background
noise).

error correcin additive
Error correction

coding is beneficial
in most, if not all, digital
spread spectrum applications,
although
economic
tradeoffs
are obviously
involved.
Multiple
access concepts
(i.e., CDMA) based on error
correction
coding have been analyzed
(17).
In addition,
low
rate coding
(i.e.,
of redundancy)
has
tional

spread

error correction
coding with a large amount
been suggested
as a substitute
for conven-

spectrum

techniques
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(87).

3.

THE
3.1

USE

OF SPREAD

Potential

SPECTRUM

IN NON-GOVERNMENT

SERVICES

Benefits

Given that spread spectrum
techniques
have evolved
largely
in
response
to military
requirements,
and in view of the fact that
they require
large bandwidths
(relative
to the information
bandwidth),
it is reasonable
to ask why anyone would consider
spread
spectrum
techniques
for non-Government*
applications.
A review
of the functional
uses of spread
spectrum,
as presented
in Section 2.3.1, provides
a background
for this issue.
Specifically,
only the anti-jamming
property
of spread spectrum
seems to be
unique to military
environments.
The other uses, including
resistance
to unintentional
interference,
resistance
to interception,
discrete
addressing,
multipath
resistance,
multiple
access and pulse compression
all have potential
civilian
applications.
Indeed,
certain
civilian
applications
have already
been exploited;
TDRSS and GPS provide
well-known
examples**,
although
both will operate
under Government
authorizations.
In general
motivations
technology:

terms, it is possible
to identify
four potential
for introducing
a new communication
or radiolocation

Reduced

B

Improved
Expanded
Improved

Cost
Communication
or Radiolocation
Capabilities
Spectrum
Utilization

Each of these will now
spectrum
techniques.

be

addressed

Performance

in the context

of

spread

I.
Reduced
Cost:
Spread spectrum
equipment
designs
require added complexity
in both the transmitter
and the
receiver.
Thus, it seems most unlikely
that spread
spectrum equipment
will, in the foreseeable
future, be less
expensive
than comparable
narrowband
equipment.
MITRE has
not been able to identify
any potential
spread spectrum
application
in which an existing
conventional
system would
be replaced
by a spread spectrum
system for the purpose
of
achieving
reduced
costs.
However,
a caveat
should be added
The term "non-Government,"
as used in this
with the regulatory
use of the term.
That
means non-Federal-Government,
but includes
governments.
Although
pated.

GPS

is a DoD

program,

civilian
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report,
coincides
is, non-Government
state and local

applications

are

antici-

here. Becauseof the performance improvementsthat are
possible with spread spectrum, it is conceivable that under
certain conditions, a particular spread spectrum system
could be less costly -- due to reduced transmitter power or
the elimination of ancillary circuits -- than a narrowband
system offering the samelevel of communicationor ranging
performance. An exampleof such a tradeoff might be spread
spectrum versus polarization diversity for communicationin
multipath environments. Comparativecost analyses are not
generally available in this area.
II.

Improved
Communication
(or Ranging)
Performanco:
As
noted earlier,
spread
spectrum
systems
can provide
significant resistance
to unintentional
interference
and multipath
fading.
To the extent that error correction
coding
is
used, spread spectrum
systems provide
improved
performance
against
additive
white Gaussian
noise.
(However,
this is
also true of conventional
systems.)
Although
conventional
diversity
techniques
also provide
fading resistance
in communication
systems,
high-resolution
quently
depend on wide bandwidths

ranging
systems
frefor good performance.

III.
Expanded
Capabilities:
Spread
spectrum
systems
can
provide
user privacy,
discrete
addressing,
and multiple
access
on a transmit-at-will
basis.
All of these features
can
but

also be provided
without
the use of spread
spectrum,
performance
and cost tradeoffs
are usuallyinvolved.

IV.
Improved
Spectrum
Utilization:
The notion
that spread
spectrum
techniques
could provide
improved
spectrum utilization may be at first surprising.
J. P. Costas,
in a
well-known
1959 article,
seems to have been the first to
raise this possibility
(18).
More recently,
Cooper and
Nettleton
have predicted
improved
spectrum
efficiency
for
high-capacity
spread
spectrum mobile
radio systems
(19-24).
It is easy

to produce

examples

in which

spread

spectrum

systems display poor spectrum
efficiencies.
However,
it is
also becoming
increasingly
clear that, depending
on the
basis of comparison,
there are conditions
under which the
spectrum
efficiencies
of spread spectrum
systems are comparable
to or better
than the efficiency
of conventional
narrowband
frequency-channelized
approaches.
In addition,
there may be particular
bands and/or geographic
areas that
are not generally
suitable
for narrowband
signals.
If
spread spectrum
signals can be used in such cases, spectrum
utilization
might be improved,
even if the intrinsic
spectrum efficiency
of the spread spectrum
signals
is poor.
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Despite the potential benefits of applying spread spectrum techniques in non-Governmentapplications, substantial interest has
yet to be shownby potential users and manufacturers. Although
a few manufacturers have expressed an interest in pursuing specialized markets (25-27, 82), someof the most visible proponents of non-Governmentspread spectrum applications have been
from the academicsector (19-24).
3.2

Spread

Spectrum

in

Dedicated

Bands

From the viewpoint
of communication
performance,
the most favorable implementation
of spread spectrum
would involve
the use of
dedicated
bands for spread spectrum
applications.
The alternative, as discussed
in Section
3.3, is to share or "overlay"
the
spread spectrum
allocation
with conventional
services.
The
issue of communication
performance
for spread spectrum
in dedicated bands has been treated
in the technical
literature
(see,
for example,
I, 5, 10-12, 15-24, 28, 29).
A significant
topic
that remains
to be addressed
in this case is efficiency
of spectrum utilization.
Various
aspects
of this issue will now be
presented.
The discussion
on efficiency
of spectrum
utilization
will be followed
by several descriptions
of application
concepts.
3.2.1

Efficiency

of Spectrum

Utilization

Over the years,
a number of measures
have been applied to the
concept
of spectrum
efficiency
(30-38).
The usual formulations
are cast in terms of a benefit/cost
ratio, where the benefits
are defined
in terms of the number
of simultaneous
links or
users accommodated
or the network
information
throughput;
the
costs are normally
defined
in terms of the amount of spectrum
resources
occupied.
Typical
examples
are number
of users per
unit bandwidth
and number
of users per unit bandwidth
per unit
area (for a given information
rate or information
bandwidth).
Comparisons
of various modulation
techniques
may be sensitive
to the measure
of spectrum
which the comparison
is based.

and system concepts
efficiency
upon

One of the most straightforward
measures
of spectrum
efficiency
for a network
or an associated
group of users is total information throughput
per unit bandwidth.
Under this formulation,
the
rates of information
transfer
for all user links are summed and
the total is divided
by the total bandwidth
required
to accommodate all the links.
All links are assumed
to be in continuous
use, and no reference
to physical
definition
can be used to measure
satellite
links,
for example.
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area or volume
is made.
the spectrum
efficiencies

This
of

On this basis,
the spectrum
efficiency
of spread
spectrum
signaling can be quite low.
Detailed
analyses
supporting
this conclusion
are presented
in Appendix
A and in References
17, 29,
and 39-41.
Basically,
the reason for this result is that under
idealized
conditions,
complete
orthogonality
between
the signals
of various
user links is more closely
approachable
with TDMA or
FDMA than with SSMA, unless
the various
SSMA user links can be
mutually
synchronized.
In designing
a set of signals
for an
asynchronous*
multiple
access application,
it is found that the
best achievable
worst-case
cross-correlation
between
signals degrades
(i.e., increases)
if each signal is required
to be spread
uniformly
across the available
bandwidth
(76).
If the crosscorrelation
is minimized,
then signals with highly
nonuniform
spectra
result, as in FDMA.
More will be said about this in
Section
3.3.6.
Example

i

As an example,
consider
an asynchronous
direct
sequence
SSMA
system in which the various
user links employ
bi-phase
keying
to
embed the information
in the spread
spectrum
signal.
All links
operate
at the same data rate, but each link uses a separate
spread spectrum
code.
The codes are assumed
to be quasiorthogonal.
Equal power levels and a non-fading
channel are
assumed.
In addition,
the number of active users is assumed
to
be sufficiently
large that,
error rate, the interference
enced by any given receiver
process.
Coherent
is assumed.

detection

for the purpose
of computing
the bit
from other links that is experican be modeled
as a Gaussian
random
(without

error-correction

coding)

Under these conditions,
the spectrum
efficiency,
as a function
of the required
bit error rate, is shown in Figure
7 (from
Appendix
A, Figure A3).
The lower curve applies
when the ratio
of received
energy per bit to background
noise power density
(Eb/N o) is I0.
It can be seen that the spectrum
efficiency
is qulte low (less than 0.2) for bit error rates below 0.01.
As
shown by the upper curve, this conclusion
is not substantially
changed
if background
noise is eliminated
completely,
that is,
if Eb/No = _.
(The term "background
noise",
as used above,
refers
to the noise level in the absence
of interference
from
other spread spectrum
links.)
If asynchronous
frequency
hopping
with binary
frequency
shift keying and noncoherent
detection
are
used instead of direct
sequence
signaling,
spectrum
efficiency
is degraded
even further
(see Figure AS, Appendix
A).
The
existence
of fading can also degrade
spectrum
efficiency
relative
to Figure
7.
(See Appendix
A, Figures
A6 and AT.)
In the context
of multiple
access,
various
links need not be mutually
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As a basis of comparison,
an FDMA system
requiring
2.5 Hz of
r.f. bandwidth
for each bit-per-second
of transmitted
information has an efficiency
of 1/2.5 = 0.4 at low error rates, using
the definition
set forth above.
In the absence
of frequency
errors,
this level of performance
appears
to be attainable
with
existing narrowband
modulation
techniques
(42, 43) as long as
the received
power levels in adjacent
channels
are not greatly
different.
Thus, at low error rates FDMA can provide
at least
twice the spectrum
efficiency
of SSMA for the conditions
of this
example.
Of course,
there is more to the tradeoff
between
FDMA and SSMA
than spectrum
efficiency.
In addition,
there are several
factors that can mitigate
the relatively
negative
view of SSMA
spectrum
efficiency
presented
above.
One of these is the impact
of guard bands in FDMA, which are necesary
to provide
for frequency
tolerances,
Doppler
shifts, modulation
sidebands
(i.e.,
"splatter"),
finite filter roll-offs,
or a combination
of these
factors.
As shown in Appendix
B, the existence
of frequency
tolerances
can significantly
reduce
the spectrum
efficiency
of
FDMA, particularly
when the data rate per channel
is low and the
assigned
frequency
is High.
The following
is presented
as an
example of how this factor can influence
the comparison
of SSMA
and FDMA in terms of spectrum
efficiency.
Example

2

The basic

assumptions

for direct

sequence

SSMA

are as

in Example

i, except that a frequency
tolerance
of 2 parts per million
is
assumed
(see Appendix
B, Example
I).
In addition,
the following
parameters

apply:

R

=

M

=

Maximum

=

required

rate

number

predetection
30 dB

AI

Am

information

= 100Hz

of users
SNR

in

predetection

= I00

the absence

SNR

at

full

From Appendix
B or reference
(44), the required
chips per information
bit is approximately
n = (I/3)(M-I)(I/Am-I/AI)-I

of

interference

capacity
number

=

= I0 dB

of code

= 333

The required
r.f. bandwidth
is approximately
twice the chip
rate, or 2 X 333 x I00 Hz = 66.6 kHz.*
In addition,
we add
equal bandwidth
to provide
for guard bands.
The total SSMA
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an

channel bandwidth
tolerance.
(The

is then
frequency

133.2 kHz,
tolerance

plus twice the frequency
is 2 x 10 -6 times the

center
frequency.)
At a center
frequency
of 1.0 GHz,
trum efficiency
is (lOOHz)(lO0
users)!(133.2
x 103 +
(109)(2)(2
x 10-6)) = 0.073.

the

spec-

As a comparison,
consider
an FDMA system having
the same number
of users, operating
at the same data rate, with the same frequency tolerance
(i.e., i00 users,
I00 Hz per user, and 2 parts
per million).
Let the bandwidth
expansion
factor
for the FDMA
users be 2.0.
The total required
r.f. signal bandwidth
is then
(100Hz)(lO0
users)(2.0)
= 20 kHz.
If i00 Hz guard bands are
added between
channels,
with 50 Hz guard bands at each of the
band edges,
the total required
bandwidth
is approximately
20 kHz
+ (i00 Hz)(100
channels)
+ 2(2 x lO-6)(100)f c = 30 kHz + 4 x
10-4fc, where fc is the center
frequency
of the band.
The
spectrum
efficiency
at fc = I°0 GHz is (I00 Hz)(100
users)/(30
x 10 3 + (4 x 10-4)(109))
= 0.023, or less than half the
efficiency
of SSMA.
As shown in Appendix
B, the break-even
frequency at which the spectrum
efficiencies
of FDMA and direct
sequence SSMA
frequencies,
FDMA.
Similar

are equal
SSMA can

examples

can

(for this example)
is 261 MHz.
At higher
provide better
spectrum
efficiency
than

be produced

using

frequency-hopping

SSMA.

A second factor that alters the trade-off
between
SSMA and FDMA
is the inclusion
of geographic
coverage
in the definition
of
spectrum
efficiency.
For example,
the spectrum
efficiency
of a
land mobile
(voice) communication
system might be defined
in
terms of number
of users per unit bandwidth
per unit of coverage
area.
Clearly,
if SSMA provides
better geographic
reuse of the
spectrum
than FDMA, the trade-off
will be shifted
in favor of
SSMA.
The advantage
of SSMA in this context
is that each user
has access
to the entire
system bandwidth
regardless
of his geographic
location.
In conventional
frequency-channelized
systems, each channel may be available
over as little as one-seventh

In a practical
design,
the number of code chips per information
bit might be increased
to the next-highest
value of 2L-I in
order to permit
the use of L-bit linear
shift register
generators.
In this case, a 511 chip code would allow the use of
9-bit linear shift-register
generators.
However,
the number
of
chips per bit is generally
not constrained
to values of 2L-I.
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of the coverage
area*.
In small cell systems,
the number
of
user links per channel per cell is typically
on the order of
0.045 to 0.055 (see Reference
55).
For example,
in a 667channel
system,
30 to 37 channels
per cell would be available.
large

This apparent
disadvantage
is overcome
number
of cells in each system.

by providing

a

Unfortunately,
a general
in-depth
analysis
of SSMA spectrum
efficiency
in land mobile
radio (LMR) systems has not yet been
performed,
although
some steps in this direction
have been taken
(19, 29, 45).
One of the basic problems
is that, particularly
in urban areas,
there is a great deal of variability
in transmission
loss over various
paths of equal distance
for given
antenna heights,
within
a single geographic
area (46).
There is
also variation
in path loss characteristics
from one
another
(47-49),
so the incorporation
of simple path
(e.g., I/RN law) in spectrum
efficiency
calculations

city to
loss models
is at

best an expedient
approximation.
In addition,
the wide variety
of possible
spread
spectrum
implementations
(including
hybrid
techniques
and code variations)
and possible
geographic
configurations
make it unlikely
that a general
analysis
will be performed.

Another
dimension
affecting
spectrum
utilization
is time.
In
many services,
the average
utilization
of channels
(with respect
to time) is low.
Nevertheless,
the assignment
of channels
to
users on a fixed basis makes it more likely that a particular
user will find his channel
blocked when it is needed.
A spread
spectrum multiple
access system averts
this problem by making
a
large bandwidth
continuously
available
to each user.
Performance degrades
gradually
as the number of active users increases.
Trunked
narrowband
systems also provide
a solution
to this problem, by dynamically
assigning
channels
to users only when the
channels
are actually
needed.
Trunked
systems
assign channels
to users on a demand basis until all available
channels
are in
use.
At this point, new calls cannot
be placed
until one or
more ongoing
calls is terminated.
Thus, trunked
systems are
capable,
in principle,
of attaining
high efficiencies
of spectrum utilization.
However,
trunked
systems
require
a central
control of channel
assignments,
and exhibit
a "hard" saturation
characteristic
when the number
of users in the system becomes
equal to the number of available
channels.
It seems likely that
there will always be applications
in which,
for one reason or
another,
trunking
is not practical.

This is based
cells between

on a cellular
base stations

approach
with one ring of hexagonal
using the same frequency.
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In summary,
the question
of efficiency
of spectrum
utilization,
as it applies
to spread spectrum
systems,
should be viewed
in
the context
of the major qualitative
differences
that exist
between
conventional
frequency
channelized
or TDMA approaches
and random
access spread spectrum.
Spread spectrum
may be an
attractive
alternative
where uncoordinated
use of the spectrum
over one or more geographic
areas is an important
requirement.
In making comparisons
of spectrum
efficiency,
it becomes
clear
that the actual capacity
of practical
FDMA approaches
may differ
significantly
from their theoretical
capacities
computed
on the
basis of uniform
instantaneous
channel
loading.
The need for
geographic
frequency
reuse intervals
and guard bands also limit
the spectrum
efficiency
that can be attained
by conventional
frequency
channelization
in practical
systems.
3.2.2

Fast
Frequency
Systems

3.2.2.1

Hoppin_

Differential

in High

Capacity

Land

Mobile

Radio

PSK

In 1977, Cooper
and Nettleton
(50-52) proposed
a unique approach
to high-capacity
land mobile
communications.
The following
salient
features
were incorporated
in their technique:
Digitized
voice with differential
PSK modulation
Fast frequency-hopping
A small-cell
network
implementation
A unique receiver
design based on the use of tapped
delay lines and multiple
bandpass
filters
Dynamic
control
of transmitter
power levels
The

following

benefits

i.
Resistance
diversity
that
technique.

to
is

have

been

claimed

for

this

approach

(23):

fading is provided
by the frequency
inherent
in the fast frequency-hopping

2.
Each user has access to the entire
Thus, there are no "blocked
calls."

system

bandwidth.

3.
There is no hard limit on the maximum
number of simultaneously-active
users.
Communication
performance
degrades
gradually
as more and more users enter the system.
4.

The

system

offers

privacy

from

casual

listeners.

5.
Since it is not necessary
for users to switch
when they cross a boundary
between
cells,
"forced
tion" of calls cannot
occur.
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channels
termina-

6.
The hardware
employed by each (mobile)
user is identical, except
for the filters associated
with thst user's
unique
signal set.
7.
Priority
messages
can be accommodated
system is heavily
loaded.

even

8.
Under conditions
of reduced
capacity,
the
able to co-exist
with conventional
narrowband
The disadvantages
of
cates,
include
(23):

this

approach,

as

recognized

when

the

system may
services.
by

be

its advo-

I.
The need for dynamic control
of mobile
transmitter
power levels in order to mitigate
the "near-far"
problem
(i.e., the problem
of having a mobile
located near the base
station
interfere
with a mobile
far from the base station).
2.
The requirement
for digitized
voice,
together
with the
spread spectrum
signal format, will increase
the complexity
of transmitters
and receivers.
3.
A vehicle
location
technique
of modest
accuracy
is
necessary
in order to monitor
the vehicles
as they move
from cell to cell.
(This would also be required
for conventional
small-cell
techniques
-- see Reference
53).
4.
Fully coherent
detection
fading LMR environment.
5.
The proposed
approach
for large-cell
systems.

is not

is not

possible

economically

in a rapid-

attractive

In addition,
Mikulsky
(54) has pointed
out that, because
of the
receiver
implementationtechnique
advocated
by Cooper and
Nettleton,
realization
of the "no calls blocked"
and "no forced
terminations"
claims would require
that each base station accommodate all possible
user codes.
Since each code requires
a
unique delay-line/filter
configuration
in the receiver,
the
economic
impracticability
of this is evident.
Thus, blocked
termiated
calls would occur as in any cellular
system.
In References
19 and 23, Cooper and Nettleton
present
comparisons of their proposed
technique with conventional
cellular
systems
in terms of spectrum
efficiency
(defined
in terms of
calls per unit bandwidth
per cell).
These comparisons
show
estimated
spectrum
efficiencies
for fast frequency-hopping
of
2.0 to 4.7 times the spectrum
efficiency
of conventional
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and

narrowbandsystems, dependingon the specific configurations
being compared. These estimates were based on a basebanddata
rate of 30 kbits/s for digitized voice.
In a subsequentindependent analysis, Henry (55) found the
DPSK/fast-FHtechnique to be inferior to conventional narrowband
FMtechniques on the basis of the average numberof usable
channels per cell.
In his example, narrowbandFMwas superior
by a factor that ranges from 1.2 to 2.8, based on a 32 kbit/s
digitized voice rate for the fast frequency hopping system. (If
a 30 kbit/s rate is used as in the earlier analysis by Cooper
and Nettleton, Henry's spectrum efficiency penalty (for fast FH)
is 1.12 to 2.62.)
Further improvementsin the spectrum efficiency of this spread
spectrum approachcan be attained by lowering the digitized
voice rate. Digital voice has been used successfully at rates
as low as 2.4 kbits/s.
However, low data rates usually result
in increased equipmentcost or degraded voice quality, or both.
If degradations in voice quality are allowed, then comparable
narrowbandsystems can also increase spectrum efficiency by
using closer channel spacings (with or without corresponding
reductions in the r.f. bandwidth). On the other hand, digital
voice technology is advancing rapidly, and it is possible that
low cost systems for high quality voice transmission at data
rates on the order of i0 kbits/s (with an acceptable tolerance
for transmission errors) will be available in the future.
(See
Flanagan, Reference I00, for an overview of digital voice technology.) If so, then the fast FH/DPSKtechnique will exhibit
superior spectrum efficiency even in Henry's example.
It has also been suggested that the spectrum efficiency of the
Cooper-Nettleton approachmight be further improved by controling the mobile transmitter power to optimize the signal-tointerference ratios at all base stations, rather than trying to
maintain a constant meanreceived signal power at the base
station with which the mobile is communicating (89, 90).
3.2.2.2

Multilevel

FSK

In a recent
anlaysis
of a concept
originally
described
by
Viterbi
(i01), Goodman
and others have evaluated
the performance of a fast frequency
hopping multiple
access
technique
that
uses multi-level
FSK as a basis for signaling
(102-105).
The
approach
is quite similar
to the one described
by Cooper
and
Nettleton,
except
for the method in which the transmitted
information
is embedded
in and recovered
from FH waveforms.
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Figure 8 illustrates
the operation of the FH/FSKtransmitter.
The digital data stream representing the voice input is divided
into blocks of k bits (typically, k = 8). Each k-bit block is
used to select one of 2k time-frequency sequences. Each such
sequencehas a length of L time chips, or hops (typically, L =
19). To provide for discrete addressing, the basic time-frequency sequenceused by each transmitter is different.
Information is imposedon this basic time-frequency sequenceby
selecting one of 2k possible cyclic shifts of the basic sequencein the frequency domain for each k-bit input data block.
Thus, 2k channels are required.
The operation of the receiver is illustrated in Figure 9. The
transmitter's address code (i.e., its basic time-frequency sequence) is used to de-hop the intended signal, yielding a matrix
of 2k channels by L time chips. A hard decision is madeon
the presence or absenceof a signal in each of the Lx2k matrix
elements. In the absenceof noise, fading, and interference,
the de-hoppedsignal will occupy a single row of the matrix; all
of the

other

2k-I

rows

will

be

vacant,

indicating

the

ab-

sence of signal energy.
With noise,
fading, and interference,
the row corresponding
to the correct
signal can contain
deletions; other rows can contain
insertions.
Interference
in the
row containing
the correct
signal nominally
has no effect.
The
simplest
decoding
algorithm
involves
selecting
the row containing the largest number of signal "hits."
For

32 kbit/s

digitized

speech,

k = 8 and L = 19,

about

170

users can be supported
at an error rate of 10-3.
This estimate includes
the effects
of multipath
and noise,
as well as
mutual
interference
in an isolated
system, but it does not include the effects
of urban shadowing,
synchronization
errors,
"splatter"
between
adjacent
channels,
or interference
from
nearby cells in a cellular
system.
Nevertheless,
it appears
that the number
of users per unit bandwidth
under this approach
is several
times the corresponding
number
for FH/DPSK,
as described in the previous
section,
and is at least comparable
to
the number of users per unit bandwidth
that can be supported
in
a conventional
narrowband
FM system in which frequencies
must be
re-used over a particular
service area.
A major disadvantage
of this approach
is that it requires
real-time
spectrum
analysis
be performed
in the receiver.

that a
For k

= 8 and L = 19, and a 32 kbit/s data rate, this analysis
must be
performed
every 13.2 microseconds
and it must resolve
28 = 256
separate
channels
over a total bandwidth
of about 20 MHz.
While
this requirement
is entirely
within
the state-of-the-art,
the
implementation
costs could be excessive.
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3.2.3

Independent

Land

Mobile

Radio

Systems

In a recent
study performed
by NTIA for the FCC's UHF Task
Force,
Berry and Haakinson
(45) analyzed
multiple
independent
land mobile
radio (LMR) systems using spread spectrum
in a common band.
It was found that the spectrum
efficiency
of spread
sprectrum
in this case was low compared
with conventional
techniques.
The analyses
apply to direct
sequence
techniques
but do
not explicitly
treat the case of frequency-hopping.
The study also contains
a section on spread spectrum
with conventional
services
(see Section
3.3.2 below)
tutorials
on spread spectrum
and land mobile radio.
3.2.4

Spread

Spectrum

in the Maritime

Mobile

"overlay"
as well as

Service

Experimental
use of spread spectrum
for maritime
mobile
applications dates back to 1974, when NASA and the Maritime
Administration performed
tests via NASA's
ATS-5 and ATS-6 satellites
to
evaluate
direct
sequence
ranging
for maritime
navigation
purposes (88).
Later efforts
to use spread spectrum
signaling
for
maritime
satellite
navigation
have focused on GPS.
More recently,
spread
spectrum has been suggested
for two other
applications
in the maritime
mobile
service.
They are:
emergency communications
via satellite
and overlaid
communications
in the terrestrial
VHF marine band.
The latter will be discussed in Section
3.3.3.
This section will provide
brief descriptions
of proposed
spread spectrum
signaling
for distress
alerting
via satellite.
SAMSARS
(Satellite
Aided Maritime
Search and Rescue
System)
is a
recent concept
for the application
of spread spectrum
techniques
to maritime
distress
alerting
(56-60).*
Under the current
version
of this concept,
a commercial
ship in distress
would
activate
a low-power
(about I0 watts),
battery
operated
transmitter
operating
at L-band
in a channel
reserved
for distress
alerting.
These signals would be received
and translated
to
C-band by a commercial
maritime
communication
satellite.
At the
satellite
ground station,
the distress
message
(which would
typically
include
vessel
identification,
location
coordinates,
and a distress
code) would be decoded
and relayed
to a rescue
coordination
center by conventional
communication
links.
In
order to provide
multiple
access and resistance
to unintentional
interference,
a spread spectrum
signal
format is used.
This concept was developed
and analyzed
independently
by the
MITRE Corporation.
Subsequent
development
and test phases were
funded by the Maritime
Administration
and the Coast Guard.
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In this application, conventional frequency channelization is
not practical for the following reasons:
i. Since it is, by nature, a one-way signaling application, the user cannot listen for a clear channel before
transmitting nor can he be instructed to switch to a clear
channel by the ground station.
2. If only i000 units were built and deployed, the bandwidth required to give a separate frequency channel to each
would be about 3.2 MHz(= 2 x 1600 MHzx 10-6 x I000) for
a frequency tolerance of i part per million.
(This bandwidth could be reduced by assigning several transmitters to
one channel, at the expenseof occasional interference.)
Less severe frequency tolerances would result in even
larger bandwidths.
SAMSARS
would use a 200 kHz-wide dedicated channel to accommodateits 128 kHz chip rate. For reasons of economy,each
transmitter would employ the samedirect sequencecode. Multiple signals are separated by code epoch, randomcarrier frequency offset (resulting from a I0 ppmtolerance) and transmitter duty cycle. At least 58 simultaneously active transmitters can be accommodated
within the field of view of any
satellite, with a 95 percent messagedetection probability and a
bit error rate of 10-5 (Reference 60).
A similar direct-sequence spread spectrum technique for maritime
distress signaling has been proposedby Japan (67). The Japanese system would operate with a 406 MHzup-link.
Although narrowbandalternatives to SAMSARS
have been proposed
(61, 62), they would not use frequency channelization in the
usual sense. Instead, they would rely on transmitter duty cycle
and randomfrequency offsets to provide multiple access, with
occasional interference.
3.2.5

Spread

Spectrum

in Commercial

satellite

Communications

The use of spread
spectrum
for multiple
access in satellite
communication
systems provides
for privacy
and resistance
to
interference.
However,
as noted earlier,
spread
spectrum
satellite networks
tend to require more power and more bandwidth
per
user than equivalent
FDMA or TDMA networks.
These characteristics run directly
use of spacecraft

against
the current
power and bandwidth

communication
systems.
spread spectrum
or CDMA
in commercial
satellite

trend of optimizing
the
in commercial
satellite

For this reason,
it seems unlikely
that
techniques
will come into widespread
use
systems within
the foreseeable
future.
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Within this overall trend, spread spectrum techniques may find
specialized applications, such as the emergencyalerting system
described in Section 3.2.4.
In a 1977 study funded by NASA,various multiple access techniques were evaluated for satellite systems providing service to
non-Governmentmobile users (40). FDMAwas selected on the
basis of its low implementation cost. The low spectrum efficiency of CDMA
in this application was also noted.
3.3

Spread

Spectrum

"Overlay"

with

Conventional

Services

Despite
the ever-growing
demand
for spectrum
resources
in most
non-Government
services,
the average utilization
of the spectrum, even at peak hours in urban areas,
is probably
low.
A
recent FCC report
(63) indicates
that as few as 48 percent
of
the 25-470 MHz land-mobile
channels
monitored
in Los Angeles
had
"very high occupancy"
(defined as at least 60 percentpeak
hour
message
occupancy).
The corresponding
rate of "very high occupancy" channels
in San Diego was 25 percent.
Substantial
numbers of channels
were found to have zero occupancy.
Analogous
results were obtained
in a 1977 study of VHF Maritime
Mobile
channel occupancy
in the New Orleans
area (64).
Such observations,
however
well-founded,
are of little use to
someone who is trying
to get a new frequency
assignment
in a
congested
area (or to someone who is trying to use an occupied
channel
for which he is already
licensed).
The user of a busy
channel
(or set of channels)
has only one legitimate
way to
"average
out" the variations
in channel
occupancy--he
must wait
for a clear channel.
He cannot switch to a temporarily-vacant
channel
that is allocated
to a service
in which he is not authorized to operate.
Indeed, he will only be aware that the
channel or channels
on which he is authorized
to operate
are
busy.
If spread spectum
signals were "overlaid"
on existing
allocations, it might be possible
to improve the overall
efficiency
of
spectrum utilization,
even if the spectrum
efficiency
of the individual
spread spectrum
signals were quite poor.
This prospect
has given rise to a number of studies,
which will be summarized
below.
First, however,
a brief review of the basic technical
issues will be presented.
3.3.1

Basic

Technical

Issues

In considering
spread spectrum
band-sharing
services,
three distinct
interference
modes
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with
must

conventional
be considered:

i.
Interference to the conventional services from spread
spectrum signals,
2. Interference to spread spectrum signals from conventional services, and,
3. Interference to spread spectrum signals from other
spread spectrum signals.
The third interference mode--multiple access interference to
spread spectrum signals has been treated in the technical literature (6, ii, 17-24, 28, 29, 40, 44, 45, 50-52) and in Appendix
A. In general, meaningful analyses of spread spectrum selfinterference require at least partial definitions of the application and the specific spread spectrum techniques to be used.
Spread spectrum interference to conventional receivers can take
two forms. In the most serious form, the spread spectrum signal
produces interference whenthe intended conventional signal is
present at the receiver input. The second form occurs when the
intended conventional signal is absent, but the spread spectrum
signal or signals becomenoticeable above the level of the background noise. In either form, the effective interference is
normally reduced relative to the interference that would have
resulted from a co-channel narrowbandsignal. The amountof
interference reduction dependson the specific spread spectrum
technique and the type of conventional receiver to which the
spread spectrum signal is applied.
As an example, consider a direct sequencesignal that has an
approximately uniform power spectrum over a bandwidth of 1.0
MHz. If the interference at the input of the conventional
receiver is not so great as to cause nonlinear operation of a
receiver stage "upstream" from the i.f. filter,
and if the i.f.
filter has a bandwidth of 14 kHz, for example, then the effective interference power is reduced by approximately i0 log (14
kHz/1000kHz) = -18.5 dB, due to the "mismatch" between the i.f.
bandwidth and the spread spectrumbandwidth.
A frequency-hopping signal can produce short bursts of relatively unattenuated interference in a narrowbandreceiver. A
compendiumof methodsfor analyzing spread spectrum interference
to conventional receivers is available in Reference 65.
The recoverability of spread spectrum signals in a band occupied
by conventional signals dependson the number, power, and frequency spacing of the conventional signals and on the particular
spread spectrum implementation. In direct sequencesystems, the
interfering (conventional) signals are attenuated by an amount
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equal to the receiver's processing gain (approximately the ratio
of the r.f. bandwidth to the information bandwidth). Slow frequency-hopping systems can be more severely degradedby a number
of interferers at widely separated frequencies than by a single
high-power narrowbandinterferer (66). As in conventional systems, interference to a spread spectrum receiver can degrade the
intended signal or it can create "nuisance" effects when the
intended signal is not present.
In bands that have been channelized at intervals of 25 to 50
kHz, a substantial fraction of the spectrum is committed to
guard bands. In these cases, it may be possible to insert frequency-hoppingsignals betweenthe existing channel assignments. Channels that are especially vulnerable to interference
(public safety, for example) could be "notched out" of the FH
spectrumby simple logic changes. (See Section 3.3.5.)
3.3.2

Overlay

for

Land

Mobile

Service

The prospect
for overlaying
spread spectrum
signals
in a common
band with conventional
narrowband
land mobile
communications
was
discussed
by Cooper
(68) and by Berry and Haakinson
(45) in
1978.
Both studies presented
encouraging
preliminary
results,
although
neither
explicitly
addressed
the "near-far"
problem.
Later, more detailed
analyses
by Dvorak
(69) and Juroshek
(70)
yielded
substantially
more negative
results.
Specifically,
Dvorak concluded
that the overlay
strategy
would be practical
only for small cell spread
spectrum networks.
In examples,
he
demonstrated
that, for the 150 MHz land mobile band:
I.

Mobile-to-mobile

unacceptable
24 meters.

if the

(SS to FM)
distance

interference

between

mobiles

could
were

be
less

than

2.
Mobile-to-base
interference
(from a single spread
spectrum
transmitter
to an FM receiver)
could cause a 3 dB
degradation
in receiver
noise at distances
of 15-20 km.
(Part of this analysis
was implicitly
restricted
sequence or fast frequency-hopping
signals.)

to direct

Juroshek
does not treat the small-cell
case, but assumes
that
the spread spectrum
transmitters
and the FM transmitters
have
comparable
power levels.
His analysis
is applicable
to fast
frequency-hopping
and direct
sequence
techniques.
The major
conclusion
of his study is that, over the 150-900 MHz frequency
range, spread
spectrum
and conventional
FM land mobile
systems
cannot
share a common band without
significant
interference
to
both types of systems.
Again,
the required
separation
distances
(between
the interfering
transmitter
and the receiver)
were
found to be typically
on the order of i0 km or more.
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3.3.3

Overlay

for Maritime

Mobile

Service

In a study funded by the Maritime
Administration,
NTIA is
assessing
the potential
for overlaying
spread spectrum
signals
on the VHF maritime
mobile band (156-162
MHz).
An analysis
was
performed,
with emphasis
on direct
sequence
techniques.
The
results were applied
in a hypothetical
case study for the New
Orleans area, which is known to suffer from radio frequency
congestion
in the VHF maritime
mobile
band.
Although
the resuits of this analysis
have not been published
at the date of
this writing,
a number
of tentative
conclusions
have evolved.
These are summarized
as follows:
i.
The "near-far"
problem
for the direct
sequence
spread
spectrum,
even without
narrowband
interference,
requires
an
equalization
of received
signal powers
if two or more
mobile
stations
transmit
at once to a single base station.
This could be done, in principle,
by restricting
transmitter!receiver
distances
or by controlling
the transmitter
power levels.
It may be possible
to use a direct
sequence
spread
spectrum
system to simultaneously
communicate
with a
number of ships in the New Orleans
area with acceptably
low
mutual
interference
between
the spread
spectrum
signals
if
a single base station can be located
30 km or more north or
south of New Orleans
to provide
nearly equal mobile-to-base
distances,
thereby
insuring nearly
equal received
spread
spectrum
signal powers
at the base station.
2.
A practical
spread spectrum
system
requires
one frequency band for base-to-mobile
communications
and a second
non-overlaping
frequency
band for mobile-to-base
communications.
3. When a direct
sequence
spread
spectrum
system with a
single base station
and multiple
mobile
stations
operate
in
the same frequency
band and geographic
area with one or
more coventional
narrowband
FM land mobile
systems, mutual
interference
severely
reduces
the ranges
of all systems.
4.
The use of a small cell configuration
for the spread
spectrum
stations
can reduce the total spread
spectrum
interference
to FM systems sharing
the same frequency
band
and geographic
area,
However,
this approach
will not reduce

the FM

interference

to

the

spread

spectrum

system.

In order to verify the preliminary
conclusions,
tests were performed in the New Orleans
area.
To avert the necessity
of
actually
radiating
a spread spectrum
signal, conventional
signals in the 156-162 MHz band were picked up by a test antenna,
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downconvertedto an intermediate frequency, amplified, and combined with a direct sequencespread spectrum signal. The composite waveformwas used as the input to a direct sequencedemodulator.
Although the results of these tests have not yet been published,
it is understood that they are consistent with the conclusions
of the earlier NTIA analysis. Again, the negative results apply
only to direct-sequence systems.
3.3.4
More

Overlay
than

400

with
MHz

Television

of bandwidth

has

been

allocated

to broadcast

television
in the United
States.
Of this, only a fraction
of
the potential
channel
assignments
are actually
used in any given
city.
This condition
has already
resulted
in the allocation
of
470-512 MHz band (channels
14-20) on a shared basis between
television
broadcast
service and land mobile
service.
It is
logical to ask whether
the television
bands might be shared with
one or more spread spectrum
allocations.
Preliminary
studies
on band-sharing
between
spread spectrum
and
television
signals were published
in 1978 by Juroshek
(71) and
Ormondroyd
(72).
Both studies
included
laboratory
experiments
involving
the use of standard
TV receivers
and spread
spectrum
signals.
Using a black-and-white
TV receiver,
Ormondroyd
found
that spread spectrum
signals generated
by modulating
an AM signal with a direct
sequence
pseudonoise
code caused much less
degradation
than conventional
narrowband
AM signals.
On the
other hand, Juroshek
found that direct
sequence
spread spectrum
signals produce
about the same amount of interference
to color
TV as narrowband
FM signals
of the same level, as long as the
spread spectrum
bandwidth
is about 2.0 MHz or less.
For spread
spectrum
bandwidths
greater
than 6 MHz, spread spectrum
should
cause reduced
interference
relative
to narrowband
FM signals,
simply because
of the TV receiver's
ability to attenuate
interference outside
of its nominal
6 MHz passband.
In 1979, Coll and Zervos proposed
the use of spread spectrum
techniques
for multiplexing
digital
data with video in television-based
information
distribution
systems
(73).
A laboratory experiment
was performed
in which the direct
sequence
chip
rate was 63 times the horizontal
scan rate (63 x 15,734 Rz =
991.25 kHz).
A spread
spectrum
level 40 dB below the peak-topeak video amplitude
was used.
Reliable
operation
of both the
television
and the data signal was reported.
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3.3.5

JTIDS

- A Case

Study

in Band-Sharing

with

Spread

Spectrum

The U. S. table of frequency
allocations
was recently
amended
permit the operation
of JTIDS* in the 960-1215
MHz band.
Al-

to

though JTIDS is a Government
system,
the process by which its
allocation
was obtained,
as well as the band-sharing
characteristics of the system,
are of interest
because
they demonstrate
the use of a common
frequency
band by several
independent
wideband systems.
The design of JTIDS led to the early definition
of a requirement
for 150 MHz of bandwidth
and in the range of 200-2000
MHz(3),
based on technical
and operational
considerations.
It was clear
that obtaining
this much bandwidth
below 2 GHz on a dedicated
basis was out of the question.
JTIDS shares the 960-1215
MHz aeronautical
radionavigation
band
with TACAN/DME
and the Air Traffic
Control Radar Beacon System
(ATCRBS),
both of which use pulse signals.
JTIDS uses a frequency-hopped
signal
format that is designed
to minimize
emissions in the I030 MHz and i090 MHz ATCRBS bands.
An illustration of the composite
JTIDS spectrum
is shown in Figure
I0.
The
i030/I090
MHz "notches"
in the spectrum
are achieved
by the elimination
of the corresponding
frequency
slots from the hopping
sequences,
.............
with controlled
pulse rise and fall
times, continuous
phase shift modulation,
and sidelobe
filtering
of the modulating
waveform
(3).
JTIDS was found to be compatible
with all present
and planned
uses of the 960-1215
MHz band, including
ATCRBS monopulse,
Discrete Address
Beacon System
(DABS), Beacon Collision
Avoidance
System (BCAS) and the DME portion
of the Microwave
Landing
System (MLS/DME),
as well as TACAN/DME
and ATCRBS.
However,
the
frequency
coordination
process,
if it can be called
that, was
unquestionably
one of the most expensive
ever undertaken.
Assuring compatibility
between
JTIDS and all present
and planned
uses of the 960-1215
MHz band entailed
approximately
1500 hours
of bench tests, i000 hours of flight tests and eight man-years
of analysis
(3).
The resulting
data were compiled
in a 2000 page report
(74).
The magnitude
of this effort was related partly to the fact that
services protecting
the safety of human life were involved,
and
partly
because
JTIDS is one of the first spread spectrum
systems
to share a band with such services.

Joint Tactical
2.3.2.

Information

Distribution
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3.3.6

Theoretical

Considerations

In designing
a SSMA system to operate
in a band with narrowband
signals,
it is desirable
to provide
a set of spread spectrum
user codes with the following
properties:
I.
The interference
be minimal.

between

spread

spectrum

users

2.
The interference
worst-case
frequency

produced
by a narrowband
should be minimal.

3.
The interference
suffered
by a narrowband
the worst-case
frequency
should be minimal.

should

signal

at the

receiver

at

These goals place conflicting
requirements
on the spread spectrum code set.
A practical
design thus entails
a tradeoff.
Consider
first a direct
sequence
system.
Property
1 implies
a uniformly
low cross-correlation
between
different
user codes.
Properties
2 and 3 imply a "maximally
flat" power spectrum
for each code, which,
for rectangular
chips, means,
in effect,
a (sin kf)2/(kf) 2 power spectrum
of
the type produced
when the periodic
auto-correlation
function
has no sidelobes.
That a tradeoff
is necessary
in direct
sequence
systems
is implied by the Welch bound (751.
In any phase-coded
signal set,
the largest
of the cross-correlations
or auto-correlation
sidelobes has a minimum
attainable
value.
Specifically,
if C I is
the largest
cross-correlation
in a signal set and C 2 is the
largest
auto-correlation
sidelobe
in the signal set, then
2
Cma x >
where

C2ax

f(M,L)

= Max

(C2,

C2)

M = number

of codes

in the code

L = number

of elements

(chips)

set
in each

code

The particular
form of f(M,L) depends
on whether
periodic
or
aperiodic
correlations
are being considered.
Both forms result
in a positive
value of f(M,L) for values
of M greater
than
If uniform
spectra
are required,
then C2=0 and2C _ >gf(M,L).
If low cross-correlations
are required,
then C_ _ C_ and
c_ > f(M,L).
Thus, it is impossible
spectra
(C 2 = 0) and arbitrarily
low
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to achieve uniform
cross-correlations.

I.

A second derivation of the tradeoff betweenlow auto-correlation
sidelobes and low cross-correlation in a signal set was developed by Sarwate (76). This boundhas the form
2
2
C_ + g(M,L) > C2 L
Sarwatealso showsthat in any set of L signals, each containing
M = L elements, a requirement for zero cross-correlations implies that the magnitude of the periodic auto-correlation takes
on its maximumvalue for every possible shift of every signal.
That is, CI = 0 implies Rk(j) = Rk(O) = L, for all j and
all k. (Here, Rk(j) is the periodic auto-correlation function
of the kth sequence.) What can be said about the spectra of
such signals is that they are highly non-uniform, since uniform
spectra imply R(j) = 0 for j # 0.
Although such boundshave not been explicitly formulated for
frequency-hopplng systems, it seemslikely that a similar tradeoff exists. For example, the so-called "one-coincidence" codes*
(77) provide low mutual interference betweenFHusers while producing a relatively uniform power spectrum. However, the number
of such codes is only equal to the numberof FHchannels (i.e.,
frequency slots).
In order to increase the numberof user
codes, the orignal one-coincidence code set can be modified in
such a way that low mutual interference betweenFH users is
preserved, but the individual modified codes no longer use all
available frequency slots (23). Interference to and from conventional narrowbandsignals at the worst-case frequency is
therefore increased. Alternately, the numberof user codes
could be increased while using every frequency slot once (or N
times) in every code, but mutual interference betweenFHusers
would be increased with respect to the one-coincidence codes.
3.4

Spread

Spectrum

in the

ISM Bands

Frequencies
allocated
for Industrial,
Scientific,
and Medical
(ISM) purposes
provide
for the unlicensed
operation
of devices
which use radio waves for the purposes
other than communication.
Such devices
include,
for example,
medical
diathermy
equipment,
industrial
heating
equipment,
and microwave
ovens.
Because
of the inherent
interference
resistance
of spread spectrum receivers,
it is logical to examine
the possibility
of
operating
spread spectrum
systems
in these bands.

So-called
because
any two codes or their time
occupy the same frequency
slot during no more
code cycle.
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shifted
replicas
than one hop per

3.4.1

Current

Rules

and

Practices

There are currently
seven ISM bands below 25 GHz, as shown in
Table i.
These allocations
encompass
a total of more than 526
MNz.
They range in width from 13.56 kHz (at 13.56 MHz) to 250
MHz (at 24.125 GHz).
Besides accommodating
ISM equipment
operated under Part 18 of the FCC Rules and Regulations,
these bands
provide,
on a shared basis, communication
and radiolocation
functions
as shown in the last column
of Table I.
In addition,
field disturbance
sensors
(e.g., intrusion
alarms and theft detectors) and low power communication
devices
are operated
in
certain
ISM bands under Part 15 of the Rules and Regulations.
Note also that most bands are shared with Federal
Government
stations
or are allocated
ination with the FCC.

to such

stations

except

through

coord-

In general,
radiocommunication
services
and radio frequency
devices
operated
under Part 15 are required
to accept interference from ISM devices.
In addition,
radiocommunication
services
in the 890-902
MNz and 928-940 MHz bands, which are adjacent
to
the 902-928 MHz band, are required
to accept
ISM interference
from devices which met existing
FCC standards
on their date of
manufacture.
The only operation
within
the ISM bands that is
protected
from interference
is Airport
ment (ASDE) operating
in the 24.-24.25
3.4.2

Characteristics
Use

with

Respect

Surface Detection
GHz band.

to Potential

The only ISM band below 900 MHz having
(if 320 kHz can be called
a significant

Spread

Equip-

Spectru,,

a significant
bandwidth
bandwidth)
is the 26.96-

27.28 MHz band.
However,
this band is already
extensively
in
use as citizens
band channels
1-27.
As of February
1980, there
were nearly
fifteen million
licensed
citizens
band stations,
authorized
to operate
the range of 26.965-27.405
MHz.
In addition, the upper 50 kHz of the 27.12 MHz ISM band is authorized
for use by other services,
as indicated
in Table I.
A small
number of Governemnt
stations
13.56 MHz and 40.68 MHz bands
applications
in special
cases
are used.

also operate
in this band.
The
may find limited
spread spectrum
where very low information
rates

The 915 MHz ISM band encompasses
a total bandwidth
of 26 MHz
that appears
to have few non-lSM uses, aside from Government
and
experimental
stations.
Although
the 902-912 MHz and 918-928 MHz
portions
of this band are available
to automatic
vehicle monitoring systems
(on the basis of non-interference
to Government
stations),
only one such system has been operationally
deployed
in the band.
A search of the FCC frequency
listing
for this
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TABLE

1

ISM BAND ALLOCATIONS

CENTER

DESIG-

FREQUENCY,

MHz

13.56

TOLERANCE

+6.78

AND USES

TYPICAL

NATION*

ISM

TYPICAL

USES

(78)

NON-ISM

kHz

•

Aeronautical
_ixed
landline
comm.
is
an-route

27.120

+160 k_z

•

Commercial

•

Processing
Medical
Diathermy

• Land
e Low

40.680

+20

G

kHz

•

Food

+13.0

MHz

G

Commercial

•

Commercial

+50.0 Maz

G, NG

•

Medical

•

Home

•

Diathermy

Microwave

Ovens

Telemetry,
(Government)

+75 M_z

2_,i15

_125 M_z

G, NG

G, NG

Commercial

•

Medical

•

Medical

e

Plasma

Diathermy
Research
Research
Power

mission

Experiments

•

Home

•

Radiolocation

•

Amateur

•

Field

•

Radiolocation

Microwave

TransOvens

Disturbance

Sensors

• Amateur
Airport

Surface

Equipment
•

*

G

=

(Federal)

NG

=

Non

Government

(Federal)

Government

•

Industrial

•
•
•
•
•

Food

• Microwave

•

Public

C

and

D

Safety

Citizens
Radio

Radio

Band
Serv.

Serv.

Control

Processing

5800

Class

•

• Automatic Vehicle Monitorin_
Systems (Secondary)
• Field Disturbance Sensors
(Intrusion & Theft Alarms)

Food

• Tracking,
and
Comm.

2450

•

• Telemetry from Ocean Buoys
and Wildlife (Secondary)

Food

Processing
Lo
!
be

Service
(where
not available
at

stations)

Transportation
Radio
Serv.
Power
Comm.
(under
Part
15)

Processing

915

USES

Field

Detection

(Primary)

Disturbance

Sensors

Amateur
Fixed
Mobile
Radiolocation
Field Disturbance

Sensors

band produced
only 35 assignments,
other than experimental,
ISM*, and Government
listings,
as of September
2, 1979.
A total
of 112 unclassified
Government
listings
(many of which include
multiple
stations)
were on file with IRAC (Interdepartment
Radio
Advisory
Committee)
as of February
27, 1980.
A small number
of
classified
Government
listings were also on record.
The increased
path loss and slightly higher
equipment
costs for
the 915 MHz ISM band (relative
to lower bands) may be of concern
to potential
users.
However,
the increased
path loss (for
transmit
and receive
antennas
of fixed gain) is primarily
relevant to attaining
given levels of performance
in the presence
of
natural background
noise and receiver
noise.
For interferencelimited
systems using omnidirectional
antennas,
performance
is
relatively
independent
of frequency,
since the interferer-toreceiver
links will exhibit
the same frequency
dependence
as the
intended
transmitter-to-receiver
link.
Indeed,
frequencies
in
the
the

vicinity
external

of I GHz may be favorable
background
noise is low.

for such

systems,

Although
equipment
costs for the 915 MHz band may be
higher than for lower bands, commercial
communication
for the 800 MHz land mobile bands has been available
time.

because

somewhat
equipment
for some

One of the current
uses of the 915 MHz ISM band is for home
microwave
ovens, although
most models
operate
in the 2450 MHz
ISM band.
Microwave
oven emissions
typically
occupy several
megahertz
of bandwidth.
Emission
levels up to 81 dB above one
microvolt
per meter have been observed
in a 30 kHz bandwidth
at
a distance
of i000 feet from a single oven, with no intervening
obstacles
between
the oven and the receiving
antenna
(79). Since
most emissions
occupy
less than I0 MHz, an upper bound on the
total field strength
can be placed
at about 81 + I0 log (i0
MHz/30

kHz)

= 106

dB above

one microvolt

per

meter

at

i000

feet.

The observed
interference
levels were several
dB lower when outdoor measurements
of emissions
from home-installed
ovens were
made (79).
Building
penetration
loss in the vicinity
of 900 MHz
is on the order of i0 to 25 dB (80).
The 2450 MHz ISM band (2400-2500
MHz) is extensively
used for
home microwave
ovens and for commercial,
medical,
and research
purposes.
In addition,
this
ISM purposes
by such diverse
ISM equipment
must
with the standards
tions.

band is occasionally
groups
as industry,

be licensed
if and only
set forth in Part 18 of
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used
local

for nongovern-

if it does not comply
the Rules and Regula-

ments, fire, police, railroads, and highwaymaintenance services. The FCCMaster FrequencyList contained 319 non-Government assignments (other than experimental and ISM listings) in
the 2450 MHzISMband as of September2, 1979. Only nine unclassified Governmentassignmentswere recorded with IRACas of
February 27, 1980.
The 2450 MHzISMband has also been proposed for the transfer of
microwavepower from a solar power satellite to earth (114). If
implemented, the total radiated power from such a systemwould
be on the order of several Gigawatts (cw) in a beamhaving a
diameter of several kilometers at the surface of the earth. The
beamsidelobes, combinedwith scattering in the ionosphere,
could makethis band unusable over wide areas.
The principal use of the 5800MHzISMband (5725-5825 MHz)is
for Government-operatedradar systems. As of February 27, 1980,
there were 121 Governmentassignments in this band, virtually
all of them for radar or radar-related systems. Only four nonGovernmentlistings were on file with the FCCas of September2,
1979, exclusive of experimental and ISMuses.
The 24,125 MHzISMband (24,000-24,250 MHz)is near the 22,235
MHzwater-vapor absorption line and is, for that reason, better
suited to short and mediumrange applications than to long range
applications.
Total atmospheric attenuation, under good meteorlogical conditions, is typically 0.05 to 0.2 dB per kilometer at
the surface of the earth (81). The principal use of this band
is for police radar systems. Over 1600 licenses had been
granted for non-Governmentuse of the band (exclusive of experimental and ISM licenses) as of Septemebr2, 1979. There were
only 31 IRAC........
for governmentstations as of February 27,
1980. Most of these are for police radar.
3.5

Alternatives

to SpreadSpectrum

In order to achieve
a complete
view of the spread spectrum
issue, it is necessary
to recognize
that in some cases, there
are narrowband
alternatives
to spread spectrum
that can provide
most of the benefits
of spread spectrum
techniques.
It would be
impossible
to list all of the potential
alternatives,
since this
would require
a study of all potential
applications,
present
and
future.
However,
...............
1 now be given.
The examples are ogranized
according
to the type of benefit
that the
alternative
technique
is intended
to achieve.
Privacy.
Spread spectrum
techniques
provide
a measure
of
user privacy
that falls between
encryptation
and completely
uncoded
transmissions.
There are a number of alternatives.
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The simplest
is to substitute
use of the public
telephone
system for radio communications
whenever
possible.
Although
this approach
is not entirely
"secure"
in an absolute sense, it provides
more privacy
than uncoded private
land mobile
radio.
Radio paging is available
in most
metropolitan
areas, and this service can be used to establish telephone
communications
when a call originating
from
a fixed location
is placed
to a mobile user.
Since the
paging
signals
are
by unsophisticated

coded, they
listeners.

are

not

readily

intercepted

The use of improved mobile
telephone
service
(IMTS) or advanced mobile
phone service
(AMPS) also provides
some privacy.
Although
the transmissions
are uncoded,
a listener
trying to intercept
a call from a particular
talker must
scan all the IMTS or AMPS channels.
The degree of protection is somewhat
higher
in small-cell
systems,
because
a
mobile
unit changes
channels
frequently
as it passes
from
cell to cell.

Finally,
it has been possible
for some time to purchase
voice communication
security
units ("scramblers")
for use
with conventional
mobile transceivers
(83).
Discrete
Addressing.
The discrete
addressing
feature
of
spread
spectrum has two benefits.
The first of these is
privacy,
which was just reviewed.
The second is selective
calling.
It is important
in many applications
to be able
to automatically
route calls to particular
stations.
This
feature
is included
in all IMTS and AMPS designs,
as well
as earlier mobile
telephone
systems and paging
systems.
Selective
calling
equipment
is available
from the major
manufacturers
of private
land mobile radio equipment.
Selecfive
calling
is also available
for certain
conventional maritime
mobile equipment
(84).
Resistance
to Multipath
Propagation.
A primary manifestation of multipath
propagation
in narrowband
communication
systems
is fading.
As noted in Section
2.3.1, certain
spread spectrum
implementations
(as well as simple, wideband pulse techniques)
can substantially
mitigate
fading.
However,
diversi_y
techniques
can be used with narrowband
signaling
to reduce
fading (85).
Diversity
techniques
have
been only partially
successful
in mitigating
the impact of
multipath
errors
in narrowband
ranging and radiolocation
systems
(86).
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iiili

Spectrum
Efficiency.
Examples
were given in Section
3.2.1
and References
19 and 23 of cases in which spread spectrum
implementations
use the spectrum more efficiently
than conventional
narrowband
implementations.
However,
the outcomes of such examples
obviously
depend on the particular
narrowband
implementation
with which a spread
spectrum
approach
is compared.
The spectrum
efficiency
of some narrowband
systems
could potentially
be improved
by techniques such as trunking,
channel-splitting,
or the use of
single
sideband.
In low data rate microwave
FDMA systems where frequency
tolerances
limit spectrum
efficiency,
a common
frequency
reference,
coupled
with a frequency
distribution
system,
may be appropriate.
In other applications,
the use of
ovenized
oscillators
(instead
of temperature-compensated
crystal
oscillators)
may be justified.
However,
these
alternatives
are obviously
not viable when the frequency
tolerances
are due primarily
to Doppler
shifts.
Resistance

to Interference.

In

some

cases,

spread

spectrum

techniques
may offer the most economical
approach
to mitigating
interference.
In other cases, narrowband
techniques, combined
with the use of directional
antennas,
special filters
or interference
blanking
may be preferable.
In advanced
applications,
the use of adaptive
array
antennas
may be justified,
with or without
spread
spectrum.
It is also possible
to envision
"smart" narrowband
feedback
communication
systems that would automatically
detect
the presence
of narrowband
interference,
locate a
clear channel,
and switch
to the new channel,
all without
human intervention.
Clearly,
the choice between
the use of spread spectrum
techniques and narrowband
techniques
(where such a choice exists)
requires
evaluation
on a case-by-case
basis.
The tradeoff
may
affect cost, performance,
spectrum
efficiency,
and the availability

of

operational

features.
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4.

EXAMPLES

OF

HYPOTHETICAL

IMPLEMENTATIONS

Up to this point, a few Government
applications
of spread spectrum have been briefly
described
(Section
2.3.1), and reference
has been made to several
non-Government
applications
that have
been proposed
or analyzed:
fast FH!DPSK
and FH/FSK
for high
capacity
land mobile
service
(Section
3.2.2) and SAMSARS,
which
uses direct sequence
signaling
for maritime
distress
alerting
via satellite
(Section 3.2.4).
Naturally,
it is impossible
to
predict what new non-Government
applications,
if any, will be
proposed
in the future.
However,
in order to provide a better
grasp of the variety of potential
spread spectrum
implementations, two hypothetical
examples
of such implementations
are
presented
in this chapter ..............
are not intended as
recommendations,
but only as illustrations
of potential
spread
spectrum
applications
for non-Government
services.
In .........
these examples,
particular
emphasis
has been placed on approaches
that have simple
implementations.
It is recognized
at
the outset that the price of simplicity
is often reduced performance.
Nevertheless,
there is a limited payoff in considering potential
spread spectrum
systems having
such complex
implementations
that the prospects
for their practical
realization
in
the foreseeable
future are small.
4.1
4.1.1

Slow

Frequency

with

FM

Voice

Objectives

This approach
coordination,
interference.
interference.
4.1.2

Hopping

would provide
privacy,
multiple
access without
discrete
addressing,
and resistance
to narrowband
It would not provide any resistance
to wideband

Potential

Applications

In a general
context,
the applications
considered
here are
mobile applications
where the number
of potential
users in a
given area significantly
exceeds
the number of available
narrowband channels.
For the purpose of illustration,
a UHF citizens
band application
has evolved
as a principal
example.
Other
mobile applications
may be equally
appropriate.
4.1.3
Most

Basic

Concept

late-model

citizens

band

transceivers

are

based

on

the use

of low-cost phase-lock
loop frequency
synthesizers
for channel
selection.
Low-cost
frequency
synthesizers
are also used extensively for VHF maritime
mobile and aeronautical
mobile
transceivers,
for IMTS transceivers,
and for other communication
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equipment. The concept presented here is based on the premise
that such transceivers could be economically modified for slow
frequencyhopping.
As in conventional signaling, mobiles and base stations might
transmit on the sameset of frequencies (as in the present 27
MHzcitizens band) or in separate sub-bandsseparated by typically three to five megahertz (as in manyland mobile systems).
The former option generally results in the least expensive
equipmentconfiguration, particularly if direct mobile-to-mobile
operation (without repeaters) is required. The latter provides
for the possibilities
of full duplex and repeater operations.
In a practical implementation, transceivers could provide the
option, by switch selection, of operating in a conventional mode
or in a frequency-hoppedmode. This possibility opens up a
second set of system design alternatives, as follows:
i. Provide separate sub-bands for conventional channels
and frequency-hoppedchannels.
2. Allow the sameset of channels to be used for conventional communicationsand frequency-hopping.
3. Allow most channels to be used for either frequencyhopping or conventional communications,but reserve some
channels for FH acquisition sequences.
4. Reserve a separate set of channels for conventional
communicationsonly, as an adjunct to alternative 2 or 3.
Since this is only a hypothetical example, no attempt is madeto
analyze the advantagesand disadvantages of the various system
alternatives.
Instead, it has been assumedthat base and mobile
transmissions occupy separate sub-bands and that conventional
and FH transmissions are similarly separated. A hypothetical
channelization plan reflecting this strategy is shownin Figure
lla. Although an allocation in the 912-918MHzband is shown,
the basic approach is applicable, in principle, to any available
VHFor UHFband. Figure lib showsan alternate frequency plan
in which only the FHchannels use separate bands for base and
mobile frequencies.
Note that mobile-to-mobile transmissions can occur in two
modes: by repeater, or by providing mobile receivers that can
be switched to either the uplink or the downlink band.
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4.1.4

Equipment

Configuration

Figure
12 shows a simplified
block diagram of a conventional
synthesizer-driven
transceiver.
This configuration
differs
from
older designs
only in that the carrier
and local oscillator
(L.O.)
frequencies,
instead of being generated
by a separate
crystal for each channel,
are produced
in a low-cost
synthesizer
using one or two crystals.
In some cases, the synthesizer
consists
of as few as two large scale integrated
(LSI) circuits,
in addition
to a few dozen passive
elements.
A programmable
read only memory
(PROM) is sometimes
used to restrict
the available channels
to those for which the unit is licensed*.
In
transceivers
designed
for CB or marine use, this function can be
accomplished
in a permanent
memory
(ROM) or by decoding
and the synthesizer.

fashion by the use of a read only
logic between
the channel
selector

Figure
13 shows how a conventional
synthesizer-driven
transceiver design might be modified
for frequency-hopping.
It can
be seen that this design differs
from the conventional
design
only in the addition
of a "Frequency
Controller"
function and a
PROM containing
the hopping
sequence.
The frequency
controller
provides
for switching
the synthesizer
output
frequencies
according
to a PROM-selected
FH pattern.
A simplified
diagram of
the frequency
controller
is shown in Figure
14.
The PROM containing the hopping
sequence
is cycled through
its successive
addresses
by a binary
counter,
which is driven at the hopping
rate, fHOP.
In general,
the number
of FH channels
may be less
than the number of available
memory
locations
in the PROM.
In
this case, the counter must be augmented
with a simple circuit
to reset the counter
at the end of each hopping
cycle.
When

the

transceiver

is

switched

from

receive

to transmit

(typi-

cally, by grounding
a push-to-talk
line), a reset pulse, having
a duration
of one or more hops, is applied
to the counter.
This
returns
the synthesizer
to the initial
frequency
of the hopping
sequence.
The hopping
sequence
then procee ds at a rate equal to
the quiescent
frequency
of the voltage-controlled
oscillator
(VCO).
optionally,
a separate
crystal-controlled
clock (not
shown in Figure
14) could be used to control
the hopping
rate
during

transmissions.

When the transceiver
is switched
from transmit
to receive,
the
counter
is again reset,
returning
the synthesizer
tO the initial
frequency
in the hopping
sequence.
However,
this time the

The PROMs
the user.

are

programmed

by

the equipment
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counter

is held

in the

reset

condition

until

the

presence

of a

signal is detected
on that frequency.
At this point, the
counter
is enabled and the hopping
sequence
proceeds.
A phase
detector
measures
the phase error of the VCO output with respect
to the hops of the received
signal.
This error signal is used
to correct the VCO frequency
in a conventional
tracking
loop.
If a signal is detected
on each of several
subsequent
hops,
acquisition
is declared.
If the signal is absent on subsequent
hops, or if it disappears
for a significant
interval
after
acquisition
has been declared,
the counter
is reset and the
receiver
returns
to the initial
frequency
in the hopping
sequence

to wait

for a signal.

A simplified
state diagram
of the process
described
above is
shown in Figure
15.
In operation,
the receiver
may experience
several
false starts if it encounters
interference
on the initial hopping
frequency,
fo.
After each false
turns to fo in search of a valid FH signal.

start,

it re-

Note that operating
the transceiver
in a conventional
(non-FH)
mode merely
entails controling
the synthesizer
from the channel
selector
rather
than from the FH PROM.
In the FH mode, the
channel selector
is disabled.
This section
has provided
a brief description
of how a slow-FH,
half-duplex
transceiver
might be easily
implemented.
Alternate
implementations
are obviously
possible.
For example,
it might
be desirable
to use a pseudo-random
code generator
instead
of a
PROM to generate
the hopping
sequence.
Such an approach
would
reduce the number of possible hopping
sequences,
but would
facilitate
"tuning"
the receiver
to any permissible
hopping
sequence.
A very small amount of added logic could be used to
restrict the transmitter
to a particular
hopping
sequence,
if
this is deemed necessary
from a regulatory
viewpoint.
4.1.5

Factors

In conventional

Affecting
FM mobile

Performance
radio

systems,

performance

is limited

primarily
by a combination
of noise, man-made
interference
and
fading.
In a slow FH system, some of these factors have different manifestations.
In addition,
other factors,
such as synchronization
errors,
can degrade
performance.
The following
is
a general
description
of these factors.
predictions
will be presented
in Section
4.1.5.1

Specific
4.1.9.

performance

Noise

For the purposes
of this report,
the term "noise"
includes
receiver
front-end
noise,
natural background
noise,
and certain
types

of

incidental

man-made

noise,
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such

as automotive

ignition

noise.
Manufacturers
of land mobile communication
equipment
commonly
specify
receiver
noise in terms of sensitivity
rather
than noise figure or noise temperature.
For receivers
operating
in the 800-900
MHz region,
typical sensitivities
range from 0.35
to 0.5 microvolts
(across 50 ohms) by the 20 dB quieting
method
or 0.2 to 0.35 microvolt
(across 50 ohms) by the 12 dB SINAD*
method.
These sensitivities
correspond
roughly to noise figures
in the range of 9 to 14 dB (see Reference
91).
Lower noise
figures are obviously
feasible but probably
at increased
cost
(92).
Even at the sensitivities
of current equipment,
however,
the overall
system noise is often dominated
by sources external
to the receiver.
Man-made
background
noise in the vicinity
of I
GHz is typically
on the order of I0 microvolts
per meter in a i0
kHz bandwidth
(93,94).
At lower frequencies,
the level of
man-made
noise increases.
The impact of wideband
background
noise, whether
man-made
or
natural,
will be approximately
the same for slow FH and for
conventional
narrowband
FM systems having
comparable
parameters.
4. i. 5.2

Interference

Interference
from narrowband
communication
signals can include
co-channel
and adjacent
channel
interference,
intermodulation
products,
harmonics,
spurious
emissions
and interference
due to
spurious
receiver
responses.
In addition,
the hypothetical
frequency
plan (Figure
ii) shows an allocation
in the 915 MHz
ISM band; in this case interference
from ISM devices can be
anticipated
(see Section
3.4.2).
Based on measured
data (79,80)
applied with an assumed propagation
loss of I/R 3 to I/R 4 and
a 15 kHz i.f. bandwidth,
it appears that a single 915 MHz microwave oven can produce
a 3 dB degradation
in receiver
sensitivity
over a maximum
range of about four to twelve miles.
This estimate is based on a typical
receiver
sensitivity
of 0.35 microvolts (EIA SlNAD).
Finally,
the FH system will suffer self-interference
from an
aggregate
of FH signals.
Figure 16 illustrates
the impact of
two types of interference
on a slow FH system.
The horizontal
axis represents
time; the vertical
axis represents
the interference level of the output
of the i.f. filter.
In Figure
16a, a
hypothetical
single narrowband
interferer
is received
near the
center of one of the FH channels.
Interference
pulses,
having a
duration
of one hop, are produced
whenever
the receiver hops to
SlNAD

=

(Signal

+ Noise

+ Distortion)/(Noise
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+ Distortion)

Receive
Transmit

(HOP)

Receive
(WAIT)
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FIGURE 15
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the channel
occupied
by the narrowband
interferer.
It is
assumed
that the interferer
is not so strong that it is visible
through the stopband
of the i.f. filter.
Figure
16b shows the
analogous
result
for interference
from a single FH signal.
In
this case, the interference
pulses are of random duration
(with
a maximum
duration
of one hop and an average
duration
of 1/2
hop) because
the clocks
that control
hopping
in the
in the interfering
transmitter
are not synchronized.
The types of
as co-channel

interference
depicted
by Figure
16
interference.
As in conventional

receiver

and

can be described
narrowband

systems,
adjacent-channel
interference
will also occur whenever
the interference
in one or more of the (hopping)
adjacent
channels is sufficiently
strong.
Interference
that is two or more
channels
removed
from the intended
signal can also occur.
The
approach
described
here provides
no protection
against wideband
interference,
since, in this case, each FH channel
is subject to
interference.
4.1.5.3

Propagation

Factors:

Fading

and

Shadowing

The characteristics
of land mobile
propagation
have been extensively studied
and documented
(see, for example,
References
46-49 and 85).
One of the outstanding
characteristics
of this
type of channel
is the usual lack of a direct
line-of-sight
between
the base station and the mobile with which it is communicating.
Under this condition,
the link is characterized
by
multiple
reflected
or diffracted
paths.
The transmission
cQefficient
of the channel
is modeled
as a narrowband
Gaussian
stochastic
process
(95).
As a result,
the envelope
of a CW
signal transmitted
over this type of channel
is Rayleighdistributed
at the receiver
input.
The time variations
of the
fading envelope
are a function
of the vehicle
speed, measured
in
wavelengths
per unit time.
For example,
at 30 miles per hour a
900 MHz carrier experiences
20 dB fades (relative
to the meansquare
level) at an average rate of about II per second.
The
average
(20 dB) fade duration
is about 1.0 ms.
This model may
exists between

be excessively
pessimistic
transmitter
and receiver.

a Ricean
fading model
(which provides
plus a diffuse
component)
may be more

when a direct path
Under such conditions,

for one specular
appropriate.

component

A particular
manifestation
of the fading environment
as it
relates to slow frequency
hopping
is that the de-hopped
signal
level will abruptly
change whenever
the frequency
difference
between
successive
hops exceeds the coherence
bandwidth
of the
channel.
The coherence
bandwidths
of land mobile
radio channels
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Synchronization

this
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can
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actually

fade,

frequency

so

occupying

be
at

diversity

be

expected

megahertz
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low

vehicle

is

provided.

to
of

since

it

speeds.

Errors

Synchronization
errors can degrade
the performance
of
system in two ways.
Figure
17 illustrates
the effect
synchronization
timing errors.
Since the signal will
"seen" when the transmitter
and receiver
are tuned to

this FH
of minor
not be
different

channels,
this type of timing error causes the level
de-hopped
i.f. signal to drop to zero periodically.
"glitches"
occur at the hopping
rate.
Neglecting
the
fall times of the transient
waveform
associated
with

of the
These
rise and
the i.f.

filter,
the fraction of the signal that is lost in this way is
equal to the timing error expressed
as a fraction
of the hop
duration.
Unless the system is provided with a very fast
carrier
squelch,
the receiver's
audio output will contain noise
or interference
during
these "glitches."
Depending
on the
hopping
rate, the subjective
effect of these periodic
audio
noise bursts
canbe
quite distracting.
For this reason,
some
type of fast audio blanking
or squelch may be required.
A more serious
type of degration
will occur when the receiver
experiences
interference
over such extended
periods
of time that
it gives up on trying to maintain
synchronization
and goes into
the "wait" mode, listening
for a signal on the first frequency
of the hopping
sequence.
The receiver
may also simply
fail to
acquire
the intended signal when it appears.
However,
by the
time the interference
reaches
such a severe condition,
the audio
output of the receiver
will probably
have become unintelligible
anyway.
Further
investigation
is needed
to confirm
this.
4.1.5.5

Intrinsic

FH

Self-Noise

The approach
described
here does not require
that either
the
transmitter
or receiver
maintain
phase coherence
between
hops.
Thus, even in the absence
of synchronization
errors,
external
noise,
and interference,
the audio output of the receiver
will
contain periodic
"clicks"
that correspond
to the phase discontinuities
between hops.
Schreiber
(i0) has shown that the
signal-to-noise
power ratio attributable
to this phenomenon
is
approximately
3 _ 2 (fm T /2) for low hopping
rates.
In this
expression,
which is in good agreement
with the exact result for
fmT> 2, the following
notation
has been used.
modulation

fm

=

information

T

=

interval

index
bandwidth
between

hops
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For

the

type

of system

described

here

audio

SNRs

on the

order

of

25-35 dB are attainable.
However,
there is currently
no information available
on the effect of this type of noise on intelligibility
or subjective
voice quality.
4.1.5.6

Random

FM and

Harmonic

Distortion

Random FM is an effect
caused by random variations
in the complex channel
transmission
coefficient.
It produces
an irreduceable amount of low frequency
audio noise at the discriminator
output (85).
For the type of system under consideration
here,
random FM limits the audio SNR to about 26dB, for vehicle
speeds
of 55 miles per hour.
At lower speeds,
the achievable
SNR
increases.
Harmonic
distortion
results primarily
from nonlinearities
in the
transmitter
and receiver
audio sections
and from bandwidth
limitations
in the receiver's
i.f. filter.
In conventional
systems,
total harmonic
distortion
(measured
from transmitter
input to receiver
output)
is less than 15 percent
(97).
The
effects of random FM and harmonic
distortion
should be about the
same for FH systems and conventional
systems.
4.1.6

Address

Code

Design

The problem
of constructing
frequency-hopping
multiple
access
codes having
low mutual
interference
properties
has been considered by Yates (98) and by Einarsson
(99).
No attempt
will be
made to incorporate
specific
codes into this example.
However,
the problem
of address
code design may be constrained
by implementation
considerations.
Specifically,
if the receiver
must be
able to select any valid user address
code (by key pad command,
for example)
then it may be desirable
to use linear
feedback
shift register
generators
to control
the hopping
sequences.
If
the transmitters
and receivers
all use fixed codes,
such constraints
do not exist for hopping
sequences
of reasonable
length.
4.1.7

Degree

of Privacy

One of the potential
motivations
for considering
this approach
is the provision
of privacy
from unauthorized
listeners.
The
protection
thus provided
is not absolute,
since slow FH transmissions
can be de-hopped
by using a sophisticated,
frequencyagile receiver
or by using a very wideband
receiver
at close
range to the transmitting
antenna.
Both of these interception
techniques
can be made more difficult
by increasing
the number
of channels
or the hopping
rate, or both.
However,
for the
listener with a coventional
narrowband
FM receiver
(or a frequency-hopping
privacy
should

receiver
be high.

with a different
code) the degree
Miller
and Licklider
(96) have
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of

demonstrated that, whenspeech is interrupted on an average of
at least once per second, and the interruptions have a duty
factor of at least 90 percent, the result is virtually unintelligible.
This implies that a slow FHsystemhaving a hopping
rate greater than one per second and at least i0 channels should
provide privacy from unsophisticated listeners.
4.1.8

System

Parameters

Typical
parameters
for the type of slow frequency hopping
system
described
here are presented
in Table 2.
Obviously,
these
figures do not reflect
the result of any in-depth
tradeoff
study.
They are presented
for the purpose
of illustration
only.
One important
pair of parameters
not listed
in Table 2 is the
attenuation
of adjacent
channel and next-adjacent
channel
interference relative
to co-channel
interference.
These parameters
depend on the modulation
index, the channel
spacing,
the frequency
tolerances,
the design of the receiver's
i.f. filter and
the amount of "splatter"
generated
by the hopping
process.
In
the initial simulation
runs (Appendix
C), i0 dB adjacent
channel
attenuation
and 30 dB next-adjacent
channel
attentuation
were
assumed.
(Signals more than two channels
away on a particular
hop are assumed
to produce no interference
on that hop.)
This
is representative
of what can be achieved
using the least expensive monolithic
crystal
or creamic
filters, with channel spacing
of 15 to 20 kHz.
The parameters
were later changed
to 60 and 80
dB, respectively,
to show the performance
of more sophisticated
crystal
filters and 25 kHz channel
spacing.
A small number of
runs were performed
with 200 dB attenuation
of adjacent
and
next-adjacent
channel
interference
to slow an upper limit on the
gains that could be achieved
in this area.
4.1.9

Peformance

and

Spectrum

Efficiency

In virtually
all spread spectrum multiple
access
systems,
there
is a tradeoff between
communication
performance
and spectrum
efficiency.
Indeed,
this tradeoff
is not limited
to spread
spectrum multiple
access,
but is inherent
in virtually
any
approach
to sharing
the spectrum
in which the possibility
of
mutual
interference
exists.
If high levels of interference
are
acceptable,
then many users can operate
simultaneously.
If the
tolerable
level of interference
is reduced
to improve
performance, then, for a given system configuration,
the number of
simultaneous
users must be reduced.
The issue of cost is also
involved,
since increased
system complexity
can allow improvements in communication
performance
for a given
ference,
or improvements
in spectrum
efficiency
level of communication
performance.
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level of interfor a given

TABLE
TYPICAL

SYSTEM

2
PARAMETERS

Transmitters
Modulation:
Peak Deviation:
Audio Passband:

Narrowband
5.0 kHz
300 - 3000
35 Watts
25 kHz
-75 dB
20/s

Output
Power:
Channel
Spacing:
Spurious
Outputs:
Hopping
Rate:

FM, with

or without

FH

Hz

Antennas
Base:
Mobile:

Omnidirectional,
Omnidirectional,

9 dB gain,
6 dB gain,

vertical
vertical

polarization
polarization

Receiver
0.35 microvolts
(EIA
-80 dB (EIA SINAD)
-75 dB (EIA SINAD)
-I00 dB

Sensitivity:
Selectivity:
Intermodulation:
Spurious

and

Image

Rejection:
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SlNAD)

In order to facilitate
the exploration of these tradeoffs for
the slow FH technique, two Monte Carlo simulations were
developed. The first provides estimates of the statistics of
the r.f. signal-to-interference
ratio.
The second provides
estimates of the intelligibility
of speech resulting from a slow
FH system. Both simulations are described in detail in Appendix
C.
The signal-to-interference
simulation was a developmental effort
that was later supplanted by the intelligibility
simulation.
Both simulations model the service area as a circular region
having a radius of 30 km. In all case, the computedlevels of
performance refer to a receiver located in the center of this
area. The transmitter with which this receiver is in communication (or with which communicationis being attempted) is separated from the receiver by a randomly-selected distance. The
distribution of distances has a density p(X) = X/Xg
exp(-X/Xo), where 2Xo is the meancommunlcationdistance.
Interfering transmitters have randomly-selected distances (to
the receiver) that correspond to a uniform average numberof
interferers per unit area. Both of these distributions are
obviously simplifications.
The signal-to-interference
simulation measuresthe probability of attaining a given r.f. signalto-interference ratio.
The intelligibility
simulation measures
the probability of attaining a given articulation score. In
both simulations, the Longley-Rice propagation model (46-48) is
used to estimate the meanand variance of the short-term-average
signal and interference levels at the receiver input.
The simulations indicate that it is probably feasible to provide
adequatecommunicationperformancewith slow frequency-hopping
FM. The spectrum efficiency of this approach, in terms of the
maximumnumberof active users per channel over a given geographic area, dependson several factors, including the mean
communicationdistance and the degree of adjacent channel interference. Under favorable conditions, the slow FH technique may
be able to accommodate
at least as manyusers per channel as
conventional systemshaving uniform channel loadings. With less
favorable conditions, conventional systemshaving uniform channel loadings will provide better spectrum efficiency than slow
frequency hopping for a given level of performance.
The estimated maximumnumberof active users per channel (in a
geographic area having a radius of 30 km), is presented in Table
3 for various operating conditions, based on the results of the
intelligibility
simulation. The first column represents the
attenuation of adjacent and next-adjacent channel interference
relative to co-channel interference.
The second column is the
meandistance over which communicationis attempted. The third
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TABLE

ESTIMATED
FOR

Splatter,
dB
Attenuation

lO/3O
lO/3O
200/200

60/80
60/80
60/80

60/80
60/80
60/80

MAXIMUM

NUMBER

3

OF

USERS

INTERFERENCE-LIMITED

Mean
Communication
Distance,
km

8.0
4.0
4.0
16.0
8.0
4.0
2.0
4.0
2.0

CHANNEL

Type
of
Link

Estimated
Maximum
Number
of Users Per Channel

MB

0.3
0.3
1.0
0.5
0.6
0.9
1.4
0.9
1.4

MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
MM
MM
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PER

OPERATION

column showswhether the link is mobile-to-base (MB)or mobileto-mobile without repeaters (MM). The final column represents
the estimated maximumnumberof active users per channel, based
on the assumedrequirement for a 90 percent chance of achieving
a word articulation score of 0.75.
Twomajor results are evident:
(i)

The degree
of adjacent
channel
and next-adjacent
channel
interference
can have a substantial
effect on
performance
and spectrum
efficiency.
The simulation
runs that are representative
of the least expensive
implementations
show relatively
poor results.
Significant improvements
in spectrum
utilization
could
accrue if these minimal
implementations
are averted
in
favor of commercial-quality
communication
equipment
with 25 kHz channel
spacings.

(2)

The maximum
number of users per channel
is a function
of the mean communication
distance.
This relationship
is shown in Figure
18 for mobile-to-base
operation
and
60/80 dB adjacent/next-adjacent
channel attenuation.
Obviously,
short communication
distances
correspond
to
high signal-to-interference
ratios.
Thus, more users
can be accommodated
per channel
for short range communication
than for long range communication.
This is
true for conventional
narrowband
communication
systems
as well as spread spectrum
communication
systems.
For
conventional
narrowband
systems,
however,
the maximum
number
of users per channel
at any given time is
limited
to integer values.
(If two conventional
users
can be accommodated
on one channel
over a given geographic
area, than two hundred
conventional
users can
be accommodated
on one hundred
channels
over the same
area, assuming
that all channels
The number
of conventional
users

are equally
loaded.
on a particular

channel
at a particular
time can only be I, 2,
3,...).
Simulation
runs with one channel
indicate
that if two conventional
users are to share a single
channel,
the mean communication
distance
must be less
than about 2 km for the parameters
used here.
This is
based on an assumed
requirement
that the signal-to-cochannel-interference
ratio be above 6 dB for at least
90 percent
of the transmitter
locations.
Adjacent
channel
interference
is not included.
The relatively
low degree of frequency
reuse in this case is related
to the fact that the transmitters
are deployed
randomly throughout
the service
area.
(Higher degrees
of
frequency
reuse are possible
in cellular
systems,
but
in such systems each channel
is available
over as
little as 14 percent
of the service area.)
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It can be seen that, for the set of simulation parameters used
here, the spectrum efficiency of the slow frequency hopping
approach, in terms of the maximumnumberof simultaneous calls
per channel, is comparableto or above the corresponding level
for conventional narrowbandsystems for meancommunication
ranges of about 2 to 4 km. At shorter ranges, two or more calls
per channel can be accommodated
with conventional narrowband
systems. At longer ranges, the degree of interference suffered
by a slow frequency hopping system limits the numberof users
for a given level of performance.
Somecaution needs to be exercised in the interpretation of
Figure 18 and the results on which it is based. Specifically,
the implicit comparisonof the slow frequency hopping approach
to conventional FMtechniques in terms of spectrum utilization
is credible only if both techniques have the samechannel spacing and the samevoice quality.
It is always possible to trade
voice quality for improved spectrum utilization
in both techniques by simply reducing the channel spacing (with or without a
concomitant reduction in the modulation index). This issue can
probably be resolved only by experiments which would be beyond
the scope of this study.
In the absenceof interference, the communicationrange will be
limited by Rayleigh fading and backgroundnoise. As shownin
Appendix C, this range will be limited to about 19.3 km (12.1
miles) for 50 percent coverage or 8.3 km (5.2 miles) for 90
percent coverage, even under favorable conditions. In urban
areas, the maximumrange will be substantially below these
values. In the presence of combinedinterference, fading, and
backgroundnoise, the maximumrange will be further reduced.
In summary,it is clear that the slow frequency hopping approach
and the conventional narrowbandapproach have different characteristics and maybe suited to different applications.
Whether
the predicted performanceand spectrum efficiency of the slow
frequency hopping approach are compatible with the needs of
various user groups remains to be seen.
4.1.10

Repeater

Operation

and Full

Duplex

Operation

The feasibility
of a slow FH voice communication
system does not
depend on the use of separate
bands for mobile-to-base
and
base-to-mobile
transmissions.
Half-duplex
operation
can be
achieved
using a common band for both link directions,
as in the
current
27 MHz citizens
band.
However,
if the uplink
and downlink bands are split, the possibility
of repeater
operation
and
full duplex
operation
is preserved.
Each of these functions
may
be beyond the economic
reach of the average
CB hobbyist,
but
they may find other applications.
Indeed,
some types of service
may not be practical
without
the use of repeaters.
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Repeaters receive on the mobile-to-base frequency and simultaneously transmit on the base-to-mobile frequency, thus providing for extended-rangemobile-to-mobile communication. In a
frequency hopping system, it is envisioned that a repeator would
consist of one or more FH receivers and FH transmitters connected back-to-back and sharing a common
antenna through a
duplexer*. Other arrangements (such as retransmitting the
entire mobile-to-base band with a wideband linear repeater) are
obviously possible, but are probably not as efficient.
For any
repeater arrangement, it maybe necessary to include a digital
code in the beginning of eachmobile transmission addressedto
the repeater. This would provide for immediate activation of
the repeater in response to mobile transmissions addressedto
it, while allowing the repeater to ignore other transmissions.
The use of repeaters to extend communicationperformance would
degrade spectrum efficiency, since a single mobile user occupies
an uplink and a downlink simultaneously. This is also true for
conventional systems.
Full duplex operation would allow two users in mutual communication to talk simultaneously, telephone-style, at the expenseof
increased equipmentcost and decreasedspectrum efficiency.
Again, each full-duplex link requires two simultaneously-active
transmitters instead of one.
4.2

Sensor

Systems

Using

Homodyne

Detection

One of the significant
practical
disadvantages
of spread
spectrum systems
is the requirement
for acquisition
and synchronization of the spread spectrum
waveform.
In applications
where the
transmitter
and receiver
(for a given link) are co-located,
this
requirement
may be mitigated
or averted.
Particular
examples
of
such applications
(where conventional
narrowband
signals have
been used to date) are police radar and commercial
microwave
intrusion
detectors.
Both types of system have the basic configuration
shown in Figure 19.
A C,W. Signal is radiated,
and
reflected
returns
are detected by using a small fraction
of the
transmitted
signal as a local oscillator
signal.
The result
is
an audio waveform
having a frequency
equal to the Doppler
shift
of the object from which the reflection
was produced.
Reflections from stationary
objects
result in d.c. components,
which
are ignored.
The ability of a duplexer
to accommodate
frequency
hopping
will
depend on the separation
between
the transmit
and receive
bands
and on the
bandwidths
from a few

bandwidth
over which the transmitter
is hopped.
The
of current
commercially
available
duplexers
range
hundred kilohertz
or less to a few megahertz.
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Microwave
intrusion
detectors
provide
surveillance
of an area or
volume
around the sensor or in a particular
direction
relative
to the sensor.
They normally
operate
under Part 15 of the Rules
and Regulations.
One disadvantage
of this type of intrusion
detector
is its
susceptibility
to false alarms resulting
from reflections
from
unprotected
areas (adjoining
rooms or buildings,
for example)
and from radio frequency
interference
(106).
In personnel
detection
radar designed
for military
applications,
these limitations have been mitigated
by applying
wideband
modulation
to
the transmitted
signal
(107).
Figure
20 illustrates
a hypothetical
application
of such techniques to a commercial
intrusion
detector.
This configuration
differs
from the one shown in Figure
19 in that provision
has
been made for frequency-hopping
the transmitted
signal at a fast
rate.
In addition,
the reference
signal has been delayed by an
amount _.
The frequency
difference
between
adjacent
hops is
assumed
to be large with respect
to the maximum Doppler
shift,
but small with respect
to the transmitter's
center
frequency.
On any

particular

cos(mot

hop,

the

transmitted
o _

+ k_0mt)

signal

t < T
k = -n,

is:

-n + I,

...0.

I, .... n

where T is the duration
of one hop and mm is the angular
fre"ch annels.
_
" For a
quency difference
between
adjacent
hopping
specular
reflector
at a range r, the received
signal is of the
form:
cos[mo(t-2r/c)
+ kmm(t-2r/c)]
= cos[mot+kmm
t - (2r/c)(mo+kmm)]
The reference
cos[_o(t-A
The output

of

signal

is proportional

) + k_

m(t-A

)], A<

t < r + A

pass

filter

is then

the

low

cos[_0o(A-2r/c)+
= cos [_o(A-2r/c)

k_0 m(A-2r/c)],
]

for

n_0 m < < _0o
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For IA - 2r/c]<<T
, the output of the low pass filter is a
sinusoid
at the Doppler
frequency,
md = 2i_o/C.
For
T< IA-2r/c
, the received
signal and the reference
signal differ
by a multiple
of mm, so the resulting
sinusoid
is above the
cutoff of the low pass filter.
The receiver
is insensitive
to
such returns.
For 0< IA-2r/cl<T,
the output of the mixer consists of the samples of a sinsuoid
at the doppler
frequency
interrupted
by samples
of sinsuoids
at frequencies
above the
cutoff of the low pass filter.
Since the sample rate is equal
to the hopping
rate (which is much greater
than 21fdl),
the
output of the low pass filter is a sinsuoid
at the Doppler
frequency
having an amplitude
proportional
to I- I A-2r/cl/T.
The receiver
also exhibits
reduced
sensitivity
to narrowband
interference
or interference
from other sensors,
since such
sources

produce

only

short

pulses

at

the mixer

output.

Example
Let

A = i00 ns,

fH = I/T

= 5.0 MHz.

The maximum
sensitivity
of the sensor to returns of a fixed
amplitude
occurs at r = c A/2 = 50 ft.
At ranges between
zero
and 50 ft., the sensitivity
increases
monotonically
with increasing
range for returns
of a given amplitude.
For ranges
greater
than 50 ft., the sensitivity
monotonically
decreases
out
to a maximum
range of c(T+A )/2 = 150 ft.
Analogous
on direct

examples
sequence

can be produced
techniques.

for

intrusion

detectors

based

The extension
to police
radar is obvious.
The FCC has received
numerous
complaints
about jamming of these devices
by motorists
(113).
The addition
of spread spectrum
capabilities
would
appear to be an economically
viable
long-term
approach
to this
problem.
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SPREAD
In

SPECTRUM

this

section,

spread
the

DEVELOPMENT
a number

spectrum

risk

difficulty

of

increased
of

spectrum

user.

5.1

Risk

The

technology

of

IMPLEMENTATION:

potential

will

be

negative

addressed.

interference

to

and

economic

monitoring

of

AND

Increased

the

COSTS

AND

RISKS

implications

of

These

conventional
burden

include:
users,

on

the

the
spread

Interference

Current
users of the spectrum
are likely to be concerned
about
potential
interference
from spread spectrum
signals.
Obviously,
it is no more possible
to give general
a priori assurances
on
this issue with spread spectrum
than with conventional
modulation techniques.
Proposed modes of operation
will have to be
evaluated
individually
to assess their potential
for interference.
However,
it is reasonable
to expect that well-conceived
spread spectrum
applications
will be able to evolve with acceptably low levels of degradation
to existing
services.
5.1.1

In-Band

Interference

The most severe type of interference
will occur when conventional receivers
share a band with spread spectrum
transmitters.
For continuous
direct sequence
emissions,
the fraction
the received
spread
spectrum
power falling
into the receiver

of

passband
may be as high as Bif/Rc, where Bif is the i.fo
bandwidth
and R c is the spread spectrum
chip rate.
For
example,
if Bif = i0 kHz and R c = i0 MHz, the isolation
between
the interferer
and the receiver
is only 30 dB.
This
assumes
that the receiver
is tuned to the center frequency
of
the spread spectrum
signal,
that Bif is large with respect
to
the code repetition
rate (but small with respect
to the chip
rate, Rc) and that the interfering
signal
is not so strong as
to cause nonlinear
amplification
prior to the i.f. filter.
Such
a low degree
of isolation
would clearly be unacceptable
for some
applications.
On the other hand, it might be acceptable
for
satellite
applications
in which the received
power levels are
constrained
to narrow
range or for terrestrial
applications
involving
very low spread spectrum
power levels or very low
spread spectrum duty cycles,
for example.
In-band
interference
from frequency
hopping
signals can take
several
forms, depending
on the system parameters
and the ratio
of signal
power to interference
power (65).
When the FH interference power at the receiver
input
the power of the intended
signal
(so
only when the spread
spectrum
"hops
the victim
receiver)
and the hopping
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is not greatly
larger than
that interference
occurs
into" the i.f. passband
of
rate is low compared
to the

i.f.

bandwidth,

interference

will

take

the

form

of short

pulses.
During each pulse, the signal-to-lnterference
ratio at
the i.f. output will be equal to the signal-to-interference
ratio at the receiver
input.
However,
for a single FH interferer using N channels
equally,
this interference
will occur for
only a fraction of the time equal to I/N.
(A particular
FH
signal hopping
over i00 channels will cause interference
to a
particular
narrowband
receiver
only one percent
of the time
under such conditions.)
When the interfering
FH signal power greatly
exceeds
the power
of the intended
signal,
or when fast hopping
rates are used,
interference
may occur even when the FH signal is not centered
within
the i.f. passband.
The interference
can result from
sidelobes
(i.e., "splatter")
produced
by the hopping
process
or
from sidelobes
of the modulation
process used to impose the
transmitted
information
on the FH signal.
In addition,
intermittent
interference
can occur as a result of intermodulation
products
generated
by the interaction
of the FH
other signals
in the early receiver
stages.
5.1.2

Out-of-Band

signal

with

Interference

Like conventional
signals,
spread spectrum
signals can cause
interference
to services
operating
in adjacent bands.
For
direct
sequence
and fast frequency
hopping
signals,
the major
risk is likely to be from the sidelobes
of the spread spectrum
modulation.
Sidelobes
can be minimized
by shaping the transmitted pulses and by using continuous-phase
modulation.
However, these measures
are not without
economic
consequences
and
they may, in some cases, degrade
the communication
performance
of the spread spectrum
system.
For well-designed
slow FH systems,
the hopping
sidelobes
can be
low with respect
to the sidelobes
produced
by the information
process,
particularly
when FM is used.
Such systems may produce
no more out-of-band
interference
than conventional
signals.
5.2

Monitoring

Since the
Rules and
emissions

and Enforcement

Commission
is charged with the enforcement
of its
Regulations,
the issue of whether
to allow the use of
that are difficult
to monitor
must be addressed.
This

issue appears to have a number
of major facets,
including
the
ability
to monitor message
content
and operational
procedures,
the ability
to monitor
technical
characteristics
such as radiated power,
the ability

modulation
to collect

parameters,
statistical
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and frequency
stability,
and
data on spectrum
occupancy.

To the extent that any radio system provides
privacy
from unauthorized
listeners,
that system will be more difficult
to
monitor
for message
content and operational
procedures
than
"clear voice"
systems.
This does not mean that such monitoring
will be impossible;
only that it will be more costly, more
time-consuming,
or less effective
than it otherwise
would be.
The problem
is not new, nor is it in any way unique
to spread
spectrum.
(See, for example,
FCC Dockets
18108, 18261, and
21142, which all relate
to digital
communication.)
Neither
is
it limited to systems
designed
to provide
privacy.
Clear text
digital
transmissions
are generally
more expensive
to monitor
than voice transmissions
simply because
of the cost of the
terminal
equipment.
The problem
of monitoring
may be exacerbated,
however,
for
spread spectrum
systems
in which the number of possible
user
codes is large.
As a hypothetical
example,
consider
a 1.2 MHz
band that is channelized
at 25 kHz increments.
There are
1200/25 = 48 conventional
channels
to be monitored.
However,
if
this bandwidth
is used by a frequency
hopping
system having
the
same channel
spacing,
the number
of possible
user codes is 48_ =
1.24 x 1061, assuming
that each code (i.e., hopping
sequence)
uses every channel once and only once.
(The number of possible
codes increases
if this assumption
is relaxed
or removed.)
Although
it can be argued
that constraints
on mutual
interference would prevent all of these codes from being available
for
use, the point is that the number of possible user codes is so
large that the probability
of finding an active user on a randomly-selected
code is negligibly
small.
Similar
examples
can
be produced
for direct sequence
signals.
The situation
just described
could make any type of monitoring
activity
impractical
if no remedial
measures
were available.
Rules and regulations
would be simply unenforceable.
Unlicensed
operations
could grow out of control.
Fortunately,
however,
the
Commission
has a number of options
that could be used to significantly mitigate
or eliminate
this problem.
For example,
the
Commission
could:
i.
Use its regulatory
powers to allow the sale of equipment having
a capability
for multiple
user codes only in
cases where a demonstrated
need for such a capability
exists.
Restrict
the number of codes according
to demonstrated need.
2.
Require
that
basis and not be
3.
Require
the FCC.

user codes be assigned
subject
to modification

the registration
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of

user

on a permanent
by users.

code

assignments

with

4.
Authorize
spread
in which enforcement
sive monitoring.

spectrum
problems

emissions
only
are manageable

for services
without
exten-

5.
Authorize
only spread spectrum
techniques
that can be
"decoded"
using a conventional
wideband
receiver
at short
range,
hopped

such as frequency
hopping
on-off keying,
or chirped

with AM*, frequencypulse modulation.

6.
Employ
specialized
monitoring
equipment
that would
allow a user code to be identified
by observing
the signal
over a sufficient
period
of time, along with spread spectrum receivers
having
selectable
user codes.
Allow only
techniques
for which such decoding
is practical.
In identifying
these options,
no recommendation
is made as to
their suitability
for specific
cases.
The intent is simply to
list a number of rather obvious
regulatory
approaches
that
should be considered.
Various
combinations
of these measures
may be appropriate
for particular
applications.
5.3

Development

and

Implementation

Costs

The ultimate
utility
of spread spectrum
techniques
in nonGovernment
applications
will depend strongly
on economic
factors.
The majority
of all spread spectrum
equipment
that has
been designed
and produced
to date has been intended
for military
this
lars
Such

and aerospace
applications.
The relatively
high cost of
equipment
(typically
at least ten to twenty thousand dolper user terminal)
often reflects
requirements
for features
as:

o
Q
o
o
o

resistance
to intentional
jamming and "spoofing,"
a high degree of information
security,
interoperability
with other equipment,
survivability
and operability
in extreme
environments,
power, weight,
and volume
restrictions,
and
very high reliability.

Although
some non-Government
applications
may require
one or
more of these features,
the standards
for commercial
equipment
are not usually
as severe as the standards
for military
and
aerospace
equipment.
For this reason,
it is likely that commercial spread spectrum
equipment,
if produced
in sufficient
quantities, could be sold for prices significantly
below the price
of comparable
military
or aerospace
equipment.
i.e., double sideband
quency hopping.

AM with

carrier:
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A3

emission

with

fre-

Because
potential
non-Government
markets
for spread spectrum
communication
equipment
tend to be specialized,
poorly defined,
or poorly
recognized,
efforts
to design and develop
such equipment on a commercial
basis have been limited.
The development
of reliable,
absolute
cost estimates
is usually
an expensive,
high-risk
endeavor.
Prices ultimately
reflect
such factors as the market
size and market
share as perceived
by
individual
producers,
the degree of competition
in the market,
unforeseen
development
or production
problems,
inflation,
and
other relatively
unpredictable
factors.
The detailed
development of such absolute
price or cost estimates
would be beyond
the scope of this study.
Nevertheless,
it is possible
to provide a coarse ranking
of the likely relative
costs of several of
the spread spectrum
concepts
that have been described
in this
report.
The

results

of

this

ranking

are

summarized

in Table

4.

The

basis of this table will be discussed
in the following
paragraphs.
The six techniques
or system configurations
that are
included
in the table have been grouped
into categories
of high,
moderate,
and low cost.
The order of the entries within any of
these categories
is arbitrary
except as noted below.
Each of
the six techniques
was placed in its respective
category
on the
basis of the likely increase
in commercial
price relative
to the
price of comparable
conventional
narrowband
equipment,
not on
the basis of absolute
price level.
This increase
includes the
impact of development
costs, where applicable.
Production
within
the next five years is assumed.
The "high" cost category
includes
configurations
that seem
likely to sell for at least 1.8 times the price of comparable
commercial
narrowband
equipment.
The corresponding
factor for
"moderate
cost" configurations
is 1.2 to 1.8, and for "low cost"
configurations,
1.2 or less.
The definition
of "comparable"
commercial
narrowband
equipment
clearly
requires
some subjective
judgment.
Also, "low cost" configurations
could become more
expensive
over the long run due to unforeseen
requirements;
"high cost" configurations
could become
less expensive
over the
long run in the event of unforeseen
technological
breakthroughs.
Before taking even the coarse categorization
of Table
4 as a solid ranking,
such risks need to be taken into account.
The basis for the cost/price
ranking
rations
included
in Table 4 will now
5.3.1

Fast

Frequency

of each of the
be discussed.

six

configu-

Hopping/DPSK

The specific
FFH/DPSK
technique
under consideration
here is
described
in Section
3.2.2.1.
It is potentially
one of the most
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ESTIMATED

RELATIVE

COSTS

OF

TABLE

4

SIX

SPREAD

SYSTEM
CONF IGURAITON

SPECTRUM

POTENTIAL
APPLICATIONS
HIGH

CONFIGURATIONS

[

STATE OF
DEVELOPMENT

COST

Fast

Frequency

Hopping/DPSK

High

Capacity

Land

Mobile

Concept

Fast

Frequency

Hopping/FSK

High

Capacity

Land

Mobile

Concept

MODERATE
Direct

Sequence

Modems

COST

Voice/Data

Communications

Fully Developed
and Tested
for
Satellite
Applications

SAMSARS

Maritime

Distress

Alerting

Engineering
Models have
been Developed
and partially
tested

LOW
Slow

FH/NBFM

Homodyne

Detectors

COST

Personal Radio Service
Private
Land Mobile
Radio

Commercial
applications
untested

Intrusion
Alarms
Police Rad'ar

Tested
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military
cations

for
appli-i

expensive

spread

under

regulatory

to

the

this

conclusion

spectrum
aegis
include

techniques
of

the

the

ever
FCC.

suggested
The

factors

for

use

contributing

following.

State of Development.
Although
a significant
number
of analyses
and simulations
have been performed,
no
equipment
appears
to have been developed,
even on an
experimental
basis.
In view of the uniqueness
of the
configuration,
development
costs could be significant.
The Need for Digitized
Speech.
Digital
speech techniques vary in cost, in voice quality and in susceptibility
to transmission
errors.
However,
the least
expensive
digital
speech techniques
providing
reasonable voice quality
at 30 kbits/s
are likely to be more
expensive
than conventional
analog
transmission
techniques.
O

The Need for Coherent
Frequency
Synthesis.
The frequency synthesizer
(or other waveform
generator)
incorporated
in the transmitter
must be capable of
hopping
rates on the order of 105/s.
Moreover,
the
phase of the transmitted
waveform
must remain coherent
not just from one hop to another,
but over at least
one entire FH code cycle consisting,
typically,
of 16
to 32 hops.
This is because
the demodulation
technique requires
a phase comparison
between
chips on
successive
code cycles.
The Need for Dynamic
Power.
This feature
far" problem.

Control
of the Transmitter
is needed
to combat the "near-

The Number
and Type of Components
Required
for the
Demodulator.
Several potential
demodulator
designs
have been suggested
(24).
Each of these designs
requires,
at a minimum,
multiple
bandpass
filters and
multiple
product
detectors.
In typical designs,
the
number
of each of these components
might be on the
order of 16 to 32.
In addition,
the demodulator
requires
this number of analog delay lines or, alternatively,
a single tapped delay line having a delaybandwidth
product that is currently
near or beyond
the
state of the art for charge-coupled
devices
(CCDs) and
surface acoustic
wave (SAW) devices.
Furthermore,
a
yet-to-be-developed
technique
for rapidly
and economically
changing
the FH address
code is required
if
the equipment
is to be used in cellular
mobile radio
systems.
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5.3.2

Fast

Frequency

Hopping/Multilevel

FSK

The specific
FFH/FSK
technique
considered
here was described
in
Section
3.2.2.2.
The potential
cost implfcations
are similar
to
those just described
for FFH/DPSK,
except
that coherent
frequency synthesis
is not required,
and the demodulator
configuration is significantly
different.
The first of these factors
represents
a cost advantage
for FFH/FSK.
The second probably
does not, since the FFH/FSK
demodulation
technique
described
earlier would require,
in effect,
that a spectrum
analysis
of
the transmission
band be performed
on each hop.
It has been
suggested
that this function
could be performed
with charge
coupled
devices
(CCDs) using the chirp-Z
transform
algorithm
(i01) but the details
of the demodulator
design do not appear to
have been investigated.
It is not clear whether
would be required
with

dynamic
control of the transmitter
power
this approach.
The obviation
of this

requirement,
together
with a successful
CCD demodulator
mentation,
could bring this technique
into a lower cost
5.3.3
The

Direct

type

of

Sequence

implecategory.

Modems

equipment

configuration

to which

this

section

refers

is not as general as the title suggests.
Examples
of the specific types of equipment
that belong
in this category
are described in detail
in References
108 and 109.
The use of suppressed
clock pulse duration
modulation
(SCPDM) provides
for
voice transmission
without
digitization.
The processing
gain
for voice is on the order of 21 dB.
Digital
data can be accommodated
at rates up to 2.4 kbits/s.
This configuration
provides
privacy,
multiple
access and discrete
addressing
(up to 2048
user codes).
Similar equipment
was used for the maritime
VHF
tests described
in Section
3.3.3.
The current prices of
could put them in the
tively advanced
state
suggest
that there is
in a commercial
market
5.3.4

these modems*,
in small quantities,
"high cost" category.
However,
the relaof development
and the basic design both
significant
potential
for price reductions
environment,
should one develop.

SAMSARS

The SAMSARS
(Satellite
Aided Maritime
Search and Rescue
System)
concept
was briefly
described
in Section
3.2.4.
Direct sequence
techniques
are applied
to low-rate
digital data in order to
provide
for multiple
access and resistance
to unintentional
About

_20,000,

depending

on the

features
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required.

interference.
The SAMSARS concept
lite, although
not from a floating
deployment
would require
(59).

has been tested via satelbuoy, as an operational

The total cost of SAMSARS will include the cost of specialpurpose
receivers
at each of at least three existing
satellite
ground stations.
The way in which the ground station
costs will
be passed
on to users has not yet been determined.
Indeed,
no
reliable
estimates
of the ground
station costs has been developed, although
the cost of each receiver
(including
commercial
development,
testing,
and installation)
is believed
to be on the
order of _250,000.
There are similar uncertainties
in the
ground station
costs for alternative
narrowband
satellite
distress signaling
techniques,
although
the ground station
costs
for the narrowband
techniques
should be lower, all other things
being equal.
In 1977, the Intergovernmental
Maritime
Consultative
Organization (IMCO) Subcommittee
on Radiocommunications
estimated
the
cost of various
Emergency
Position-Indicating
Radio Beacons
(EPIRBs)
that would signal via geosynchronous
maritime
communication satellite
(ii0).
The estimate was $1500 for a 1.6 GHz
spread
spectrum EPIRB and $1275 for a 1.6 GHz narrowband
EPIRB.
Although
the basis of these estimates
is not clear,
their ratio
(1.18) would place the spread spectrum
EPIRB in the "low cost"
category.
If the cost of the EPIRB alone is considered,
this is
probably
a legitimate
conclusion.
However,
on the basis of
overall system
costs,
the SAMSARS
concept can reasonably
be
placed
in the "moderate
cost" category.
5.3.5

Slow

FH/FM

This concept,
applications,

as it might apply to non-Government
was described
in detail in Section

be implemented
as a relatively
transceiver
designs.

simple

modification

mobile radio
4.1.
It could
of existing

Slow frequency
hopping
has been applied
in a number
of military
designs,
including
SlNCGARS-V
(see Section 2.3.2).
Target
prices for the SINCGARS-V
transceivers
are comparable
to the
current
price range for commercial
VHF transceivers
for private
land mobile
applications
(Iii, 112).
5.3.6

Homodyne

Detector

Applications

As described
in Section
4.2, this concept
is also intended
as a
simple modification
of existing
designs.
The current
prices for
commercial
microwave
intrusion
sensors
(in small q_antities)
range from several hundred
dollars
to a thousand
dollars or
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more.
In order to qualify
for the "low-cost"
category,
the cost
increment
for the improved
versions must be no more than 50 to
200 dollars.
It seems quite reasonable
to expect that this
target could be attained,
considering
the small amount of circuitry
that must be added.
5.3.7

Cost

Trends

For much of the technology
that is used in the implementation
of
spread
spectrum
systems,
costs have been decreasing
due to the
use of new technology
and concomitant
increases
in
productivity.
Particular
examples
are frequency
synthesizers
(now used in citizens
band "walkie-talkies")
microprocessors
(used in a wide range of consumer
applications)
and SAW devices
(now used in consumer-grade
television
receivers).
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CONCLUSIONS
6.1

General

Comments

Spread spectrum
techniques
cover a wide variety
of potential
Government
and non-Government
applications.
These techniques
have been in use long enough to produce
some advocates
and some
opponents.
In any particular
application,
arguments
can be made
for and against
the use of spread spectrum.
Advocates
and
opponents
alike will be able to find information
in this report
to support
their respective
cases, since the purpose
of this
report
is not to defend individual
viewpoints
-- whether
general
or specific
-- but to present
a reasonably
balanced
view of the
potential
benefits,
costs, and risks of spread spectrum
communications as they might be applied under the FCC's regulatory
domain.
The preparation
of this report covered a time span of roughly
nine months.
The amount of original
work that can be performed
in such an interval
is obviously
limited.
In addition,
common
sense dictates
that the length of the final report not be expanded to an unreasonable
size by the inclusion
of large quantities of material
that are already available
in open technical
literature.
For these reasons,
it was necessary
focus on
limited
subject
areas, possibly
to the detriment
of others.
A
certain amount
judgment
is involved
in this process,
and the
particular
areas covered
in this report
are likely to interest
some readers more than others.
Spread spectrum
systems have characteristics
that differ both
qualitatively
and quantitatively
from the characteristics
of
conventional
narrowband
systems.
The costs, risks, and benefits
of particular
applications
can be intelligently
assessed
only on
a case-by-case
basis.
Provision
for such assessments
already
exist within
the FCC's rulemaking
process.
Under this process,
decisions
are affected
by evaluations
performed
by the FCC staff
and by comments
from users of the spectrum who have an interest
in such decisions.
The structure
of the rulemaking
process
provides
for the introduction
of new technologies,
but tends to
discourage
or inhibit reckless
use of the spectrum
under illconceived
implementations.
Many potential
spread
spectrum applications
are likely to be
economically
unattractive.
This factor seems to have been
ignored
or minimized
in previous
studies
of non-Government
spread spectrum
applications.
Economically
nologies
are not likely to have significant
potential
user groups and are thus unlikely
ject of FCC regulatory
proceedings.
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unattractive
techconstituencies
among
to become
the sub-

Other potential spread spectrum applications maybe economically
feasible, but maymakepoor use of the spectrum resources that
they would require. The commissionshould then be prepared to
determine, on a case-by-case basis, whether the benefits provided by such applications justify their inefficient use of
spectrum resources. Manyof the potential benefits of spread
spectrum technology can be achieved with more spectrum-efficient
narrowbandtechnologies, but a cost tradeoff is likely to be
involved. In somecases, it is possible that particular services, functions, benefits, or levels of performance can be
provided by spread spectrum technology at a lower cost than with
conventional narrowbandtechnology. However, examplesof such
cases are not easy to find. In other cases, it is possible that
particular services, function, benefits, or levels of performance can only be provided by spread spectrum or other wideband
techniques.
In certain applications, spread spectrum techniques can make
more efficient use of the spectrum than the usual implementations of narrowbandtechniques. Suchapplications tend to be
easier to identify when the information bandwidth per user is
low and the operating frequency is high. They also tend to
result whenconstraints are placed on the achievable spectrum
efficiency of the narrowbandtechnique with which spread spectrum is being compared. Examplesof such constraints include
the need for guard bands, the existence of interference, and the
use of specific modulation techniques. Comparisonsof alternative modulation techniques or multiple access techniques must be
carefully defined if the results as to be meaningful.
With these introductory comments,the following conclusions are
submitted on the use of spread spectrum techniques for nonGovernmentapplications.
6.1.1

Performance

and

Efficiency

of

Spectrum

Utilization

A tradeoff
exists between
communication
performance
(or radiolocation
performance)
and efficiency
of spectrum
utilization
in
virtually
all spread spectrum
systems.
In the absence of interference and multipath,
spread spectrum
systems
can achieve
about
the same levels of performance
attainable
with corresponding
narrowband
systems.
However,
such single-link
spread spectrum
systems make very inefficient
use of the spectrum.
As additional spread spectrum
links are added in the same bandwidth,
spectrum utilization
improves, but higher signal energy
is
required
to maintain
a given performance
level.
The continued
addition
of user links will eventually
increase mutual
interference enough
to prevent
the attainability
of any fixed level of
performance,
even with infinite
signal energy.
Very high levels
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of spectrum
utilization
can be achieved,
low levels of performance.
This general
quantitat'ive
form in Appendix
A.

but typically
at very
concept
is presented
in

A second aspect of the tradeoff between
performance
and spectrum
efficiency
is that communication
techniques
yielding
high performance
in background
noise alone exhibit higher
levels of
spectrum
utilization
(for a given performance
level) than do
less-efficient
techniques,
when applied
in a multiple-access
environment.
Thus, digital
CDMA systems using powerful
forward
error correction
techniques
can provide better
spectrum
efficiencies
than corresponding
systems with only simple coding.
In multiple
access systems where all signals are received with
equal average
power levels,
spread spectrum multiple
access
techniques
suffer a theoretical
aisadvantage
in their maximum
attainable
spectrum
efficiency
relative
to CDMA or TDMA.
The
disadvantage
can be severe when high levels of performance
are
required.
This statement
holds even if error correction
coding
or M-ary signaling
are allowed.
Again, Appendix
A provides
a
quantitative
background
for this conclusion.
Common sense dictates
that the utmost
care be used in drawing
conclusions
about practical
systems based on idealized
theoretical models.
In particular,
the work presented
in Appendix
A may
be directly
applicable
only to certain geosynchronous
satellite
links and similar
applications
where the received
signals have
relatively
uniform
power levels and the frequency
tolerances
(including
Doppler
shifts) are narrow.
In such applications,
spread spectrum
multiple
access techniques
typically
require
more bandwidth
techniques.

and

higher

power

per

user

than

do TDMA

or

FDMA

In applications
where received
signal powers vary over a wide
range, or where frequency
tolerances
are significant
(relative
to the information
rate per user),
the tradeoff
between
CDMA and
FDMA must be viewed
in a different
light.
Comparisons
of this
type must be formulated
carefully
if the results
are to be
meaningful.
It is often (if not always)
possible
to produce
comparative
examples
in which practical
implementations
of
spread spectrum
systems exhibit
better
spectrum
utilization
than
the conventional
frequency-channalized
approach
if the performance levels of the two systems being compared
are not carefully
defined.
A number of previous
studies have compared
the spectrum
efficiency of spread spectrum
with the spectrum
efficiency
of conventional
FM systems
for land mobile
communication
systems.
In
some of these comparisons,
the spread
spectrum approach
appears
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to be equivalent
to or somewhat
superior
to conventional
FM
systems
on the basis of efficiency
of spectrum
utilization.
In
other comparisons,
conventional
FM techniques
exhibit
somewhat
better performance.
Such exercises
call into question
not only
the voice quality
for the approaches
being compared
but also the
cost of the equipment,
since the higher
cost of spread spectrum
equipment
opens the door to other narrowband
approaches
(like
amplitude-companded
SSB) that may be more efficient
in their use
of the spectrum
than narrowband
FM.
One ar4a in which spread
spectrum
techniques
probably make
better use of the spectrum
than FDMA techniques
is in the transmission
of low-rate
data at microwave
frequencies
when substantial frequency
tolerances
(due to oscillator
tolerances
or
Doppler
shifts, or both) are involved.
This topic is explored
in further
detail in Appendix
B.
But again, economic
factors
are involved.
In some of these cases TDMA may prove to be the
most effective
approach
from the viewpoint
of spectrum
utilization, if its typically
higher cost (with respect
to FDMA) is
acceptable.
In the case of simple homodyne
detector
applications (see Section
4.2) spread spectrum
techniques
may be able
to provide
very high spectrum
efficiencies
at low cost.
Another
area in which spread spectrum
techniques
may be able to
improve the utilization
of the spectrum
is in cases where use
can be made of ISM bands that are relatively
unsuitable
for
applications
requiring
guaranteed
high levels of performance.
Indeed, since users of the ISM bands are not nominally
protected
from interfrence,
it can be argued that any productive
use of
these bands frees other spectrum
resources
that are needed b_
applications
requiring
protection
from interference.
6.2
6.2.1

Costs

and

Risks

Costs

Most spread
spectrum
systems
can be viewed as conventional
narrowband
systems
to which a higher
level of complexity
has
been added for the purpose of achieving
particular
design
characteristics.
This added level of complexity
naturally
entails
increased
cost.
In some cases,
the cost increase
may be
relatively
small.
A preliminary
assessment
of the relative
costs of various
spread spectrum
applications
was provided
in
Section
5.3.
6.2.2

The

Risk

of

Increased

Interference

Current users of the spectrum
are likely to be concerned
about
the risk of interference
from new spread spectrum
systems.
This
will be particularly
true if attempts
are made to "overlay"
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spread

spectrum

tional

signals

be

more

users

signals
in

acceptable
are

now

the

on
same

bands

that

geographic

in

certain

protected

from

ISM

are

now

area.

bands

than

used
Such
in

for

conven-

"overlays"
bands

may

where

interference.

Even if "dedicated"
bands are set aside for spread spectrum
users,
these users will suffer interference
from one another.
But the impact of such interference
is minimized
by the inherent
interference
resistance
of the spread spectrum
approach.
The
interference
potential
of any implementation
must be assessed
on
the basis of the proposed
system parameters.
6.2.3

Monitoring

and

Enforcement

Spread spectrum
techniques
can be used to produce
systems
in
which each user has a unique
code that underlies
his transmitted
signal.
It can be difficult
or impossible
to demodulate
a
particular
signal without
knowledge
of its "user code," and the
number of possible
user codes can be astronomical.
If the FCC
licenses
such systems,
it will face roughly
the same type and
degree of risk that it faces with conventional
secure voice and
secure data systems.
Some possible
measures
for mitigating
these risks are listed in Section 5.2.
6.3

Potential

Applications

Although
it is obviously
not possible
to predict
specific
applications
that the FCC will be asked to license,
it may be useful
to identify
the potential
applications
that have been proposed
to date.
Of these, potential
land mobile applications
using
fast frequency
hopping
have dominated
in the area subject
to FCC
licensing.
Although
a significant
amount of analysis
has been
performed
in this case, little or no experimental
activity
is
evident,
and implementations
in the near-term
seem unlikely,
except possibly
on an experimental
basis.
The prospects
for
realization
of such systems
is weakened
by their potentially
high cost, although
future technological
breakthroughs
could
negate this factor.

the

In the maritime
mobile area, direct
sequence
spread spectrum
signaling
is being proposed
for emergency
signaling
via satellite.
This concept has been partially
field-tested,
and could
be implemented
in the late 1980's.
Direct sequence
signaling
has also been examined
for possible
use in terrestrial
VHF
maritime
mobile
applications,
but the well-known
vulnerability
of direct sequence
techniques
to nonuniform
signal levels
(i.e.,
the "ne a r- far" problem)
will work against
their realization
in
any mobile
application
that does not involve relay from geosynchronous
satellites
or dynamic control
of transmitter
powers.*
However,
hybrid
techniques
involving
direct
are entirely
possible
in such applications.
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sequence

techniques

Aside from these better-known potential applications, the use of
spread spectrum maybe proposed in areas that have not previously received such attention.
Near-term applications are
likely to involve low-cost techniques like slow frequency hopping, the modification of homodynesensors to provide a spread
spectrum capability, chirp radar or chirp radiolocation systems.
6.4
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APPENDIX
SPECTRUM

EFFICIENCY

A:
OF

SSMA

Summary
The spectrum
efficiencies
of several
spread
spectrum multiple
access
(SSMA) techniques
are examined.
Spectrum
efficiency,
for the purpose
of this paper,
is defined
as total network
information
throughput
per unit bandwidth.
Results
are presented for fading and non-fading
channels.
Under conditions
of
equal received
power levels, direct
sequence
techniques
can out
perform
frequency-hopping
techniques.
This conclusion
is reversed when one of the interferers
is much more powerful
than
the desired
signal.
The spectrum
efficiencies
attainable
with
SSMA are generally
low, although
SSMA may provide better
spectrum efficiency
than FDMA or TDMA under certain
specialized
conditions.
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A.I

INTRODUCTION

The spectrum
efficiency
of particular
Spread Spectrum
Multiple
Access
(SSMA) networks
has been the subject of a number of
recent papers.
For example,
Cooper
and Nettleton
have analyzed
the performance
and spectrum efficiency
of a unique
frequencyhopping
system using DPSK (AI-A5).
Henry (A6) has performed
an
independent
analysis
of the same basic approach
(although
with
different
parameters)
that includes
spectrum
efficiency
computations and comparisons.
Frequency
hopping
with multilevel
FSK
was analyzed
by Goodman
and others
(A7).
At a more general
level, numerous
analyses
of SSMA performance
have been published,
but usually without
reference
to spectrum
efficiency
(AS-AI3).
Two notable
exceptions
are Costas (AI4)
and Cameron
(AIS).
In some cases,
it may not be possible
to
derive
a simple,
closed-form
expression
for SSMA spectrum
efficiency
in terms of the network
performance
parameters.
In
others,
such a relationship
follows
indirectly
from the results
of the performance
analysis.
Spread spectrum
systems are of several basic types.
In direct
sequence
(DS) systems,
each information
symbol is encoded as a
pseudo-random
sequence
that is superimposed
on the carrier
phase.
In frequency-hopping
(FH) systems,
the transmit
and
receiver
carrier
frequencies
are switched
at regular
intervals
according
to a pseudo-random
pattern.
Each method has advantages and disadvantages,
independent
of the multiple
access
application.
Other relative
advantages
and disadvantages
relate directly
to multiple
access capabilities.
The purpose of this appendix
is to relate SSMA communication
performance
(in terms of error rate) to spectrum
efficiency.
It can be argued that such relations
should exist for any SSMA
system.
First, let spectrum
efficiency
be initially
defined as

MR
17

----

B

--

BT

where
M =

number

R
B
q
T

information
rate per link
total system
r.f. bandwidth
information
content of one
symbol duration

=
=
=
=

of

simultaneous

SSMA

links

symbol

(bits)

Although
other measures
of spectrum
efficiency
have been suggested
(AI6), this one has been used frequently
(AS,A6).
By
this definition,
_ is approximately
the network
information

A-2

throughput
rates.
loss

per
(The

of

unit

bandwidth

definition

information

for

will

due

systems

to

later

be

transmission

with

modified

low

error

to

reflect

the

errors.)

As an elementary
observation,
it is clear that if M exceeds
the
number of the dimensions
in the signal space, 2BT, then there
will necessarily
be mutual
interference
between
the various
links, even if all of the links have the same symbol timing and
the relative
carrier
phases can be perfectly
controlled.
Furthermore,
as M/2BT = _/2q increases,
the average
distance
between
members
of any signal set in the space defined by 2BT
dimensions
must decrease.
Thus, a relationship
between
spectrum
ance

efficiency
(as defined
above) and communication
would be expected
in every case.

perform-

As a first step in established
relations
between
performance
and spectrum
efficiency,
consider
the general
case in which
each of M distinct
DS signals occupies
an r.f. bandwidth
equal
to twice the one-sided
bandwidth,
W, of its baseband
code.
In
the absence of phase synchronization
between
the M carriers,
the effective
dimensionality
of the signal space is then 2WT =
BT.
Assume
further that the M-I unwanted
signals
can be represented as a composite
waveform
characterized
as an independent
noise process,
x(t).
Then, for equal signal energies,
the
one-sided
power density of x(t) is approximately

s

= _(E-I)E

o

where
total

BT

(i)

E is the energy of a transmitted
noise power density
is

N'

=

N

o

+

symbol.

The

effective

S

o

(2)
o

where N o is the background
noise power density ........
equation
(2) for So and substituting
into equation
(I) yields

N'
o
which

-

N

=
o

_(M-I)E
BT

implies

n =

q

o

_N'

o

NE

+

_T]
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(3)

The

required

error

rate,

for any

given

data

modulation

techni-

que, determines
the required
E/N_.
Also, E/N o is just the
signal-to-noise
ratio without
interference,
so both of these
parameters
are presumably
known.
Thus, equation
(3) relates
spectrum
efficiency
to communication
performance
through
E/N_.
Note that for large WT, _ can approach
one only if
E/N o is large.
As Mazo recently
pointed
out (A8), this model must be used
carefully,
because
it embodys
the tacit assumption
that the M
codes are more or less uniformly
distributed
over the available
signal
space.
In particular,
if the M codes in use at any
given time are only a subset of a larger number,
L, of assigned
user codes,
then the error rate computed
from E/N o (whether
using a Gaussain
noise model or not) will not be a guaranteed
error rate for any M users, but rather an average
error rate
over the ensemble
of all possible
subsets of M codes out of the
total population
L.
Note also that, while equation
(3) implies
that _ is a discrete
function
of the variables
on the right, _ can, in fact, only
take on discrete
values,
corresponding
to particular
values
of
M and N_.
However,
it will later become evident
that, for
large M, the values of _ are so close together
that equation
(3) can, for some purposes,
be considered
to be continuous.
There are several other noteworthy
aspects
to equation
(3).
Since it contains
a term inversely
proportional
to BT, a disadvantage
is implied
for spread
spectrum
systems.
For narrowband systems,
BT = 2 (WT= i) and _ =0.5 for binary
signals
in
the absence
of interference.
(Note that _ can exceed
unity if
M-ary narrowband
signals are used.)
However,
narrowband
systems are not resistant
to co-channel
interference
and must
generally
be multiplexed
by frequency.
The requirement
for
guard bands limits the spectrum
efficiency
of Frequency
Division Multiple
Access
(FDMA) to values
typically
smaller
than
unity,
although
FDMA may, in many cases, offer spectrum
efficiency superior
to that of SSMA.
For large SSMA systems,
BT
must be large also, and in this case _ is seen to be relatively
independent
of BT.
Also, the use of error-correcting
codes to
increase
BT
given error
efficiency.

can substantially
lower the required
E/N_ for a
rate, thus yielding
a net increase
in spectrum
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A. 2

DIRECT

SEQUENCE

A.2.1

Synchronous

Direct

Sequence

Since it is usually
impractical
to synchronize
transmitters
at
to within
one code "chip,"
(spread spectrum
code element)
this
case is primarily
of theoretical
interest.
It provides
an
upper bound on uncoded
binary
systems,
and was treated by Mazo
(A8) in a recent analysis.
The case to be considered
here involves
the use
phase-shift
keyed (PSK) signals of the form

xi(t)

where
is

=

bi = _

c.(t)
i

bici(t)coS(mct

i and

=

K-I
Z
j=0

all

+

0< t< T

li )

variables

of M binary

are

real.

The

code

sequence

a.S(t-jA)
3

where again ai = + i.
Also, s(t) is the basic "chip" waveform of lengt_
A-The carrier
phase of the desired
signal

is

taken to be zero; the phases of the other signals are assumed
to be uniformly
distributed
over (0,2_).
The effective
dimensionality
of the baseband
signal space is K = T/A . Note that
all signals
are assumed
to be mutually
synchronized
except
for
carrier
phase.
A.2. i. I

Noise-Limited

Case

First,
let us examine
the case where the maximum
number of
simultaneous
links, M, is equal to the number
of codes that
have been assigned.
That is, all possible
users are allowed
to
access
the network
simultaneously.
Clearly,
if M < K, the M
codes can be chosen to be orthogonal,
so interference
does not
result.
The maximum
spectrum
efficiency
is then
n =

M
2WT

M
2K

where the equality
holds
ference,
i.e., M = K.
A. 2.1.2

<

0.5
for

Interference-Limited

the maximum

Case,

loading

Restricted

without

inter-

Access

In this case, the condition
K< M requires
explicit
consideration of both noise and interference.
The M codes in use at any
given time are taken to be a subset of a total population
of L
user codes.
For example,
there may be L = i000 potential
users, of which only M = 500 are allowed
simultaneous
access.
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The
ci

receiver

correlates

cos(_ct)

the

sign

tistic
to

(where
of

the

against

the

il has

result
which

incoming

signal

been

taken

an

estimate

as
the

bit

to

decisions

be

against
zero),

of

bi.

are

made

and

The
is

uses

test

sta-

proportional

M
Yl

= bl + i_=2

bi Pli

cosli

+ nl

(4)
where

Pijis

Pij

=

the normalized
_T
g

cross-correlation

ci(t)c j(t)dt

and n I =/o T n(t)cl(t)cOS_ctd
component
at the correlator
(power ratio) is
2E

t
output.

The

is the noise
predetection
SNR

2

N'
o

M
_
i_2

Because of
performance

2
Pli + No/E

(5)

the presence
of pl i in equations
(4) and (5), the
depends
on the particular
set of codes in use, as

well as the number of links in use_
However,
for any int_lligently-selected
large set of codes, there are bounds onpZj .
As a lower bound,
the Welch bound on inner products
(AI9)
requlres
that

Pmax

>

- I

L-I

2

2

where
Pmax is the maximum
Pij
consisting
of K binary element_.
The Welch bound does not
predetection
SNR, except

for

a set of L codes

provide
a direct constraint
for the very weak bound

each

on

the

2E
N'
o

<
--

2
2
Pmax

+ N o /E

and even this holds only for the code subsets
containing
P max.
It is therefore
useful
to consider
the ensemble
of all
subsets
of M codes out of the population
L.
The ensemble
average

of p_.
The

2E

will

"typical"

then

be close

predetection

to the arithemetic
average
long as Mis
sufficiently
SNR is then

2

!

(6)
No

(M_l)p 2 + No/g
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where
The

--_
P

is the ensemble

spectrum

n

where
ity.

=

efficiency

of

2
Pij

has

been

average
is then

2_

the notation

B=N'o/E-No/E

introduced

for brev-

It happens
that the Welch bound on inner products
(AI9) was
derived
by placing
a bound on Eo_j , where the summation
is
taken over all i,j.
The result
is that p---f
is subject
to the
same bound
is that

as

O2
max

•

The

impact

of

this

on

spectrum

I [8 (L,I)
2L
L-K
+ _]

_!

It will now be shown that this bound
for integer values
of L/K.
Consider
assigning
M codes out of a population

can be achieved,
at least
the following
strategy
for
L.
Let the first K codes

be orthogonal
(_j = 0).
These same codes are
re-assigned
for the remaining
L-K codewords.
2
= I.
Also
re-use of codewords,
Pmax

O2

efficiency

= 0

then uniformly
Because
of the

• Pr (2 randomly

selected

codewords

are

different)

+ i • Pr (2 randomly

selected

codewords

are

identical)

If we consider
only values of L that are integer multiples
of
K, then the number
of times that each of the K codewords
is
assigned
is L/K.
Then it is easily shown that
K

=

K-

K LL(L-I)

i

=

L

L----_K-

which is precisely
the lower bound
above.
Since the bound is clearly
principle,
the achievable
spectrum

K< L
on p2 that was
attainable,
at
efficiency
is

derived
least in

This expression
seems to suggest
that the spectrum
efficiency
can be increased
to any desired value by operating
at low
signal-to-noise
ratios
(which correspond
to high values
of B).
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The problem
is that in defining _, a low error rate has been
assumed.
At sufficiently
low SNRs, _ is high, but the amount
of information
being conveyed
is small.
This deficiency
can be
corrected
by defining

n':
where
bit.

_(i - HL)

(7)

H L is the average
loss of information
That is, for binary signaling,
HL = -Pel°g2Pe

per

transmitted

- Pcl°g2Pc

= -Pelog2P e -

(8)

(l-Pe)log2(l-Pe)

This modification
does not account
for the impact of error
correction
coding
(if used) or repeated
transmissions
in an ARQ
system,
but it does allow a more accurate
information-theoretic
view of spectrum
utilization.
The bit error probability,
Pe, can be easily computed
if the
interference
term SbiPliCOSli
in equation
(4) is taken to be a
normally
distributed
random variable,
as suggested
by the
central
limit theorem and the condition
of equal received
power
levels.
Then
2E
Pe = Q(_N_'
i
where

The

Q(x)

J_
Ix

e-t2_dt

approximation

to the

=

normal

_

bit

error

rate

can

be used

to

plot spectrum
efficiency
(n') in terms of error probability.
The curves
D'(Pe) are shown in Figure
AI for representative
values of L/K and E/N o . It can be seen that the spectrum
efficienc_
above I0-

.

rises
The

rapidly as the error rate
curves extend only to bit

0.i0, since this approaches
the useful
systems.
However,
the curves continue
theoretical
efficiency
at error rates
high error rates, the upper family of
about 0.88, while the lower family of
half that value.
It is reasonable
to

is allowed
to rise
error rates of

limit for practical
to rise to a maximum
of about 0.4.
At such
curves
(L/K = 2) peaks
curves
(L/K = =) peaks
question
whether
such

high efficiencies
could ever be attained
in a practical
system
because
the overhead
associated
with error detection
and correction
is not included
in _'.
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In using

Figure

AI,

it

is important

to keep

in mind

that

Pe

is computed
using the mean squared
cross correlation
for the
code population
L.
It is not a guaranteed
error rate for any
particular
subset of M codes, but rather an indication
of
performance
for an "average"
set of M codes.
A.2.1.3

Interference-Limited

Case,

Unrestricted

Access

In some cases, it may not be possible
to limit access
to the
network.
For this reason,
it is interesting
to examine
the
results when all assigned
user codes are simultaneously
active,
i.e., when L = M.
Using the arguments
put forth in the previous section,
the mean squared cross correlation
between
codes
is subject

p

to the

--

bound

M-I

where, as shown earlier,
the equality
is attainable
(for integer values of M/K, at ...... using simple
(though not necessarily practical)
code assignment
strategies.
Using equation
(6),
2E

2

No
,
From

=

-

M

1)

+ No/E

which

n

where,

B

=

M
2K

=

(B+I)/2

again,

=

N'/E
o

- No/E

As before, _'= _ (l-HL) can be computed
imation
to the interference-plus-noise.
Figure A2 as a function
and E/N o = _.

of

the bit

based on a normal
approxThis is shown in

error

rate

for E/N o =

i0

It is interesting
to note that _ approaches
0.5 from above as 8
approaches
zero.
The condition
8 = 0 corresponds
to an absence
of interference,
and this is a condition
that can occur only
for M < K.
As noted under the "noise-limited
case," the spectrum efficiency
for M = K is precisely
0.5.
For the "restricted
access case," M<
L.
Under these conditions,
a lack
of interference
cannot be guaranteed
for K = M, since there is
a good chance that the M codes selected
at random out of the
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i0-I

= lO

population
L will not be orthogonal.
Clearly,
number
of potential
users, L, over the maximum
taneous users, M, is not always beneficial.
A second

interesting

feature

of Figure

A2

is that,

Figure I, the maxima
occur within a potentially
of error rates.
Specifically,
the maxima occur
of about
A.2.2

increasing
number of

the
simul-

unlike

practical
for error

range
rates

0.02.

Asynchronous

Direct

Sequence

In most cases,
it is not practical
to establish
precise
timing
between
all terminals
in the network.
Indeed,
one of the
advantages
of SSMA with respect
to time division
multiple
access (TDMA) is that such network
synchronization
is not
required

for SSMA.

As before,

consider

the

case

where

M users

are active

out

of a

potential
user population
L.
However,
in this case, any interfering code is displaced
from the desired code by a random time
delay.
In general,
neither bit transitions
nor the chip transitions of the various
codes are alligned.
The impact of the
non-aligned
bit transitions
will be examined
first.
There are K-I ways in which the bit transition
of a particular
interfering
signal can fall within the interval
0!t!T,
assuming the chip transitions
are aligned.
Furthermore,
there are 8
possible
values of correlator
output
for each of these positions, depending
on the signs of the two interfering
bit segments and the "desired"
bit.
Thus, for two codes, the number
of possible
cross correlations
is (K-I)8 when the bit transitions are not simultaneous.
If the bit transitions
are simultaneous,
then there are just 4 possible
cross correlations,
since only one interfering
bit occurs during
the "desired"
bit.
The total number of possible
cross correlations
is then
(K-I)8 + 4 = 8K - 4.
Each of these cross correlations
is an
inner product between
two binary vectors,
so the total set of
L(L-I)(SK-4)
such correlations
is subject to the Welch inner

2
>
pr°duct
b0und"
I
0max -- L(L-I) (8K-4)

[ L(L_I)(8K_4)
K

" _i]

=

i

2
As noted earlier,
this bound also applies
to p • Also I/K is
just the mean squared
cross correlation
between
random bit
streams
when the chip transitionsbetween
the two sequences
correspond.
i < < K and

Thus, the bound
L < < 2K.

on
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02 should

be

approachable

for

As noted in (A9), the impact of nonaligned bit transitions is
to reduce the meansquared cross correlation of the random
sequencesfrom I/K to 2K/3. Thus, the meanpredetection SNRis
2E
2
N'o

(M-I)p2 + No/E
M

fromn which
=
2-K
As before,
information
Figure A3,
within
the

3
(N,
°
4 \E

No
+
E )

i
2K

the efficiency,
modified
to include
the loss of
in the channel,
is q'= q (I-HL).
As shown in
the efficiency
rises with increasing
error rate
range of "practical"
error rates.
The maxima of _

for the two values
of E/N o plotted
error rates of about 0.4, yielding
ciency

3B
4

of about

0.66.
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A.3

FREQUENCY

HOPPING

Frequency
hopping
(FH) systems operate
by simultaneously
changing the transmit
and receive
carrier
frequencies
at intervals
throughout
each message.
This process
can be visualized
with
the aid of Figure A4, which is a frequency versus-time
plot for
a single frequency-hopping
link.
Ideally,
multiple
l{nks can
operate with no mutual
interference
as long as their frequencytime plots never overlap.
This is obviously
a simplification,
since some adjacent-channel
interference
will inevitably
occur
in practical

systems.

Because of the difficulty
of maintaining
the phase coherence
the carrier
from one hop to another,
frequency
shift keying
(FSK) is often used in FH systems.
For the purpose
of this

of

analysis,
each FH transmitter
sends one bit per hop using
binary FSK.
The receiver
uses noncoherent
detection
to recover
the transmitted
signal.
All signal levels are assumed
to be
equal at the receiver
input.
The effect of spectral
"splatter"
is not considered;
for the case of equal signal levels,
this
simplification
can be expected
to have a minor impact_
Also,
for simplicity,
the number
of assigned hopping
patterns
is
taken to be equal to the maximum number
of simultaneous
users.
The spectrum
efficiency
equation
(7), is

of a FH

system,

using

the definition

of

(9)

where N = B/2R is taken to be the number of sub-channels,
each
sub-channel
containing
a mark frequency
and a space frequency.
In systems where the sub-channel
spacing
is greater
(or less)
than 2R, equation
(9) must be adjusted
accordingly.
A.3.1

Synchronous

FH

If the hopping
of the various
links can be synchronized
to a
master timing
source,
then interference
between
links can be
averted
for M!N
by assigning
nonoverlapping
time-frequency
sequences
to the M users.
Again,
this condition
is of primarily theoretical
interest.
The limiting
value of _ for this
case is _ (M=N) = 0.5.
Then the network
throughput
per unit
bandwidth
is
n'(M=N)

= _ (M=N) (I-H L)
= 0.5

where

Pe = 0.5

exp

[I + Peiog2Pe
h
(-E/2N o)
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SEQUENCE

Note that of the NN possible
time-frequency
trajectories,
only N have been used for the first M=N users.
For N<M!2N
users,
interference-free
operation
can no longer be guaranteed,
but it is still possible
to assign
a unique hopping
pattern
to
each user such that 2(M-N) signals suffer interference
on each
hop, with all signals
suffering
interference
for an equal
fraction of any long message.
This can be accomplished,
in principle,
by constructing
the M
codes such that on each hop, the 2(M-N) "unlucky"
signals are
selected
at random out of the population
M.
The remaining
2N-M
signals are assigned
the "preferred"
"noncolliding"
sub-channels.
Although
this may not be a practical
design
procedure,
it demonstrates
that an interference
probability
(per signal)
of 2(M-N)/M
is attainable
in principle.
Furthermore,
by this
procedure
no "collision"
average
error probability

involves
is then

more

than

two

signals.

The

(i0)
Pe =

(2N-M)Po/M

\

M

+

1.5exp

2(M-N)PI/M

(-E/2N o)

error

+

where

Pi is the bit

probability

Given
mined

M, N, and E/No, the values
from equations
(8) through

with

i interferers.

of Pe and _' can be deter(i0).
The upper set of curves

in Figure A5 show _' as a function of Pe for N = i00.
It can
be seen that the curves
for E/N o = i0 and E/N o = _ are
essentially
the same for 0.015 < Pe"
Note that meaningful
values of the curves exist only for integral
values of M, as
shown by the staircase
function
under the E/N o = i0 curve.
The smooth curves actually
represent
the envelopes
of discrete
functions.
A.3.2

Asynchronous

FH

As noted earlier,
it is usually not practical
to establish
mutual
synchronization
between
all active
links in the system.
For asynchronous
FH systems,
the bit error probability
has been
shown to be (AI2).

Pe
where

:

j=0

J = M-I

3
= number

b = transmit
and

duty

Pj = probability

of potential

interferers

factor
of error

with
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j interferers.
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O. 5

Equations

(8),

(9),

and

(ii)

thus

provide

for

the

evaluation

of

Pe and _' given M, N, b, and E/N o . The computation
is
simplified
by taking Pe to be 0.5 for 2 _ j.
This is reasonable approximation
since binary FSK alone is not a particularly
interference-resistant
technique.
The error rate for two or
more interferers
(each having
the same power as the desired
signal)
The

can be

lower

curves

expected

to rapidly

in Figure

A5

show

approach

0.5.

the spectrum

efficiency

(n)

of asynchronous
FH for E/N o of I00 (i.e., 20 dB) and I0.
Again, the variation
in N' due to changes
in E/N o is negligible except at low error rates.
The maximum
value of _' is about
0.115 for error rates in the vicinity
of 0.18.
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A.4

PERFORMANCE

A.4.1

OF

Direct

ASYNCHRONOUS

DS

AND

FH

IN

FADING

Sequence

Fading can be caused by a wide variety of mechanisms.
In some
cases,
direct sequence
systems
provide protection
against
multipath-induced
fading by "resolving"
the individual
paths.
This strategy
can effectively
convert
a fading channel
into a
non-fading
channel,
but it requires
a minimum
bandwidth
that is
inversely
proportiona!
to the difference
between
the two '_ost
nearly equal" path lengths.
Gardner
and Orr, in reference
(AI0), treated
the performance
of
a DS SSMA system in which a slow Rayleigh
fading envelope
is
applied
as an independent
multiplicitive
constant
to each
signal.
Their analysis
was extended
by Hanlon and Gardner
(i0)
to include Rician
fading and Rayleigh
fading in which the
various
fading envelopes
are correlated.
These two performances analyses
can be used to provide
simple,
closed form
approximations
for spectrum
efficiency
under restricted
conditions.
Specifically,
Hanlon
and Gardner
show that the irreducible
error rate (i.e., the error rate in the absence
of background
noise) for a DS SSMA system using coherent
PSK through
a channel with independent
Rician fading is approximately

Pe (No= 0)

(M-l) (I+CI) exp (-Cl)
6K

where C I
is the ratio specular
to diffuse
power.
(The
corresponding
expression
for Rayleigh
independent
fading
obtained
by seting CI=O. ) This yields directly
_'

=

2KM

(I_HL)=

3Pe(I-HL_

M<<L

(l+C!)exp(-C
Since this expression
of background
noise,

is based on
it represents

is

I)

the error
an upper

CI<

2

rate in the absence
bound on _' for the

stated conditions.
Figure A6 shows n' (Pe) for CI=0 (Rayleigh fading) and for CI=I (specular
component
and diffuse
component
having equal power).
As might be expected,
the
spectrum
efficiency
in Rayleigh
fading channels
is substantially reduced
from the corresponding
performance
under nonfading conditions.
The addition
of a significant
specular
component
does not appear
to substantially
alter this situation.
These results
obviously
do not apply when the spread
spectrum
waveform
is used to resolve
the multipath
signal into
individual
non-fading
components.
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A.4.2

Frequency

Hopping

The error rate for most one-bit-per-hop
binary FH systems
be derived
from equation
(ii) by substituting
the proper
expression
interferers

for P j, the probability
of error given
are present.
For slow, flat Rayleigh

can

that j
fading,

i
Po

2 + E/N °

where E is the mean received
energy per
an interfering
signal can appear either
space

channel

P1

; 0.25

(with

equal

+

signal.
Also, since
in the mark or the

probability),

1 +_g/N

As before,
Pj is taken to be 0.5 for 2 ! j, since even P1
is greater
than 0.25.
Using this approximation
with equations
(9 and Ii) yield the n' (Pe) curves shown in Figure
7.
At
high values of E/No, the fading and non-fading
FH curves
differ only slightly.
Under these conditions
Pe is determined primarily
by interference,
which yields similar
values
of PI for the fading and non-fading
cases.
At lower values
of E/No, however,
noise induced
errors begin to have a
substantial
impact, as shown by the lower curve in Figure A7.
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A.5

Error-Correction

Coding:

Fundamental

Limitations

It can be argued
that the results
p_esented
above are unduely
restrictive
because
they are limited to binary
signaling
without error correction.
It is clear that error correction
coding
can increase
the spectrum
efficiency
of SSMA networks
relative
to the networks
analyzed
in the preceding
sections.
However,
if error correction
coding is allowed
on SSMA networks
it must
also be allowed
on the FDMA or TDMA networks
which serve as a
basis

of comparison.

The Shannon
noise is

capacity

for channels

with

additive

C = BclOg 2

white

Gaussain

i + No Bc

\
where B c is the r.f. channel bandwidth
allowed
to each user
and P is the received
signal power.
For FDMA, B c = B/M and P
is the average
received
power per user.
For TDMA, B c = B and
P is M times the average
power for one user.
For SSMA, Bc=B ,
P is the average
power, and N o becomes
No', as defined
earlier.
Thus

the

SSMA

are
FDMA:
TDMA:

total

network

channel

CT = M(B/M)Iog2(I
C T = Blog2(l

capacities

for FDMA,

and

+MP/NoB)

+ MPAV/NoB)

SSMA:

MBlog 2
C T = MBlog 2

Obviously,
achievable

TDMA,

+

NoB+(__I) P

i +

T

+ M-

=

the first two expressions
are the same.
The best
spectrum
efficiencies
at arbitrarily
low error rates

are

FDMA:
TDMA:
SSMA:

n
n
N

= MC/B
= MC/B
MC/B

= CT/B
= CT/B
CT/B

= log2(l+MA)
= Iog2(I+MA)
-I
-i
Mlog 2 [I +(A
+ M-l)
]
M/(M-I)
for I << A
=
i for I < A and I<<M

where A = P/NoB has been used for brevity.
The major result
here is that the maximum
spectrum
efficiencies
for FDMA and
TDMA increase
monotonicallywith
M, while the maximum
spectrum
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efficiency for SSMAdecreases asymptotically to 1.0 for increasing M. This is basically due to the assumedlack of
self-interference in FDMAand TDMAsystems. The channel capacities for such systemscan theoretically be raised to any
desired level by increasing the transmitter power. Increasing
the transmitter power in SSMA
systems quickly results in a
point of diminishing returns; the systembecomesinterferencelimited. Moreover, increasing the numberof SSMA
users decreases the effective SNRfor each user. For FDMAor TDMA
systems, the SNRper user increase as the numberof users
increases (assuming that the average power per user and noise
power density remain fixed), since adding users either decreases the bandwidth per user (in FDMA)or increases the ratio
of peak to average power (in TDMA).
Whenthe numberof active users, M, is not constant, the average network channel capacity can be computedas
0o

CT

=

E
M=O

CT

(M) P(M)

where P(M) is the probability
that M users are active.
Under
these conditions
it can be shown that SSMA can yield a higher
average network
capacity
(for a fixed bandwidth,
B) when the
average number
of active
users is low (AIT, AIS).
This is due
to the assumption
that even when few users are active, each
FDMA user can occupy only I/M of the system bandwidth;
each
TDMA user can occupy
the total system bandwidth
only I/M of the
time.
If this constraint
is removed
(by trunking
the available
TDMA or FDMA channels,
for example),
then it is easily shown
that the average
SSMA channel
capacity
is always below the
average
TDMA or FDMA capacity.
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A. 6

DISCUSSION

The preceding
derivations
are designed
to provide
some basic
constraints
on spectrum
efficiency
under the stated conditions.
In Sections A.I through A.4, the assumption
of a normal
predetection
distribution
of noise-plus-interference
was invoked in order to relate spectrum
efficiency
to error rate.
The spectrum
efficiency
of synchronous
networks
is primarily
of
theoretical
interest.
Most practical
systems provide
synchronization only between
pairs of terminals
that are communicating
with one another.
The results
given above for synchronous
networks
indicate
thac direct sequence
SSMA provides
better
spectrum
efficiency
than frequency
hopping
SSMA for the stated
conditions.
However,
part of this apparent
difference
in
performance
is simply due to the difference
in communication
performance
between
coherently
demodulated
PSK and noncoherently
demodulated
FSK.
Furthermore,
it is easy to find
examples
in which frequency
outperforms
direct sequence

hopping
with noncoherent
binary
with coherent
binary PSK.

Consider,
for example,
the case in which the received
levels are no longer equal.
Specifically,
let
E1 = E2 = E3

= "'" EM-I

It is easily shown,
trum efficiency
for

= EM/e,

FSK

power

I <<e

starting
from equation
(4) that
asynchronous
DS is reduced
from

the specn=38/4 to

In many situations,
it is not unusual
to find 40 dB differences
between
the weakest
and the strongest
signal.
Taking
the
hypothetical
case of M = i0, _ = 104, and N o = 0, and
requiring
_ = I (a generously
high value) we find
n -_7.5 x

For

the

10-4

slow

frequency

hopping

approach

treated

above,

the

im-

pact of the single strong interferer
is restricted
to a single
sub-channel
(although
in extreme cases,
splatter
from adjacent
sub-channels
would also have to be considered).
If N = I00,
then a receiver
not synchronized
to the strong
interferer
"sees" it only one percent
of the time.
The error rate due to
the strong interference
alone is therefore
on the order of 5 x
10-3, which has only a second order effect when the total
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error
of
The

rate

spectrum

in Figure
efficiency
magnitude
the

is

on

8 interferers

same

the
of

order
equal

efficiency

A9 for Pe
may seem
higher

than

of

.02,

power
for

FH

= 0.02,
or
quite
low,
the

in
is

for
a

example,

I00

then

as

channel

approximately

FH

in

the

case

system.
as

shown

_'_
0.05.
Although
this
it is almost
two orders
of

efficiency

of

asynchronous

DS

under

conditions.

Regardless
of spread spectrum
modulation
technique,
it is clear
that the spectrum
efficiency
of any given SSMA system will
improve with decreasing
signal-to-interference
ratio until the
point is reached
at which so many errors are being made that
the loss of information
throughput
overwhelms
any gain in the
number of links operating
in a given bandwidth.
For binary
signals without
forward error correction,
this point corresponds to a relatively
high error rate.
The fundamental
requirement
for practical
spectrum-efficient
SSMA systems
is the
ability
to operate at low signal-to-interference
ratios.
However,
expanding
the system bandwidth
in order to achieve
this goal by conventional
spread spectrum
techniques
is not
typically
effective
in terms of spectrum
efficiency,
since the
permissible
number of users is roughly
proportional
to the
bandwidth,
all other things being equal.
What is needed,
then,
is an improvement
in basic communication
efficiency
relative
to
uncoded binary
signaling
and the usual spread spectrum
techniques, by themselves,
do not provide this, since the required
Eb/N o for a given error rate in white Gaussain
noise is not
changed by the addition
of spread spectrum modulation.
Any discussion
of theoretical
spectrum
efficiency
needs to be
tempered
by caveats
on practical
limitations.
For spread
spectrum
systems,
the attainable
performance
can be limited by
the requirement
for fast acquisition
and reliable
synchronization with economically
feasible
implementations.
TDMA and FDMA
systems also have practiced
limitations.
TDMA requires
timing
gaps to allow for finite propagation
delays and can be expensive to implement.
FDMA systems are generally
easy to implement but, in practice,
are ususally
not free of interference.
In addition,
their spectrum
efficiencies
are limited by the
guard bands required
between
channels.
Examples
have been
produced
in which hypothetical
spread spectrum
systems provide
better
spectrum
utilization
than conventional
frequencychannelized
approaches
(see Reference
A7 and Appendix
B).
The
outcomes
of such comparisons
inevitably
depend on the particular characteristics
and parameters
of the systems being
compared.
These characteristics
and parameters,
in turn,
reflect
the potential
cost and comunication
performance
of the
two systems.
In practical
situations,
it may not be meaningful
to compare
SSMA with other techniques
without
specifying
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particular practical designs as part of the comparison process. A loss of generality in such specific comparisons is inevitable, but this is the price of improving the reliability
of
the result.
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SPECTRUM
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FDMA

TOLERANCES

B-I

B

AND
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SSMA

LOW

NETWORKS:

INFORMATION

RATES

B.I

INTRODUCTION

In Frequency
Division
Multiple
Access,
guard bands are used
to separate
adjacent
frequency
assignments.
If all transmitters and receivers
are synchronized
to a single carrier
source,
the guard bands need only compensate
for the finite
roll-off
characteristics
of the channel
filters.
In the more
usual situation,
however,
each transmitter/receiver
has its
own frequency
source.
In this case, each guard band must be
expanded
to provide
for the frequency
tolerances.
With Spread
Spectrum Multiple
Access
(SSMA), users are separated by codes, so only a single pair of guard bands at the
edges of the SSMA channel
is required.
When frequency
tolerances are considered,
SSMA can surpass FDMA in spectal
efficiency,
i.e., in the number of users per unit bandwidth
for a
fixed set of system parameters.
This statement
can be translated to quantitative
terms as follows.
B.2

FDMA

NOTATION

Let

fi
fc
d
R
Kf
bf
bg

Spectrum

=
=
=

assigned
frequency
of the i th carrier
center
frequency
of the FDMA band
relative
frequency
tolerance
of the transmitters
-- information
bandwidth
=
=
=

bandwidth
expansion
factor = r.f. bandwidth/R
required
bandwidth
per user
guard bandwidth
per channel
in the absence
of frequency
errors

Utilization

It is assumed
that the FDMA band is contiguous
and that its
bandwidth,
B, is much smaller
than its center
frequency,
fcIt is also assumed
that the frequency
errors
of the
various
user terminals
are independent,
and there is exactly
one user per channel.
The frequency
separation
between
channels
is then:

fi+l

- fi = KfR

+ fid +

fi+l d + bg = KfR

+ 2fcd

+ bg

That is, the bandwidth
per user is just the occupied
width plus the two tolerances
plus the minimal
guard
bg.

B-2

bandband,

(i)

B.3

ASYNCHRONOUS

DIRECT

SEQUENCE

SSMA

(CDMA)

Notation
Let

Spectrum

M
R

=
=

number
of active users
information
bandwidth

Ks
d

=
=

bandwidth
expansion
factor = r.f.
relative
frequency
tolerance

No
Ai
P

=
=
=

B

=

noise power density
average output SNR with i active users
i for noncoherent
detection,
2 for coherent
detection
total bandwidth
of channel

bs
Be
n

=

bandwidth

=
=

guard bandwidth
at the channel edges
number of code chips per code period

per

bandwidth/R

user
for d=0

Utilization

In this case, each user has a unique
code.
Again,
the frequency errors of the various
user terminals
are taken to be
independent.
All users are assumed
to be active
simultaneously
in the worst case.
All signals are assumed
to
produce
equal power levels at the receiver
input.
Here, the
total width of the assigned
channel is taken to be:
B

i.e.,
Be .

=

KsR

+

2fcd

the occupied
The

, + Be

bandwidth

bandwidthper
KR+2f

b

s

twice

the

tolerance

plus

is then:

d+B

s

=

plus

user
c

e

(2)

M

The required
bandwidth
expansion
factor, Ks, is determined
by the processing
gain required
to achieve
a given value of
mean signal-to-noise
ratio.
The exact relationship
between
processing
gain and output
SNR in a direct sequence
SSMA
system depends
on the specific
set of codes and modulation
technique
being used.
However,
for a system using binary
PSK, in which the codes can be approximated
as random binary
sequences,
Pursley
(i) has shown that the mean output
SNR
(power ratio)
is approximately

i

l! 3n

No

-i

where i is the number of users, n is number of code chips
information
bit and coherent
detection
has been assumed.
general,

=
Ai

p
2

- I
i 3n

+

o
-_
N ]

B-3

-i

per
In

solving

for

the

code

2 (1n

=

length,

n,

I)

yields

i

3p

-

I-I

A1

Because
the basic phase-shift
keying process
expansion
factor of 2, the overall
bandwidth
tor, Ks, iS 2n
Thus,

given

the

available

output

SNR

has a bandwidth
expansion
fac-

for a single

user

(AI) , the required
output SNR for full system
loading
(Am) , and the system capacity
(M), the required
bandwidth
expansion
factor (Ks) can be estimated.
This determines
b s as shown in equation
(2).
Break-Even

Point

In examining

equations

(i) and

(2),

it is clear

that

both

are

linear
in fc, d, and R.
However,
the coefficients
of these
variables
in b s are smaller
than their counterpart
in bf
by the factor M.
Allowing
d and R to remain
fixed, the lines
bs(f c) and bf(f c) always
one point for I < M.
Furthermore,

since

both

intersect

slopes

at one

are

and

positive,

only

bs<

bf above

this point and bf < b s below.
Points above the break-even
point require
less bandwidth
per user with SSMA; points below
the break-even
point require
less bandwidth
per user with
FDMA.
Analogous
results hold if d or R is allowed
to vary
with all other parameters
constant.
The
and

break-even
point is readily
found by setting
solving
for fc, d, or R.
For example,

R (K
f

=

s

o

B.4

- KM)

+ B

- MD

f
e
2d (M - I)

g
(3)

Note that
KsR + Be,
the total
the total
control.

positive
solutions
since the opposite
required
bandwidth
bandwidth
for SSMA

SSMAWITH

SLOW

FREQUENCY

HOPPING

case,

equations

(I) through

For

this

bf = b s

exist only for M (KfR + bg) <
condition
would imply that
for FDMA would be larger than
even with perfect
frequency

(3) are

still

valid.

However,
a modified
approach
to determining
the required
Ks
may be needed.
For slow-hopping
systems,
the signal-tointerference
ratio can change drastically
from one moment

B-4

to the next, as the time-frequency
slots used by the desired
signal and the interferer
briefly
"collide."
Instead of
describing
the system
in terms of average
SNR, it may be more
meaningful
to describe
the probability
that interference
will
occur in a given slot.
This is especially
significant
for
the "equal-signal-levels"
model,
since any interference
can
momentarily
render the channel
useless.
For a single interferer, the probability
of this for any particular
"state" of
the system is l/L, where L is the number of channels
(shared
by the desired
signal and the interferer).
For an active
user population
M, the probability
of interference
is:
p'=
The

i

(i _ --_)M-1

required

number

of channels

is then

f,-

L = Ii -

(1 - p)(M

- 1)-11

~ M - 1
P

J

t

The total bandwidth
expansion
the "un-hopped"
bandwidth
per
channel
are spaced as closely

for

small

P

(4)

factor, Ks, is then L times
channel,
assuming
that the
as possible.

It is interesting
to apply these results
in two hypothetical
examples where the information
rate is low.
Example
Let

I

us use

direct

the

sequence

following

parameters

to compare

FDMA

with

SSMA.

d
R
M

= 2 x 10"6
= i00 Hz
= I00 Users

AI

= 30 dB

Am
Kf
bg
p

=
=
=
=

(+0.0002%)
m

i0 dB
2
i00 Hz
2 (coherent

detection)

3P

AI

Then,

n =

The spread
66.6 kHz.

spectrum
signal
For convenience,

: 333

bandwidth
we take

is then KsR
the combined

= 2nR :
guard band-

width at the edges of the spread spectrum
band to be equal to
the spread spectrum
signal bandwidth.
Thus, by equation
(3)
fo is

261 MHz.

The model

indicates

B-5

that

at higher

frequencies,
SSMA
required
bandwidth
equation

(2),

Example
Now

is more spectrum-efficient.
The total
at 261MHz,
by either equation
(i) or

is just

134 kHz,

or about

i kHz

per user.

slow

frequency

2

consider

hopping.

an

asynchronous

SSMA

system

with

Let

P
M
R
d

=
=
=
=

0.05
i00 users
i00 Hz
2 x 10 -6

Kf

=

2

bg
Be

=
=

I00 Hz
4R

Then,

over

by equation

bandwidth
is KfR
signal bandwidth
= 3860.

(4), L = 1930

channels.

The

"un-hopped"

= 200 Hz, so the total spread spectrum
is 386 kHz.
That is, K s = 386 kHz/100

By equation
(3), the break-even
The total required
bandwidth
at
3.9 kHz per user.

Hz

frequency
is fo = 900 MHz.
this frequency
is 390 kHz,

or

Discussion
It can

be

seen

that

(I)

Loose

(2)

Low

(3)

High

the

frequency

information
operating

factors

favoring

SSMA

over

FDMA

are:

tolerances.
rates.
frequencies.

(4) Low marginal
cost of transmitter
power (relative
to
the cost of precision
oscillators
or TDMA), since
SSMA typically
requires
either
increased
transmitter
power or coding
gain, or both, to combat the combined effects
of background
noise and selfinterference.
This is reflected
in the requirement
for direct
sequence
SSMA that Am<
A I.
If Am
is an acceptable
SNR, then, in a permanently
interference-free
system, A I could be reduced
to this
level.
In an SSMA system, however,
the "spread"
between
AI and Am _ixes
the required
processing

B-6

the relationship
between
gain and the number of users.

In comparing SSMA
with FDMA,the effect of frequency tolerances can be neglected only if the absolute tolerances are
small with respect to the information rate, or if all network
terminals share a commonfrequency standard. Otherwise,
ignoring frequency tolerances can bias the tradeoff in favor
of FDMA.
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LAND

MOBILE

HOPPING

RADIO

C.I

OBJECTIVES
The purpose
of this simulation
is to provide
a preliminary
assessment
of the feasibility
of using slow FH for land mobile
services.
The sensitivity
of the model to change
in certain
parameters
is investigated.

¢-2

C. 2

SCOPE
In

the

soon
would
the

development

became
depend

of

evident
on

potential

the

the

simulation

that

the

type

of

expense

of

service

studying

services
selected

in depth,
a hypothetical
for simulation.
However,

here

easily

are

modified

to

models

specific

embody

services.

C-3

described

parameters
being

a number

of

here,
the

provided.
of

potential

it

models

Because

of

types

Citizens
Band
service
was
the basic
models
described
the

characteristics

of

other

of

C.3

DESCRIPTION

OF

MODEL

Every meaningful
model requires
the use of approximations,
simplifications,
or other constraints.
The following
description documents
these and provides
some comments
on their impact.
C.3.1

Frequency

Hopping

One of the basic features
of the model presented
here is that
all active
transmitters
are assumed
to hop in mutual
synchronism.
That is, they are assumed
to change channels
simultaneously.
In actual operation,
the various
transmitters
will hop
asynchronously.
The impact of this simplification
is that it
results
in a predicted
average
frequency
of interruption
(by
interference)
that is too low.
However,
it also results
in a
prediction
of the average
duration
of each interruption
that is
too high by the same factor.
So prediction
of the average
signal-to-interference
ratio is unbiased
in this respect.
However,
the other performance
parameter
predicted
in this study
-- articulation
-- is based on previously-published
empirical
evidence
(see Section
C3.4) so it is hard to say to what extent,
if any, it may be biased by this simplification.
No attempt
is made to model the hopping
codes of the various
transmitters.
Instead,
each transmitter
is assumed
to select a
channel at random on each hop.
All channels
have an equal
probability
of being selected
by any given transmitter
on each
hop.
The hops of the various
transmitters
are statistically
independent.
This is expected
to be an accurate
representation
for the "average"
selection
of M active user codes out of a
larger population
of K well-designed
user codes.
For the worstcase selection
of M out of K codes,
the performance
predicted
by
the simulation
may be slightly
optimistic.
However, most of the
simulation
runs are based on the use of I00 channels,
and this
results
in an extremely
large potential
set of user codes.
(Approximately
1001 = 10158 codes, if all sequences
using each
channel
once and only once per code cycle are allowed).
Thus,
the probability
of randomly
selecting
two codes that are highly
correlated
is small, unless
this code set is poorly designed.
Hopping
rates of 1 hop per second and 20 hops per second are
investigated.
Hopping
rates lower than i hop per second will
provide
reduced voice privacy
and will engender
long synchronization lags, which are unacceptable
in real-time
voice communication
systems.
Hopping
rates much in excess
of 20 hops per
second may be difficult
to implement
with inexpensive
synthesizers.
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C.3.2

Sources

of

Performance

Degradation

The major source of performance
degradation
is assumed
to be
interference
from frequency-hopping
transmitters.
Sources of
degradation
that are neglected
include:
Background
noise
Fading
Interference
from other
Random FM
Harmonic
distortion
"Click" noise resulting
tween hops
Receiver
synchronization

services

from

the

phase

discontinuties

be-

errrors

In addition,
the model neglects
the possibility
of intermodulation products
generated
by the passage of mutliple
FH signals
.through
nonlinear
circuits.
However,
the model does compute
the
effect of "splatter"
from adjacent-channel
interfers
and from
interfers
that are two channels
removed
from the intended signal.
Splatter
resulting
from interference
channels
removed
from the intended
signal
negligible
impact.

that is more than
is assumed
to have

two
a

The overall
impact of these simplifications
obviously
bias the
predicted
performance
in a positive
direction.
Thus, when a
particular
simulaton
run predicts
poor performance,
it can be
concluded
that the performance
of an operational
system would be
poor.
When the runpredicts
good results,
the only conclusion
is that good performance
_
be achievable
in an operational
system.
C.3.3

Propagation

Model

The path losses between
transmitters
and receiver
are computed
by the Longley-Rice
propagation
model (Reference
A-I).
This
model predicts
the long-term
median
transmission
loss between
points,
given parameters
such as antenna heights,
terrain irregularity,
frequency,
and distance.
The specific
parameters
used
in computing
transmission
loss are presented
in Table C-I.
The values of refractivity,
ground permittivity,
and ground
conductivity
shown in Table C-I are recognized
as "typical"
values;
transmission
loss at 915 MHz is relatively
insensitive
to changes
in these parameters,
except under conditions
of unusual refractivity.
Random
antenna
siting
(with respect
to the
surrounding
terrain)
is assumed
for both mobiles
and base stations, on the hypothesis
that most base stations
would be
located
in the user's home or office.
Antenna heights
(above

C-5

TABLE
PROPAGATION

C-I
PARAMETERS

VALUE

PARAMETER
Surface

301.

Refractivity

Ground

Permittivity

15. esu

Ground

Conductivity

0.005

Surface

90 meters

Irregularity

915 MHz

Frequency
Antenna
Mobile
Base

mhoimeter

Random

Siting
Antenna

Antenna

Height

(Mobile

2. meters
7. meters

Height

C-6

& Base)

ground) of 2 and 7 meters are assumed
for the mobile and base,
respectively.
The surface
irregularity
(90m) is typical of
hilly terrain.
In order

to minimize

the cost

of

running

the

simulation,

a look-

up table of transmission
loss versus
distance
was constructed.
The table covers distances
from 1.0 km to i00. km in logarithmically spaced increments
of about two percent.
The largest difference in transmission
loss between
adjacent
entries
in the
table is 1.0 dB.
However,
the quantization
interval
for the
most

frequently

encountered

distances

is less

than

The geographic
variability
in path loss for a given
receiver distance
is estimated
by Reference
A-2 as:
OL

=

6 + 0.55 dv_/L

- 0.004

(dH/L)

0.5 dB.
transmitter-

dB

where dH is the terrain
irregularity
and L is the wavelength.
This value is used to produce
a normally-distributed,
zero mean
adjustment

to the median

transmission

loss.

For £ransmitter-receiver
separations
less than 1.0 km, the
Longely-Rice
model is not applicable.
Free-space
loss is assumed
for this case, which occurs
infrequently
in most of the simulation runs.
The propagation
models
described
above are based largely
on data
taken in areas free of urban development.
In a recent paper
(Reference
C-3), Longley
suggested
modifications
for use in
urban areas.
The suggested
correction
to the median tranmission
loss (in dB) contains
a constant
term, a frequency-dependent
term, and a distance-dependent
term.
In computing
signal-tointerference
ratios, only the distance-dependent
term is significant, since the other
the interference.
The

two terms are the same for the signal and
distance-dependent
term has a negative

sign, which implies
that despite
higher overall
transmission
losses in urban areas,
the transmission
loss increases
with
distance
at a somewhat
lower rate than in undeveloped
areas.
However,
the overall
change
in the rate of fall-off
is small
the range
C.3.4

of distances

Antennas

And

used

Power

here.

Levels

All stations
are assumed
to have antennas
that are omnidirectional in azimuth
and of equal gain.
Equal transmitter
power
levels are assumed.
Since the system
is assumed
to be interference-limited,
no other assumptions
about antenna
gains or
transmitter

powers

are required.
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C.3.5

Basic

Simulation

Models

Two basic simulation
models have been developed.
The simplest
computes
the statistics
of the r.f. signal-to-interference
ratio for given statistical
distributions
of transmitter/receiver distances
over a specified
coverage
area.
The second
model goes one step further and estimates
the intelligibility
of
the resulting
speech based on the pattern
of interruptions,
using empirical
results by Miller
and Licklider
(C-4).
Both models
assume that mobile-to-base
transmissions
and baseto-mobile
transmissions
occupy
separate,
disjoint
frequency
bands.
Primary emphasis
is on evaluating
the performance
of the
mobile-to-base
links, since, in the absence
of repeaters,
mobile-to-mobile
operations
would probably
also be conducted
in
this band, thus making
the traffic
intensity
higher than in the
base-to-mobile
band.
A few simulation
runs were also performed
for mobile-to-mobile
operation,
although
it is expected
that
this mode of operation
would be of less importance
than it is in
the 27 MHz citizens band because
of the discrete-address
nature
of the system.
C.3.5.1

Signal-to-lnterference

Model

A simplified
flow chart of the signal-to-interference
simulation
model is shown in Figure C-I.
After the various
parameters
have
been read in, a random
trial is conducted
to select the distance
between
the receiver
and the transmitter
generating
the intended
signal.
Another
set of random
trials is conducted
to select
the
distances
between
the receiver
and all other active
transmitters.
Next, a random
trial is conducted
to select a channel
for
each active
transmitter.
The absolute
value of the frequency
difference
(measured
in number of channels)
between
the intended
signal and each potential
interference
is computed
and stored.
For co-channel
interference
or interferences
within
two channels
of the intended
signal,
the path loss is computed.
Finally,
the
signal-to-interference
ratio is computed,
ignoring
those active
transmitters
that are more than two channels
removed
from the
intended
signal.
This process
is iterated
resulting
values of r.f.
puted and plotted.

200 times, and the distribution
of the
signal-to-interference
ratio is com-

The second simulation
model estimates
a measure
of
telligibility
by a procedure
that will be described

speech inin the next

section.
In order to perform these computations
it is necessary
to first estimate
the total fraction of the voice message
that
is interrupted
by interference
and the average
rate of interruption.
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I

FIGURE Cl
SIGNAL-TO-INTERFERENCE
SIMULATION:
SIMPLIFIED
FLOW CHART
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OF

POWERS

Figure C-2 is a simplified
flow chart of the second simulation
model.
It should be viewed
as a functional
description
of the
computer
program, because
some operations
deviate
slightly
from
the format of Figure C-2 for reasons
of computational
efficiency.
After the parameters
are read in, all temporary
storage
arrays
are cleared.
A random
trial is then conducted
to assign a
channel
to each active
transmitter.
On the first pass through
this inner loop, random trials are also perfomed
to select
transmitter/receiver
distances.
Path losses are computed
and
stored so that they will not have to be recomputed
on future
hopping
trials.
The r.f. signal-to-interference
ratio (C/l) is
computed
and a counter
is incremented
if the C/I exceeds
6 dB.
For the purpose
of estimating
intelligibiltiy,
the audio SNR is
assumed
to be infinite
for 6 dB < C/I and zero for C/I < 6 dB.
This is a simplification
based on the threshold/capture
characteristics
of narrowband
FM.
It would be a serious oversimplification if most of the observed
C/I values were in the region of
6 dB, but because
the observed
trial values of C/I are spread
over a wide range,
the approximation
should be acceptable.
Onehundred
such passes are made through
the inner loop, with
the transmitter/receiver
distances
and path losses fixed.
The
result is the number of passes, k, for which C/I < 6 dB.
The
fraction of hops for which significant
interference
occurs
is
then k/100.
A count is also kept of the number
of interference
bursts,
i.e., the number
of runs of interference-contaminated
hops.
If this count is L, then the average rate at which interference bursts
occur is L/100 times the hopping
rate.
These two
measures
- the fraction
of the hops on which interference
(C/I <
6 dB) occurs and the average number
of interference
bursts per
second are use to compute
the articulation,
based on procedures
to be described
in the next section.
This entire process
is repeated
up to 200 times, with a different randomly-selected
set of transmitter/receiver
distances
on
each pass.
The distribution
of the resulting
articulation
scores is computed
and plotted.

C.3.5.2

Intelligibility

MOdel

The intelligibility
of interrupted
speech has been studied
empirically
by Miller
and Licklider
(Reference
C-4).
The basic
measure
of intelligibility
used in their study is the Harvard
phonetically
balanced
(PB) articulation
test (Reference
C-5),
which scores
the ability of listeners
to correctly
interpret
monosyllable
words.
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Figure c-3 illustrates one result of the Miller and Licklider
study. It showsword articulation scores for speech interrupted
by noise, as a function of "noise-time fraction," i.e._ the duty
factor of the noise. The results of interrupting the speech i,
i0, i00 and I000 times per second are shown. Although these
data are based on periodic interruptions, interruptions with
irregularly spacedbursts of noise yeilds essentially the same
results.
In order to use the results to predict intelligibility,
the
average rate of interruption and the average "noise-time fraction," or noise duty factor, must be known. Since the Miller
and Licklider results are empirical, someform of interpolation
is required whenthe rate of interruption and "noise-time fraction" producedby the simulation do not coincide with the corresponding values used in the empirical intelligibility
tests.
In order to satisfy this requirement, a table of articulation
versus "noise-time fraction" was computedfor each of the four
rates of interruption shownin Figure C-3. Since each series of
I00 hopping trials has only i01 possible outcomesin terms of
"noise-time fraction," the size of this lookup table is 4 x I01
= 404 elements. Linear interpolation is used betweenthe empirical data points at each rate of interruption.
For a given
noise-time fraction and rate of interruption, the articulation
is estimated by linearly interpolating betweenpoints in the
table corresponding to the rates of interruption that bracket
the observation. Rates of interruption below one per second are
assumedto produce the samearticulation scores that result for
one interruption per second.
The PBword articulation test used by Miller and Licklider is
significantly more demandingthan several other scoring methods
that have been used (Reference C-6). A PBword articulation
score of 75 percent is deemedto be acceptable for "typical"
communicationpurposes.
C.3.6

Distribution

of Transmitter-to-Reeeiver

Distances

In all of the simulation
runs, the receiver
is assumed
to be
located
at the center
of a circular
region having
a radius of 30
km.
Interfering
transmitters
are assumed
to have a uniform
probability
of being within any differential
area within this
region.
In order to account
for the fact that mobiles
cannot,
in most circumstances,
approach
within
a few meters
of the base
station antenna,
an interference-free
ring having
a radius of
I00 meters
is created around
the receiver.
Although
these
assumptions
are obviously
simplifications,
they are similar
to
the ones that were used in a recent analysis
by Torrieri
(Reference C-7).
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.8

MODEL

1.0

The uniform
annular geographic
distribution
of interferers
leads
to the distribution
of transmitter-to-receiver
distances
shown
in Figure C-4 for a receiver
in the center of the region.
It is reasonable
to expect
that the distribution
of distances
between
the receiver
and the transmitter
with which communication is being attempted
will not be in agreement
with Figure
C-4.
In particular,
users will soon learn that the range of the
system is limited
(even in the absence
of interference),
so it
is unreasonable
to assume
that the longest distances
between
the
receiver
and the intended
transmitter
are the most likely to be
attempted.
In fact, one would suppose
that, after a certain
point,
the probablity
that of user attempting
communication
over
a given distance
will decrease
monotonically
with distance.
On
the other hand, it is also unlikely
that users will often attempt communication
over very short ranges because
a moving
vehicle
will quickly
leave such a short-range
region.
These
arguments
suggest a unimodel
distribution
communication
distances like the one shown in Figure
C-5.
The functional
form of
this

distribution

p(x)
where

= (x/X_)e-X/Xo

x is

tempted

is:

the distance

and

2x o is

over

the mean

which
of

communication

is being

at-

the distribution.

In an operational
scenario,
there is likely to be a significant
amount of "coupling"
between
the number of interferers
and the
mean distance
over which communication
is attempted.
No attempt
has been made to model this effect,
and further investigation
in
this area is needed.

Co3.7

Output

Format

The output
produced
by both simulation
models
is in the form of
a cumulative
distribution
function
(CDF) for each simulation
run.
One model estimates
the CDF of the signal-to-interference
ratio;
the other estimates
the CDF Of the word articulation.
Each type of CDF represents
the probability
(taken over the
ensembles
of transmitter
locations
and frequency
hops) that the
computed

variable

falls

below

any

C- 14
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TRANSMITTER

C. 4

SIMULATION
C.4.1

RESULTS

Signal-to-lnterference

All simulation
runs
a mean communication

Simulation

Model

on this model are mobile-to-base
runs, with
distance
of 8 km (5 miles).
A hopping
rate

of one per second
is used.
"Splatter"
from adjacent-channel
interference
is neglected
in this preliminary
model.
In order

to provide

a baseline

against

which

to compare

the

performance
of a frequency
hopping
system,
several runs were
made for a single channel
system.
The first run, shown in
Figure C-6, provided
the CDF of the r.f. signal-to-interference
ratio when one interferer
is present
continuously
on the single
channel.
In order to facilitate
interpretation
of the CDF, the
locations
median
and the lower decile are marked
on the abscissa
by a triangle
(V)
and a vertical
arrow
This convention
will be followed
on all

( ? ), respectively.
of the graphs.

It can be argued, heuristically,
that an r.f. signal-to-interference ratio of about I0 dB is required
for adequate
co=_unlcations.
This rather arbitrary
criterion
is based on the threshold of a narrowband
FM receiver,
which is typically
a few dB
below the I0 dB level.
Note that the signal-to-interference
ratio varies not only with the various
transmitter/receiver
distances,
but also with time (i.e., with hopping)
for any given
configuration
of transmitter-receiver
distances.
It can

be

seen

from

Figure

C-6

that

for a single

single
interferer,
the I0 dB S/I criterion
was
62 percent
of the trials.
For two interferers
channel
(see Figure C-7) this fraction
reduces
percent.
reduced

For four interferers
to about 26 percent.

channel

and

a

met on only about
on a single
to about 37

(see Figure C-8) it is further
The implication
of this is that

the degree
of frequency
reuse (by geographic
separation)
possible in a conventional
narrowband
900 MHz system with the assumed
distributions
of distance
will be limited.
However,
this issue
needs to be addressed
in more detail,
particularly
if the dominant mode of operation
in such a system turns out to he mobileto-mobile
(without
repeaters).
The results
100-channel

of the signal-to-interference
simulation
for a
frequency-hopping
are illustrated
in Figures
C-9

through
C-15, for 5, i0, 20, 40, 80, 160 and 200 interferers,
respectively.
In computing
the signal-to-interference
ratio on
each trial, provision
must be made for the case in which no
interference
occurs,
due to a particularly
favorable
selection
of channels
on that hop.
In this case, a r.f. signal-to-
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80,

interference

ratio

of

I00

dB has

been

arbitrarily

assigned.

In

practice,
the difference
between
a I00 dB r.f. signal-to-interference ratio and an infinite
r.f. signal-to-interference
ratio
will not be discernable
to the listener.
The system will become
limited by noise and distortion
long before
this point.
Note
also that the program
used to plot the CDFs automatically
scales
the abscissa
according
to the range of the data points.
Thus,
the abscissa
scales on the various
figures
are generally
different.
One result of the runs made on this model is that a singlechannel
system with two interferers
(Figure C-7) and a lO0channel
system with 200 frequency-hopping
interferers
(Figure
C-15) yield roughly
the same signal-to-interference
statistics
(in the absence of splatter),
although
the FH statistics
suggest
slightly
interior
performance.
On the basis of such a comparison, some degradation
should be expected
for the FH system,
since the instantaneous
channel
loadings
for FH are not uniform,
as with

N equally

loaded

conventional

channels.

From Figures
C-9 through
C-15, it is possible
to plot the probability of attaining
a I0 dB S/I ratio as a function
of the
number of active
interferers.
Such a plot is shown in Figure
C-16.
Also shown on this figure are the corresponding
points
for the single-channel
simulation
results.
In both cases,
it is
possible
to interpolate
between
the data points using piecewise
linear segments.
The largest residual
for either
case is about
.04.
Of course,
the continuous
line segments
are meaningful
only for integer values
of M (the number of interferers).
Extrapolations
of these segments
beyond the data points would
seem to be a conservative
procedure,
since the probability
of
achieving
a I0 dB C/I ratio must approach
zero asymptotically
as
M increases.
The extrapolations,
on the other hand, show a zero
probability
of achieving
he desired
performance
at M = 35 (for
one channel)
and M = 640 (for i00 channels).
The cost of replacing
the extrapolations
with simulation
results
was not
judged to be justified,
since the cost of the simulation
rises
rapidly
for large numbers
of interferers
if accurate
estimates
of low-probability
events
are required.
A simple
traffic model
durations)
can now be
ing a I0 dB C/I ratio
Recognizing
that the
there is at least one

(Poisson
arrivals,
exponential
message
used to predict
the probability
of achievas a function
of traffic
intensity.
statement
"IOSC/I"
has no meaning
unless
call in progress
or about to be made:
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The results
of inserting
the simulation-produced
estimates
of
p(10 < C/l) into this traffic model are shown in Figures C-17
and C-18 for single-channel
and 100-channel
operation,
respectively.
It can be seen that, for a 90 percent
probability
of
achieving
a i0 dB C/I ratio,
the maximum
traffic
intensity
is
about 0.25 Erlangs
for a single channel and 12.5 Erlangs
for a
lO0-channel
frequency
hopping
system having
the characteristics
described
above.
Thus, the channel-by-channel
version
(i.e.,
nonfrequency
hopping)
would appear to be about twice as efficient in its use of the spectrum as the FH version,
based on the
simple models used here.
This comparison
embodies
the implicit
assumption
that the channels
in the conventional
system are
loaded equally,
on the average.
Constraints
that cause the
channels
to be loaded unequally
(due to regulatory
factors,
for
example)
may shift the balance
in favor of the FH approach.
In
addition,
it wll be shown in the next section
that the spectrum
efficiency
of the FH system improves
significantly
when the mean
attempted
communication
distance
is reduced.
C.4.2

Intelli$1bility_odel

The intelligibility
model incorporates
a number of refinements
that allow the impact of parameter
changes
to be assessed.
Specifically,
it provides
for the hopping
rate, the amount of
"splatter,"
the mean communication
distance,
and the link type
(mobile-to-base
or mobile-to-mobile)
to be set for each simulation run.
All runs are based on a 100-channel
system.

C.4.2.1

Mobile-to-Base

Operation

A tabulation
of the principal
mobile-to-base
simulation
runs and
their parameter
settings
is shown in Table C-2.
The table is
self-explanatory
except
for the column marked
"splatter."
The
figures
in this column represent
the assumed
attenuation
on the
adjacent
and next-adjacent
channels,
respectively.
For example,
60180 means that an adjacent-channel
signal is attenuated
by 60
dB relative
to a co-channel
signal and that a signal two channels removed
is attenuated
80 dB relative
to a co-channel
signal.
Instead of trying to group the runs into sets having all
but one parameter
in common,
the runs will simply be presented
in chronological
order.
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Figures
C-19 and C-20 show the impact of raising
the hopping
rate from one per second
(Figure C-19; this rate was also used
in the signal-to-interference
model)
and twenty
per second
(Figure C-20; this rate is used for all of the simulation
runs
that follow).
For both runs, the mean distance
at which communication is attempted
is 8.0 km (5 miles).
The "splatter"
attenuation is assumed
to be i0 dB and 30 dB for adjacent
and nextadjacent
channels,
respectively.
This is representative
of what
can be achieved
using channel
spacings
of 15 to 20 kHz with the
least expensive
two-pole
monolithic
crystal
filters
(see, for
example,

reference

C-8).

It can be seen from Figures
C-19 and C-20 that the impact of
increasing
the hopping
rate from I/s to 20/s is not great under
these conditions.
This is primarily
because
the rate of interruption
is usually
low with only 5 interferers,
even at 20
hops/s.
For low rates of interruption,
the dependence
of articulation
on interruption
rate is small.
Figure
C-21 shows the result of increasing
the number of interferers to 20 with all other parameters
unchanged.
Although
the
degradation
of performance
is clearly visible,
there is still a
91 percent
chance of achieving
an articulation
score of 0.75 or
better.
If the

number

of

interferers

is increased

to 40

(without

chang-

ing any other parameters),
the CDF of the word articulation
score is as shown in Figure C-22.
If the criterion
for acceptable performance
is a 90 percent
chance of achieving
a 0.75 word
articulation
score, then this run fails to yield acceptable
performance,
lation score

since the probability
of 0.75 is only 0.79.

of achieving

a word

articu-

In an effort to determine
the effect of the assumed
8 km mean
attempted
communication
distance,
this parameter
was reduced
to
4 km (2.5 miles)
and the simulation
was re-run with 20 and 40
interferers
(other parameters,
except for the number of trials,
were unchanged
from the conditions
that produced
Figures
C-21
and C-22).
The results
are shown in Figures
C-23 and C-24,
respectively.
Although
some improvement
is evident,
the amount
of improvement
is not great.
The probability
of attaining
an
acceptable
articulation
score (0.75) is still below 90 percent
for

40

interferers.

In Figure
C-25,
show the effect

the "splatter"
parameters
of substantially
removing

have been
splatter.

changed
to
This accom-

plished
by setting
adjacent-channel
and next-adjacent
channel
attenuation
to 200 dB.
Since the maximum
possible
interferenceto-signal
ratio for a single interferer
(interferer
0.I km from
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the receiver
and intended
signal source i00 km from the receiver)
is on the order of 115 dB, there is no way that a single
interferer
(or any reasonably
likely combination
of multiple
interferers)
can significantly
contribute
to pushing
the net
signal-to-interference
ratio across the 6 dB threshold
unless it
is already
extremely
close to that threshold
with co-channel
interference
alone.
The results
of this change are significant,
indicating
that the
I0 dB/30 dB attenuation
figures used in the initial
simulation
runs had contributed
to a measureable
performance
degradation.
With 200 dB/200 dB splatter,
the lower decile of the distribution of articulation
scores is about 0.84, compared
with 0.73
for the equivalent
40 interferers.)

run

with

10/30

splatter.

(Both

runs were

for

The impact of increasing
the number
of interferers
from 40 to 80
is shown in Figure C-26.
All other parameters
are unchanged
from the previous
run.
The performance
at this level still
appears
to be acceptable;
the lower decile of the distribution
Is 0.77.
When the number of interferers
is increased
to 120
(Figure C-27),
the lower decile decreases
to about 0.63; there
is only are 82 percent
chance of achieving
an articulation
score
of 0.75.
Thus, the maximum
number of users for this case (given
the performance
constraint
stated above) is between
80 and 120,
or about one per channel.
Although
this result is encouraging,
it is also unrealistic.
The potential
cost of developing
and producing
(I) receivers
with 200 dB selectivity
and (2) transmitters
with 200 dB suppression
of sideband noise and other spurious
emissions,
is
likely to dissuade
any entrepreneur
from undertaking
such an
effort,
particularly
for a consumer-oriented
application.
In order to see whether
similar results
could be attained
with
more realistic
"splatter"
parameters,
the adjacent
channel
and
next-adjacent
channel
attenuations
were changed
to 60 dB and 80
dB, respectively.
Simultaneously,
the mean distance
over which
communication
is attempted
was restored
to 8.0 km (5 miles)
and
the number of interferers
was set to 80.
The results are shown
in Figure
C-28.
It can be seen that the combination
of changes
has put the performance
back into the unacceptable
region, since
the probabilityof
achieving
a 75 percent
PB word articulation
score is only about 0.76.
The effect of maintaining
the 60/80 splatter
configuration
while
reducing
the mean attempted
communication
distance
4 km (2.5
miles)
is shown in Figure C-29.
This run is comparable
to the
run displayed
in Figure
C-26 except
for the increased
splatter.
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It can be seen that the performance
is now back in the acceptable region;
the chance of attaining
a 75 percent word articulation score is about 0.93.
Thus, the maximum
number of users
per

channel

Receiver

for this

case

selectivities

is again

of 60 dB

close

to unity.

(adjacent

channel)

and 80

dB

(next-adjacent
channel)
are attainable
using multipole
crystal
filters
in conjunction
with 25 KHz channel
spacing.
However,
reducing
transmitter
sideband
splatter
to these levels may
require
careful design efforts
or unusually
wide channel
spacings.
The impact of receiver-generated
intermodulation
products
also needs to be investigated.
Additional

simulation

runs

with

60/80

dB splatter

are

shown

in

Figures
C-30 through C-36 for mean communication
distress
of 2.0
km through
16.0 km.
These results were used to provide
a coarse
plot of maximum
number of simultaneous
users versus mean communication distance
(see Section C.4.4).
_.4.2.2

Mobile-to-Mobile

In order

to simulate

Operation

direct

(Without

mobile-to-mobile

Repeaters)
operation,

it is

only necessary
to generate
a new path loss table based on a
lower antenna
height
at the receiver.
This assumes
that all
interferers
are mobiles.
Antenna heights
of 2.0 meters
were
assumed
at both ends of the link.
By the Longley-Rice
model,
this had the net effect of increasing
the median path loss by
about 5 dB for distance
greater than 1.0 km.
For shorter distances,
free space path loss is used, so the received
power is
independent
of antenna
height in this range.
The results
are shown in Figures C-37 and C-38 for mean attempted
communication
distances
of 4 km (2.5 miles) and 2 km
(1.25 miles),
respectively.
Both runs are based on 80 interrefers and 60/80 dB splatter.
At 4 km, the performance
is not
significantly
different
from the corresponding
mobile-to-base
performance
(Figure C-29).
At 2 km, performance
is substantially
improved.
C. 4.2.3

Base-to-Mobile

Operation

The mobile-to-base
and base-to-mobile
links in land mobile
radio
systems
are normally
not equivalent,
because
the antenna gains
and noise levels can differ.
However,
all of the simulation
runs described
above are based on the assumptions
of interference-limited
operation,
so neither
background
noise nor
antenna
gains are reflected
in the results.
Also, the
(Longley-Rice)
propagation
model is reciprocal
with respect
to
transmitter
and receiver
antenna heights,
so the uplink
and
downlink
are equivalent
in terms of signal-to-interference
for a given set of transmitter-to-receiver
distances.
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Thus, the results
presented
above for mobile-to-base
operation
are also applicable,
in principle,
to the base-to-mobile
link.
In order for this equivalence
to hold, however,
it is necessary
to imagine
the mobile
receiver
at the center of the coverage
area, with the base station transmitters
distributed
around
it
according
to the density
functions
describe
for mobile
transmitters
in Section C.3.7.
C.4.3

The

Impact

of Background

Noise

and

Fading

The assumption
of interference-limited
operation
is a useful
mechanism
that has been applied
in other analyses
and simulations of FH systems.
Nevertheless,
real systems are limited
in
the attached
communication
range in the absence
of interference.
Table C-3 illustrates
a simplified
915 MHz mobile-to-base
link budget
for a quiet receiver
location.
Based on the assumed
parameters,
the maximum
permissible
path loss is 155 dB, including a 20 dB fade margin.
In order for this loss to be achieved
at 90 percent
of the mobile
locations,
a maximum
range of about
8.3 km (5.2 miles)
is predicted
by the Longley-Rice
model, based
on the parameters
shown in Table C-I.
This 155 dB path loss
will be achieved
50 percent
of the time at a range of about 19.3
km (12.i miles).
Noisey
receiver
locations,
lower transmitter
powers,
line losses,
and urban shadowing
will all contribute
to
reduced
ranges.
Such range limitations
obviously
apply to
conventional
narrowband
systems
as well as frequency-hopping
systems.
C.4.4

Summary

of

Simulation

Results

The simulations
described
here indicate
that it may be feasible
to provide
acceptable
communication
performance
with slow frequency hopping
FM.
The spectrum
efficiency
of such an approach,
in terms of number
of active users per channel
over a given
geographic
area depends on the degree of adjacent
and next-adjacent channel
interferences
as well as the mean communication
distance.
The slow FH approach
may be able to accommodate
roughly
one active user per channel
under favorable
conditions.
The degree of adjacent-channel
and next-adjacent
channel
"splatter" can have a significant
impact on communication
performance
and spectrum
efficiency.
The estimated
maximum
number
of users
per channel
is summarized
in Table C-4 for various
operating
conditions.
For 60/80 dB splatter,
the estimated
maximum number
of users per channel
is plotted versus
the mean communication
distance
in Figure C-39.
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TABLE
SIMPLIFIED

MOBILE-TO-BASE

QUIET

Receiver
Receiver
Transmit
Transmit

Sensitivity:
Antenna
Gain:
Antenna
Gain:
Power:
15

Maximum
Nonfading
Fade Margin
Maximum

Path

Loss:

C-3

Path

RECEIVER

LINK

BUDGET

LOCATION

-146

dBW
9 dB
5 dB

dBW

Loss:
20 dB

175

155 dB
8.3 km, 90%
19.3 km, 50%
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FOR

dB

(.35 NV)

TABLE

ESTIMATED
FOR

MAXIMUM

NUMBER

4

OF USERS

INTERFERENCE-LIMITED

OPERATION

Splatter,

Mean

Type

dB

Communication

of

Attenuation

Distance,

km

PER CHANNEL

Link

Estimated
Maximum
of Users

Number
Per

10/30

8.0

MB

0.3

10/30

4.0

MB

0.3

200/200

4.0

MB

1.0

60/80

16.0

MB

0.5

60/80

8.0

MB

0.6

60/80

4.0

MB

0.9

60/80

2.0

MB

1.4

60/80

4.0

_

0.9

60/80

2.0

_

1.4
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